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Abstract
Postnatal subventricular zone (SVZ) neurogenesis in the rodent generates
large numbers of neuroblasts that migrate and integrate daily into the mature
olfactory bulb (OB) circuit. After brain injury and stroke, neural stem cells
(NSCs) within the SVZ niche generate neuroblasts that migrate to the site of
injury, thus providing a potential endogenous source of cells to replace those lost
from injury. Given the paucity of treatment options after stroke, it is widely
believed in the field that enhancing neurogenesis after injury has promise for
providing future treatments. Despite the promise of endogenous NSCs for repair,
in health the degree to which SVZ neuroblasts have the capability to integrate
outside of their normal development in the olfactory bulb (OB) remains an open
question. After brain injury, the role of progeny produced by NSCs after stroke
remains poorly understood. My research has focused on how NSC’s and their
progeny respond to injury, and modeling SVZ neuroblasts’ intrinsic integration
capabilities.
Using nestin-CreERtm4 NSC lineage tracing we identified that NSCs
produce a specialized Thbs4hi population of astrocytes. Photothrombotic cortical
injuries result in Thbs4hi astrocyte generation, rather than neuroblast production
in NSCs. In Thbs4KO/KO mice SVZ astrogenesis is ablated with neuroblasts instead
migrating to the site of injury. With the observation of large numbers of
neuroblasts at the injury site, I wanted to model the integration potential of SVZ
derived neuroblasts without normal development. Using a novel live imaging
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assay, I found neuroblast maturational state is associated with distinct migratory
properties and apical dendrite targeting ability. Microarray analyses of SVZ
neuroblasts during migration show significant changes in gene expression
profiles from birth to just prior to circuit integration in the OB. Furthermore, we
present evidence that newborn SVZ interneurons require Ankyrin3 (Ank3) for
precise action potential generation and survival in the OB. After
photothrombotic cortical injuries, neuroblasts that migrate to the injury site are
unable to upregulate Ank3.
These research presents a novel insight into the on the cellular identity of
the NSC response to injury, and understanding how neuroblast development
influences SVZ neuroblasts integration capabilities. New directions from this
study include, additional study of Thbs4hi astrocytes’ role after injury.
Additionally, great progress can be made using the gene expression data to
optimize neuroblast integration in health and after injury. Understanding the
processes of NSC injury response and neuroblast integration will provide useful
insight into nervous system function.
.
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1. General Introduction
1.1 History of Postnatal Neurogenesis:
Neurogenesis is the production of functional neurons from precursors. The
prevailing view of neurogenesis in the scientific community from the Ramon y Cajal to
1992 was that neurogenesis ceased in the postnatal brain due in part to precise
refinement and organization of neuronal circuits. Ramon y Cajal believed that “It is for
the science of the future to change this harsh decree.” (Ramon y Cajal, 1914) Though not
thought possible, adult neurogenesis is now well established. Adult neurogenesis
maintains endogenous potential for neural plasticity through new neuron and glia
production and integration in the postnatal and adult brain. Greater understanding of
neural stem cell biology has potential to provide instructions for designing treatments
for brain injuries and pathology. Proper utilization of NSCs as treatments provides the
possibility of repair and regeneration in the injured brain. Given the potential medical
relevance it is of scientific interest to understand the biology and properties of NSCs and
their progeny in health and after injury.
In 1962, Altman et al. observed incorporation of radioactive tritriated
thymidine(3H-T) into cells’ DNA in the adult rat, thus these 3H-T+ cells must have been
born in the adult after 3H-T presentation (Altman, 1962). Altman later found 3-HT+ cells
in the olfactory bulb, hippocampus, in the striatum, and after injury (Altman, 1969;
Altman and Das, 1965). The identity of these adult born cells in the brain was
1

presumed to be glial at first, but confirmed as neuronal through electron microscopic
analysis of the newly generated cells (Hinds, 1968). Neurogenesis was also observed in
adult songbirds, where large numbers of neurons are born seasonally and integrate into
nuclei responsible for song production though the functional understanding of these
neurons remains to be elucidated (Alvarez-Buylla et al., 1988; Goldman and Nottebohm,
1983; Paton and Nottebohm, 1984). These findings were largely ignored, in this case as
being unique to birds, without happening in higher order mammals.
This viewpoint shifted with landmark evidence for postnatal neurogenesis and
adult neural stem cells (NSC)s in mice came from analysis of in vitro cultures’ ability to
form neurospheres from various brain regions (Reynolds and Weiss, 1992).
Neurospheres induced to proliferate via mitogen EGF application form in vitro as
floating spheres of cells that are proliferative, self-renewing, and can generate neurons,
astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes. Self-renewal and differentiation into multiple cell
types are the hallmarks of NSCs. Only cultures containing the SVZ tissue around the
lateral ventricles formed true neurospheres. This data suggested the in vivo existence of
cells with the capacity to form NSCs in vitro, The question remained, where these cells
acting as stem cells in vivo?
The in vivo existence of NSCs surrounding the lateral ventricles was
demonstrated by transplanting transgenic SVZ cells heterotopically into the SVZ of
wild-type mice (Lois and Alvarez-Buylla, 1994). Transplanted cells integrated into the
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SVZ while generating progeny that were found accumulating in the OB. These cells
were identified as neuroblasts, and differentiated inhibitory granule cells in the OB
using IHC molecular markers. Putative NSCs were exclusively found in the tissue
harvested from the SVZ. This data suggests a unique area of the brain around the lateral
ventricles that harbored adult NSCs. Other studies would corroborate this finding
(Capela and Temple, 2002; Morshead et al., 1998) raising the question: what was the
cellular identity of the cell in the SVZ with NSC properties?
The complex cytoarchitecture of the SVZ and the presence of multiple mitotically
active cell types clouded the identity of the NSC. Functional understanding came from
lineage tracing from the cell of origin, after a reset of the system using cytosine-beta-Darabinofuranoside (Ara-C) infusion into the lateral ventricles, to kill mitotically active
cells when they divide. Cells that escaped death were mitotically dormant, but after AraC treatment began dividing. These cells were identified as glial based upon glial marker
GFAP expression and EM analysis. These cells were able to regenerate both transit
amplifying progenitors (TAPs) and neuroblasts (Doetsch et al., 1999a; Doetsch et al.,
1999b). Careful electron microscopy analysis combined with immunohistochemical
markers established the cell type of origin for both cultured neurospheres, and niche
regeneration, as astrocyte-like cells located immediately beneath the ependymal lining
of the lateral ventricles. Long term labeling of mitotically active cells with either Brdu, a
labeled DNA analog, or 3H-T labeled only SVZ astrocytes, and not ependymal cells, or
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any other niche cell type (Chiasson et al., 1999; Morshead et al., 1998) demonstrating all
progenitors were SVZ astrocytes. Retroviral labeling using the GFAP promoter to drive
expression specifically in astrocytes, led to robust astrocyte niche labeling and
production of labeled new neurons in the OB (Doetsch et al., 1999a). These preliminary
findings drove understanding and excitement in the study of SVZ adult neurogenesis,
moving past early disbelief in its existence. Subsequent studies have greatly expanded
our understanding of SVZ neurogenesis.

1.2 Postnatal SVZ Neurogenesis:
Once it was discovered that SVZ NSCs could be reliably labeled, lineage tracing
and time lapse developmental studies of SVZ stem cells have thoroughly described
adult neurogenesis progression. SVZ neurogenesis is briefly described here, and
discussed in detail further in the introduction. Production of newborn neurons from
NSCs proceeds with an asymmetric division generating transit amplifying progenitors
(Doetsch et al., 1999b). TAPs express the markers Ascl1 (Mash1) and EGFR (Doetsch et
al., 2002; Parras et al., 2004), and have a restricted differentiation potential, retaining the
neuronal lineage specified by the parent NSC(Merkle et al., 2007). TAPs divide multiple
times at higher rates than NSCs to generate neuroblasts. Neuroblasts can divide again,
and migrate in chains along the RMS, ensheathed by a dense network of astrocytic
processes to the olfactory bulb (OB). Neuroblasts arrive in the OB where they mature
into inhibitory granule cells, and peri-glomerular neurons that functionally integrate
4

into the OB circuit(Carleton et al., 2003; Lledo et al., 2008). SVZ neurogenesis has several
properties that facilitate its use as a model system to the study new neuron integration.
The physical separation of neuroblast birth, in the SVZ, and integration in the OB leads
to clear identification of progenitor and progeny to clearly define their roles. SVZ
neurogenesis at high rates with up to 30,000 neuroblasts entering the OB per day, with
equivalent turnover of established neurons to maintain a constant circuit size.

1.2.1 Neural stem cells and their niche
NSCs are a part of the intricately organized cellular structure of the SVZ niche.
These niche interactions and the proper orientation of NSCs play important roles in their
function. NSCs have a variable, but generally bipolar morphology with two main
processes, apical and basal (Doetsch et al., 1999a; Doetsch et al., 1997). The structure of
astrocytes in the SVZ is used to define NSC identity. NSCs extend an apical process that
touches the ventricular surface, while other astrocytes not considered NSCs do not touch
the ventricle(Doetsch et al., 1999a). A rich literature of IHC analyses also shows NSC
expression of many additional commonly associated astrocytic molecules besides GFAP.
NSCs express brain lipid binding protein, BLBP, and the astrocytic glutamate
transporter GLAST, vimentin, among many other markers (Buffo et al., 2008; Pastrana et
al., 2009) All of these markers are commonly used to identify cells in the SVZ as NSCs,
but these markers, when used singly cannot distinguish between NSCs and niche
astrocytes, thus some studies ascribing properties to NSCs may be ambiguous. How the
5

function of these molecules differs in astrocytes compared with NSCs remains to be
elucidated.
One of the defining features of the SVZ NSC is the apical process that contains
the NSC primary cilium that allows the NSC to sample and receive signals in the CSF.
Wnt, Hedgehog, and PDGF signaling are all mediated by receptors located in the
primary cilium in other niches (Eggenschwiler and Anderson, 2007; Jackson et al., 2006;
Rohatgi et al., 2007). Reporter alleles in transgenic mice signifying pathway activation
for these molecules show activation of these pathways in NSCs. Signaling through each
of these pathways regulates the proliferative rate of NSCs and balance of self- renewal
vs. differentiation of the NSC. Activation of Wnt signaling primarily through the apical
process increases increased after anti-mitotic ara-c treatment when NSCs increase
asymmetric divisions (Piccin and Morshead, 2011).
Proper Hedgehog signaling levels are required to maintain NSC self-renewal to
prevent stem cell burn-out (Ahn and Joyner, 2005). NSCs express the PDGF
receptor(Jackson 2006) PDGFα when infused into the ventricles increases NSC
proliferation, and neurospheres formation in vitro. Taken together this data suggests
that the ventricular environment and sampling the CSF in the ventricles are critical for
proper NSC proliferation and progeny production, opening the door for greater
understanding of NSC regulation, but the precise source of these ligands remains
unknown.
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The NSC long basal process terminates in an endfoot that contacts the highly
ramified vascular plexus beneath the SVZ, made of blood vessels thought to have higher
permeability near the SVZ (Shen et al., 2008; Tavazoie et al., 2008). Interestingly, the
blood brain barrier is formed in the brain by tight junctions between astrocytic endfeet,
pericytes, and vascular endothelial cells, but in the SVZ, NSC basal processes connect to
the vasculature in areas devoid of these astrocytic endfeet (Shen et al., 2008). This
observation suggests that NSCs are able to directly sample the blood milieu. Indeed,
NSCs can control the levels of vasodilation in the blood vessels they contact through
release of ATP and vasodilating factors (Tavazoie et al., 2008) NSCs also respond with
proliferation increases to growth factors, VEGF, and FGF that are released from blood
vessels (Kerever et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2003). Further, dividing NSCs are
preferentially located with 5-10 um from blood vessels, suggesting that cues promoting
NSCs division may be directly signaled from the bloodstream (Tavazoie et al., 2008).
The other predominant cell type in the NSC niche is the ependymal cell.
Ependymal cells play key roles in sustaining adult neurogenesis and progeny fate
choice. Ependymal cells through tight membrane interdigitations form a barrier
between CSF in the ventricles and underlying neural tissue (Spassky et al., 2005).
Ependymal cells have motile multi-cilia extended into the ventricle, organized patterns
of ependymal cilia beating circulates CSF in the ventricles (Spassky et al., 2005). In mice,
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the lateral wall of the lateral ventricles contains pinwheel structures of ependymal cells
surrounding neural stem cells. Interestingly, this pinwheel organization of ependymal
cells and NSCs is only observed in neurogenic regions of the SVZ (Mirzadeh et al., 2008).
Subsequent studies have shown how this organization is key for maintaining
neurogenesis.
Proper ependymal cell development is key for neurogenesis and fate choice.
Ependymal cells developmentally upregulate the transcription factor Foxj1. Foxj1
expression is required for multiciliogenesis and ependymal cellular identity and drives
ependymal maturation in the postnatal period (Paez-Gonzalez et al., 2011). Cell type
specific genetic deletion of Foxj1 in ependymal cells resulted in disorganized ependymal
cell pinwheels around B1 cells (Paez-Gonzalez et al., 2011). This corresponds with to a
failure to fully specify ependymal lateral membranes and upregulate Ank3, a key
protein required for lateral membrane specification, leading to a loss of membrane
interdigitation between ependymal cells. Ependymal disorganization non cellautonomously led to neurogenesis defects in OB. Interestingly, large numbers of ectopic
GFAP+ cells found in the niche, suggesting NSCs robustly increased astrogenesis (PaezGonzalez et al., 2011). These data show that the structure of the niche is an important
factor in NSC neurogenesis and progeny fate choice.
Separate experiments investigating cell adhesion molecules regulating contact
between NSCs and ependyma highlight the close relationship of ependymal niche in
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NSC function. NSCs express Vcam1 which is required to anchor apical NSC endfeet to
the ventricular surface in the center of pinwheels (Kokovay et al., 2012). Specific deletion
of Vcam1 in NSCs leads to a retraction of the apical process, with a breakdown and
disorganization of the ependymal cell pinwheel structure. The loss of rosettes is likely an
ependymal cell response to the NSC specific Vcam1 deletion highlighting the
codependence of ependymal cells and NSCs. These data show NSCs require the
surrounding ependymal cells rosette structure in order to maintain the fate choice and
physiological neurogenesis. The full logic of how ependymal cell structure and signaling
effects NSC physical conformation and proliferation remains unknown.

1.2.2 NSC state determines NSC proliferation and Fate Choice
NSCs must balance self-renewal with the ability to proliferate and generate new
cells both in health and after injury. Similar to other adult stem cell niches, the
maintenance of long term adult neurogenesis is predicated on the balance between NSC
self- renewal and the continued generation of of new progeny (Simons and Clevers,
2011). One solution to this problem is NSCs in LV niche existing in two populations, 1)
infrequently dividing quiescent NSCs (qNSCs), and 2) actively dividing NSCs (aNSCs).
Understanding these NSC states are key to fully understand NSC generation of progeny
and response to injury. The identification of the two NSC states greatly expands the
definition of NSC, and significant progress has been made to identify markers of these
states as well as signaling pathways involved in state change.
9

The first hint of quiescent NSCs came from experiments using infusions of Ara-C
to kill mitotically active cells. Shortly after cessation of treatment, the niche is able to
begin regeneration of symmetrically dividing GFAP+ NSCs, subsequently generating C
and A cells (Doetsch et al., 1999b). These results demonstrate the existence of a
mitotically inactive qNSC population, which escaped death, is quickly responsive to
aNSC depletion. This population divides and and restores both aNSCs and previous
neurogenesis levels in the niche. Modern methods of transgenic mice for lineage
tracing with a variety of transgenic mouse lines, including GLAST-CreERt2, GFAPCreERt2, Sox2-CreERt2 and Gli-CreERt2 combined with IHC marker analyses
corroborates the previous understanding that quiescent NSCs persist for long periods of
time in the niche with infrequent divisions (Mich et al., 2014).
The molecular markers of quiescence were elucidated using flow cytometry to
separate and identify qNSCs (GFAP+EGFR-) from aNSCs that are (GFAP+EGFR+) that
are confirmed by subsequent neurospheres forming capability in culture (Pastrana et al.,
2009). Further analyses add additional distinction of aNSCs from TAPs by analyzing
with CD133, a transmembrane protein localized to the NSC primary cilia. Thus, qNSCs
are (GFAP+CD133+EGFR-) and aNSCs are (GFAP+CD133+EGFR+) The molecular
differences between quiescent and active NSCs highlight the increasing diversity of the
NSCs and expand on the definition of a neural stem cell.
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Along with divergent cellular behaviors, NSCs have state dependent expression
of transcription factors and signaling pathways. Quiescent NSCs express higher levels
Id1, which declines as the lineage progress to active NSC and then differentiation
(Pastrana et al., 2009). Id1 is a transcriptional repressor sufficient to induce and maintain
a pluripotent state, yet is expressed highly in cells infrequently dividing. Id1 likely has a
role in maintaining stem cell capabilities. The transcription factor Gsx2 promotes
astrogenesis during development and in the SVZ is expressed in a subset of qNSCs.
Gsx2 expression correlates with transition to aNSCs and its deletion prevents further
proliferation (Lopez-Juarez et al., 2013). Though the downstream transcriptional
interactions are unclear, Id1 and Gsx2 seem poised to balance quiescence with the
potential for NSC proliferation (Nam and Benezra, 2009). In line with previous data
showing individual molecular differences between states, analysis of the global
transcriptome shows that activated and quiescent NSCs maintain distinct transcriptional
patterns. Analysis of differential gene expression shows qNSCs maintain more signaling
pathway expression, whereas majority of differentially expressed genes in aNSCs are
related to metabolism and proliferation (Codega et al., 2014) Quiescent NSCs
upregulate the laminin receptors lutheran and syndecan-1 immediately upon activation
after Ara-C treatment. This upregulation may be due to the dramatic loss of secreted
laminin from active NSCs, TAPs, and neuroblasts, but the role of laminin in the NSC
state switch remains unknown (Kazanis et al., 2010). qNSCs do not express the
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canonical stem cell marker, nestin, which is only upregulated during the activated NSC
state (Codega 2014). This finding has many implications for NSC studies where nestin is
a widely used NSC marker.
While it remains an open question, great progress has been made to understand
how neural stem cells transition between activated and quiescent states. Current
evidence suggests that a qNSC directly transitions to an aNSC, but it remains possible
that state shift in NSCs as a population is achieved through the generation de novo of
either quiescent or aNSCs. Previous work has shown that qNSCs can rapidly switch to
an activated state by directly measuring EGF levels and thus the number of TAPs
present in the niche (Aguirre et al., 2010). Despite their senescence in vivo, quiescent
stem cells retain active stem cell signaling pathways during quiescence without
activation of mitosis, suggesting additional unknown brakes on cell division. qNSCs
express Gli1, showing a continued response to the mitogen Shh and constitutively
express Notch1 (Basak et al., 2012). Notch1 deletion in aNSCs prevents proliferation
and neurogenesis and surprisingly even leads to cell death. In contrast, deletion of
Notch1 in qNSCs has no effect on neurogenesis or on qNSC number. Notch1 is only
required after removal of mitotically active niche cells via Ara-C, to mediate the switch
from quiescent state to activated state NSCs to repair the niche and restart neurogenesis
(Basak et al., 2012). This maintenance of signaling without mitosis may facilitate rapid
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response to NSC activation to regenerate the niche. In vitro, quiescent and active B1 cells
are capable of giving rise to the opposite population (Codega et al., 2014).
NSCs maintain states in response to extracellular cues. The ligands SIP2 and
PDG2 are able to maintain quiescence by suppressing Mcm2 expression and activation.
SIP2 specifically acts on quiescent B1 cells, where PDG2 suppresses mitosis in both
activated and quiescent B1 cells (Codega et al., 2014). qNSCs maintain their state
through uptake of the neurotrophin, NT-3, which activates endothelial nitric oxide
synthase(eNOS) in NSCs and slows their rate of division (Delgado et al., 2014). NT-3 is
secreted through blood vessels both in the niche, and the choroid plexus, thus is present
in the CSF (Delgado et al., 2014). qNSCs thus actively maintain their mitotic senescence
in response to environmental cues, but allow the flexibility to change states. This may be
an adaptation to remain in a “ready” state possibly for injury response, or to replace
terminally differentiated active NSCs to maintain a progenitor pool (Porlan et al., 2013).
These data suggest that active and quiescent populations of NSCs are quite plastic in
their characteristics and the type of progeny they produce, which has interesting
implications for self-renewal and repair after injury. How many times and in what
situations can qNSCs and aNSCs transition states, or is the change in population
behavior determined by one type of NSC producing the other as daughters? Given their
infrequent mitosis in vivo, quiescent NSCs, may be an underappreciated population,
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therefore continued establishment of markers and understanding of the capabilities
increases the understanding of the full contributions of NSCs in health and disease.

1.2.3 Neurotransmitter regulation of NSC proliferation
Similar to other stem cell niches, NSCs in the LV niche are strongly regulated by
growth factors and morphogens. The SVZ niche, however, is located directly beside the
neural tissue of the striatum, and recent discoveries have demonstrated the multifaceted responses of NSCs to neurotransmitter input (Young et al., 2011).
Glutamate, the primary excitatory neurotransmitter in the brain, causes
increased symmetric/asymmetric proliferation of NSCs through both kainate receptor
and group 2 metabotropic glutamate receptor activation (mGluR2). Upon
pharmacological mGluR activation, NSCs divide both symmetrically and
asymmetrically to renew themselves and generate increased progeny though the
endogenous sources are not well understood (Brazel et al., 2005). This is potentially an
adaptive injury response, since extracellular glutamate levels in the niche increase in
excitotoxic conditions post-injury and are correlated with an increase in proliferation
levels.
γ-Aminobutyric acid (GABA) is the primary inhibitory neurotransmitter in the
brain. NSCs express functional GABAa ionotropic receptors that mediate robust
chloride currents when activated (Liu et al., 2005). GABAergic activation of GFAP+ cells
in the niche reduces proliferation rates. How is this controlled in vivo? Endogenous
14

modulation of GABA receptors Cl- conductance with the endozepine diazepam binding
inhibitor (DBI), a small extracellularly secreted protein, can also influence NSC
proliferation rates (Alfonso et al., 2012). Interestingly, DBI is synthesized and secreted by
both NSCs and ependymal cells in the niche. DBI binds to GABA receptors, decreasing
the chloride conductance in both NSCs and TAPs. DBI mediated signaling leads to an
expansion of the Mash1+ TAP population, though it is unclear whether the effect is from
increased NSC production of TAPs, or DBI effects on TAPs. The increase in TAPs in turn
greatly increases the number of neuroblasts created. Two sources of GABA release in the
SVZ have been identified. Neuroblasts non-synaptically release GABA in two modes,
tonically and in response to depolarization (Liu et al., 2005). Further, GABAergic
projection neurons located in the striatum extend axons into the SVZ niche, that when
stimulated, lead to increases in calcium activity in NSCs (Young et al., 2014). The precise
mechanism for GABAergic connectivity, either synaptic or paracrine, between
GABAergic neurons and NSCs remains to be elucidated. This data suggests changes in
inhibition can drive proliferation rate changes allowing fast NSC response to changing
environments.
NSCs also respond strongly to neuromodulatory neurotransmitters. Serotonin
receptors are composed of multiple subtypes which when found in different
combinations drive different downstream responses. Electrophysiological recordings
demonstrate that NSCs express serotonin receptors, which when activated, lead to
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inward currents (Tong et al., 2014). Receptor variants 5HT1a and 5HT2c, when activated
with specific agonists, lead to increased proliferation of NSCs and increased ability to
form neurospheres in vitro. On the other hand, HTR1b activation leads to a decrease in
the proliferation rate of NSCs (Banasr et al., 2004). Some confusion exists about where
the serotonin is acting in vivo, since these receptors are also highly expressed in the
choroid plexus and may be exerting their effects through modification of choroid plexus
secreted proteins in the CSF. Serotonergic axons originating from neurons of the raphe
nucleus are located on the apical surface of the ependyma, intercalated between beating
multicilia (Tong et al., 2014). These axons appear to release serotonin on both ependymal
cells and NSCs. Ependymal cells have electron-dense, post-synaptic-like specializations,
whereas NSCs have clathrin coated vesicles near serotonergic axonal variscosities, thus
adding another member to serotonin signaling pathways that can regulate NSC
proliferation. The cellular architecture of NSCs and serotonergic axons suggests
bidirectional signaling, and has been confirmed by trans-synaptic viral tracing methods
showing tight coupling and exchange of plasma membrane despite not being a classical
synapse. Why raphe nucleus serotonernergic neurons would signal to NSCs remains
unknown.
NSCs also express D3 dopamine receptors. Prolonged infusion into the lateral
ventricles of the dopamine D(3) receptor agonist, 7-hydroxy-N,N-di-n-propyl-2aminotetralin (7-OH-DPAT) leads to a large increase in NSC proliferation and
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neuroblasts production (Van Kampen et al., 2004). The large neurogenesis increase may
be effecting TAPs since they also express functional dopamine receptors and at higher
numbers than NSCs (Kim et al., 2010).
Acetylcholine also elicits responses in NSCs. Initial data studying acetylcholine
in the niche utilized whole animal treatment by broadly lesioning cholinergic neurons.
Nicotinic acetylcholine agonists, when injected intra-peritoneally, lead to an increase in
NSC proliferation. The mechanism was uncovered via nicotinic treatment which induces
upregulation of FGF2 mRNA and FGF signaling pathway members. FGF2 is a mitogen,
which is directly causing the proliferation increase (Mudo et al., 2007). The source of
acetylcholine in the niche was recently identified as a morphologically and functionally
unique population of striatal choline acetyltransferase, ChAT+, neurons (Paez-Gonzalez
et al., 2014). These neurons release acetylcholine directly onto NSCs. Acetylcholine
elicits robust inward currents in NSCs and activates metabotropic acetylcholine
receptors which in turn stimulates FGF2 production. Reduction of acetylcholinergic
neuron firing rates, either through genetic deletion or opto-genetic manipulation, greatly
reduces the number of neuroblasts generated from NSCs. Further, the frequency of
firing, in addition to the total volume of acetylcholine release modulates NSC
proliferation. These data show that NSCs have fine-tuned responses to acetylcholinergic
input that modulate proliferation and neuroblast production. It is increasingly clear that
NSCs in the niche are communicating with neurons from varied brain regions through
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many common neurotransmitters. The physiological stimuli that are regulating NSC
proliferation in health and after injury remain to be uncovered. It is increasingly clear
NSCs are capable of a complex range of behaviors. NSCs modulate their proliferation
rate and fate choice based many extracellular cues, their intrinsic state, and in injury
settings, all important considerations for what type of progeny to produce. I will next
discuss the primary progeny of NSCs, neuroblasts that mature into inhibitory OB
interneurons.

1.3 Olfactory Bulb Granule Cells
SVZ neurogenesis is the primary source of granule neurons in OB, most of which
are born throughout the life of the animal. Granule cells (GC) of the olfactory bulb were
first identified and visualized by Golgi in 1872 using the Golgi histochemical staining
method (Shepherd et al., 2007). In 1890, Santiago Ramon y Cajal gained further
understanding and made morphological refinements documenting the extensive
external plexiform layer ramifications with observation of large spines and small basal
dendrites (Cajal, 1890). Together, this work showed that granule cells lacked a clear
axon, and as such, were one of the few cells that resisted classification under the
contemporary guidelines. Neurons were subdivided by their axonal length as either
local processing or long distance output neurons to other brain regions. Despite having
clear dendritic structures, anaxonal granule cells were not definitively classified as
neurons, and their status remained ambiguous. Further work from Blanes in 1897
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postulated that the dendritic structures would be the site of neurotransmitter
release/informational output even though this was at odds with the widely- accepted
dynamic polarization hypothesis which stipulated only dendrites receive and axons
transmit information (Shepherd et al., 2007). There was wide histological consensus of
GC morphology, though GC function remained to be elucidated by future
experimentalists.
The first clues to granule cell function came from mitral and tufted cell
electrophysiological recordings. Mitral cells were experimentally tractable neurons for
study due to the ease of antidromic action potential generation. After strong stimulation,
mitral cells were subjected to prolonged inhibition. The source of inhibition was
unknown, but granule cells were thought to be inhibitory and in abundance in the OB.
Those characteristics along with their apical dendrite patterning made them ideally
positioned to be the source of mitral cell inhibition (Green et al., 1962; Phillips et al.,
1963; Yamamoto et al., 1963). In electron microscopy studies of the EPL opposing preand post- synaptic structures were observed supporting the GC inhibitory hypothesis
(Rall et al., 1966). These opposing synapses were later identified as being located in
mitral cell and granule cell dendrites (Price and Powell, 1970). GC spines are a unique
structure where in the same spine, the postsynaptic density is located directly next to the
pre-synaptic release machinery and vesicle pool, forming the substrate for input and
output in the same spine.
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Analysis of glutamate decarboxylase (GAD) expression, the enzyme required for
GABA synthesis, showed strong immuno-reactivity in granule cells, suggesting
GABAergic release. Functional electrophysiological experiments began to unravel mitral
and granule cell interactions. Confirmation of granule cell inhibitory identity came from
recordings showing the abrogation of inhibitory transmission in the presence of GABA
blockers (Jahr and Nicoll, 1982). Interestingly, mitral cell inhibition persists during Na
channel blockade, suggesting GC’s do not require action potentials to release
neurotransmitter. Patch recordings of GCs demonstrated that local voltage-gated
calcium channels are sufficient to mediate GABA release to MCs (Egger et al., 2003). In
turn, GC’s are excited by mitral cells’ release of glutamate through NMDA receptor
activation (Isaacson and Strowbridge, 1998), and VGCC calcium influx that can lead to
directed GC neurotransmitter release. In the OB circuit GC inhibition prevents transactivation spreading across neighboring mitral cell lateral dendrites, effectively tuning
mitral cell response to odorants.

1.3.1 Granule Cell Subtypes
SVZ NSCs produce two main classes of interneurons that mature and integrate
in the OB, granule cells and peri-glomerular cells. GCs are GABAergic, whereas PGCs
can be GABAergic, glutamatergic, or dopaminergic, with granule cells comprising 98%
of SVZ neurogenesis output (Lledo et al., 2008). Because GC’s make up the large
majority of SVZ output, we focused our studies on granule cells. GCs are first
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subdivided into types by dendritic morphology and GC layer position into three groups:
deep GCs, superficial GCs, and medial GCs. Deep granule cells have their somas located
in the deeper layers of the GCL, and they form synapses with mitral cell lateral
dendrites. Superficial granule cells are located in the superficial GCL and form synapses
in the EPL with tufted cells. Medial granule cells are located in the middle of the GCL
and target both mitral and tufted cells (Mori et al., 1983; Orona et al., 1983). Superficial
GCs tend to be born in the postnatal period and tend to survive at longer intervals than
do deep GCs, which are primarily produced through adult neurogenesis (Lemasson et
al., 2005). Granule cells can further be subdivided based upon molecular marker
expression, with subsets expressing calretinin, calbindin, parvalbumin, or none of the
above (Batista-Brito et al., 2008). Any physiological differences between the populations
are poorly understood.
The GC newborn neuron subtypes are specified at birth and produced by a
heterogeneous pool of SVZ NSCs. The SVZ is derived from the developing ganglionic
eminences and many NSCs retain spatially restricted expression of developmental
transcription factors that also act as lineage markers. Precise retroviral labeling of
spatially- restricted populations of NSCs demonstrated that NSCs in different locations
in the LVs produce different subtypes of SVZ interneurons (Merkle et al., 2007).
Transplantation of these NSCs to other areas of the LV does not change the fate of the
interneurons they produce in the bulb. This suggests that the fate of the neurons are
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intrinsically specified by the NSC type. Using these lineage restricted transcription
factors to drive Cre expression in transgenic mice allows for the lineage tracing of
spatially restricted and developmentally related subsets of NSCs. In experiments using
Nkx2.1-Cre, Dlx5/6-Cre, Gsh2-Cre, Emx1-Cre, Dbx1-Cre and Emx1-CreERT2 transgenic
mice specific subsets and subtypes of SVZ interneurons were produced from each driver
(Lledo et al., 2008). Again, this suggests diverse progenitors contribute to the repertoire
of SVZ neurogenesis. In addition, molecular marker expression, and neurotransmitter
subtype, the dendritic size, shape, arborization, and GCL localization are determined at
the progenitor level (Kelsch et al., 2007; Merkle et al., 2014).

1.3.2 Dynamic regulation of neuroblast RMS migration
After birth, neuroblasts born in the SVZ must travel along the RMS to the OB,
where circuit integration occurs. To join the RMS from the SVZ, neuroblasts migrate
dorsally and rostrally along the lateral wall to join the rostral migratory stream.
Neuroblasts are directed by secreted guidance cues, including Slit1 concentration
gradients, maintained via CSF flow (Sawamoto et al., 2006). Neuroblasts form together
into chain- like aggregates of similarly-oriented neuroblasts beneath the ependymal
layer and surrounded by glial processes. This orientation and organization allows
neuroblasts to use other neuroblasts as a substrate for movement (Lois et al., 1996). More
recent evidence suggests neuroblasts also migrate along blood vessels in RMS due to
their close proximity to blood vessels and the presence of chemo-attractant cues released
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from blood vessels (Whitman and Greer, 2009). Live imaging analyses reveal that
although, neuroblasts migrate in all directions along the RMS, 80% migrate rostrally. In
line with this observation, 90% of all neuroblasts were observed migrating during live
imaging in the RMS (Nam et al., 2007). Neuroblast migration and directionality along
the RMS is regulated by local cues, rather than long distance OB input. This was
demonstrated by surgical removal of the OB, after which neuroblasts constantly
migrated into and along the RMS, but had no exit, resulting in a large accumulation of
neuroblasts in the RMS (Kirschenbaum et al., 1999). Together the RMS is an environment
conducive for robust rostral migration of neuroblasts in the adult animal, it remains
poorly understood if the RMS is serving purposes besides as a migratory pathway. In
the next section I will discuss specific mechanisms involved in RMS migration
Maintenance of migratory chain of neuroblasts surrounded by glial ensheathing
astrocytes is critical for proper neuroblast migration to the OB. Generally, this
organization of migratory neuroblasts and the physical barrier of astrocytes is actively
maintained via signaling through a variety of cell surface receptors. β1 integrin is
expressed in neuroblasts and is required for chain formation through binding receptor,
laminin (Belvindrah et al., 2007). β1 integrin expression is also required for glial
ensheathing astrocytes ability to wrap around neuroblast chains. In β1 integrin knockout
mice, there is a physical RMS breakdown and ectopic neuroblasts migration. Similarly,
the neuroligin receptor and receptor tyrosine kinase, ErbB4, is expressed in neuroblasts
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and is required for proper RMS migration and glial tube formation (Anton et al., 2004).
Several reports have highlighted the importance of the intact RMS glial-neuroblast
organization for function. Many of these proteins do not have a cell intrinsic migration
role, yet they govern the organization of the RMS that makes it a permissive migratory
environment. In neural cell adhesion molecule (NCAM) mutant mice, the polysiliated
form of the protein, PSA-NCAM is required for the proper orientation of glial processes
surrounding the RMS, and its removal results in ectopic neuroblast migration into brain
regions surrounding the RMS. Neuroblasts also express the secreted protein, Slit1, and
glial ensheathing astrocytes express the Slit1 receptor Robo (Kaneko et al., 2010;
Sawamoto et al., 2006). Slit1 genetic deletion results in astrocytic processes invading and
disrupting the RMS, rather than surrounding the RMS. This impedes neuroblast
migration and results in neuroblasts prematurely leaving the RMS (Kaneko et al., 2010).
Together this data demonstrates the normal migratory environment of the RMS is
required for neuroblast travel to the OB.
Neuroblast migration also regulated by RMS glial ensheathing cells via
neurotransmitter signaling (Platel et al., 2010). Neuroblasts respond to glutamate
release through kainate receptor activation to maintain migration speed (Platel et al.,
2008). Glutamate also promotes neuroblasts’ survival through NMDA receptor
activation in the niche and during RMS migration to the bulb. However, though it is not
known if there are additional sources of glutamate release onto neuroblasts. Neuroblasts
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secrete paracrine GABA, which in high concentration reduces neuroblasts’ migration
speed (Bolteus and Bordey, 2004). Glia also express the GABA transporter GAT4
allowing astrocytic control of GABA concentration in the RMS giving glia a prominent
role in regulating migration speed (Bolteus and Bordey, 2004).
Neuroblast migration speed is controlled by many factors, including
endocannabinoid receptors CB1, and CB2, which when knocked down with shRNAs
reduce migration speed. (Oudin et al., 2011). The netrin1 receptor deleted in colorectal
carcinoma (DCC) is expressed in migrating neuroblasts, and it controls directional
migratory neurite protrusion and migration speed (Murase and Horwitz, 2002). EphA
and EphB receptor tyrosine kinases are required to maintain the direction and speed of
migration, addition of blocking antibodies for EphA and EphB reduce migration speed
in culture (Conover et al., 2000). Many mechanisms regulate neuroblast speed and
direction which open an avenue for potential to direct neuroblast migration through
several pathways.
After migration along the RMS neuroblasts enter the OB and migrate to the GCL
where they integrate. In order to enter the GCL, neuroblasts must first detach from
chains and then enter the olfactory bulb by transitioning between tangential chain
migration to radial migration in the GCL. Several signaling pathways influence this
process. Tenascin-R is an extracellular glycoprotein expressed in the OB GCL, and its
application in vitro causes neuroblasts to detach from chains and initiates radial
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migration of neuroblasts (Saghatelyan et al., 2004). Reelin is required for neuroblasts to
detach from each other, and in the reelin mutant mice, neuroblasts buildup in the rostral
RMS (Hack et al., 2002). In prokineticin2 receptor mutant mice, neuroblasts accumulate
within the RMS in the OB. PK2 deletion has a clear migratory phenotype in neuroblasts,
and may have a role in the actual detachment of neuroblasts (Ng et al., 2005). While
cellular mechanisms that regulate neuroblast migration to the OB are well described,
little is known about how they may influence subsequent integration and any
developmental programs that neuroblasts are undergoing during RMS migration.

1.3.3 Newborn Granule Cell Development in the OB
SVZ interneuron development has been described in 5 stages corresponding to
morphological development points of GCs (Carleton et al., 2003; Petreanu and AlvarezBuylla, 2002). Stage 1 consists of cells 2-7 days post infection (dpi) that have a migratory
morphology with one large leading process and a small trailing process, mostly in the
RMS. Stage 2 is from 5-8 dpi, with the same morphology as stage 1, but migrating
radially in the GCL. Stage 3 (9-13dpi) cells have ceased migration, and have a single
extended apical dendrite that has no branches. Stage 4 11-22 dpi has a ramified arbor,
with no spines. Stage 5 22+ dpi has a fully ramified apical dendrite arbor with numerous
spines and small aspiny basal dendrites. Concurrent with morphological stages, SVZ
interneurons develop electrophysiologically. Stage 1, 2, and 3 have outward potassium
currents, but no fast inward sodium currents. Fast inward sodium currents begin to
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appear at stage 4 and on average take up to 21 days to acquire (Carleton et al., 2003).
Importantly, GC fast Na current acquisition occurs over an extended time frame
compared with both peri-natal born granule cells and other inhibitory interneurons
(Lemasson et al., 2005; Whitman and Greer, 2009). The long delay before Na current
acquisition has been proposed to be an adaptation to mature circuit integration, where
GCs can receive inputs before being capable of neurotransmitter release. This general
developmental pattern has been described as newborn GCs listening to the circuit before
they are able to speak, thus may have information about the OB circuit during
development. This may be an adaptation to facilitate new neuron integration without
disrupting circuit function.
Synapse formation in GCs occurs on a time scale consistent with this hypothesis
where it occurs slowly and in defined steps. During dendrite development the first
synapses formed on the newborn neuron are GABAergic and localized primarily on the
initial portion of the apical dendrite and the soma (proximal basal) These are formed by
other granule cells and short axon cells (Panzanelli et al., 2009). The first
excitatory/modulatory synapses are also formed of the primary shaft of the apical
dendrite and the basal dendrites. The inputs are from centrifugal brain stem as well as
mitral cell axonal collaterals, piriform cortex, anterior olfactory nucleus, and cortical
amygdaloid nuclei (Matsutani and Yamamoto, 2008). At approximately 21 days after
birth, granule cells form dendrodendritic synaptic connections throughout their
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dendritic arbor with mitral and tufted cell synaptic partners(Price and Powell, 1970). The
formation of these structures occurs at the end of dendritic development with the
granule cell post-synaptic density formed first (Kelsch et al., 2008; Whitman and Greer,
2007). Only after the granule cell receives inputs, does the granule cell establish its own
presynaptic release zones onto M/T dendrites occurring between 14-21 days after birth
(Kelsch et al., 2008).
After morphological maturation GCs continue to undergo physiological
maturation. From 6-8 weeks after birth GCs are capable of an pre-synaptic input specific
form of LTP, but only during this period. This may be facilitated by GCs changing the
ratio of NMDA to AMPA receptors over this time during synapse un-silencing (Katagiri
et al., 2011; Nissant et al., 2009). Interestingly, in studies measuring immediate early
gene activation in GCs during odor response, 6-8 week old cells are most responsive.
This is also the time period when GCs are most susceptible to elimination (Magavi et al.,
2005) GCs undergo prolonged period of development surrounded by a fully mature
neural circuit. It remains to be seen how altering the development time course effects GC
integration in the OB.

1.3.4 Granule cell elimination
Between 14 and 45 days after birth 50% of GC’s are eliminated (Whitman and
Greer, 2009). While the precise mechanisms are unknown, many reports have shown
that GC elimination is related to activity levels and can be influenced by glial support
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cells. De-afferentation of incoming olfactory sensory information leads to a reduction of
newborn GC survival, broadly tying OB activity levels to survival (Hack et al., 2005).
Viral overexpression of non-specific exogenous ion channels in newborn granule cells
reinforces the idea that higher intrinsic activity levels increase neuron survival, while
reduced intrinsic activity levels decrease survival regardless of input type (Lin et al.,
2010). More specific interactions were elucidated through examination of
neurotransmitter effects on survival.
Acetylcholinergic signaling has been shown to impact survival. Lesioning of
basal forebrain cholinergic neurons, thus removing their inputs to the OB, reduced SVZgenerated GC survival (Cooper-Kuhn et al., 2004). In line with the previous result,
increasing cholinergic activity with acetylcholinesterase inhibitor treatment increases GC
survival (Kaneko et al., 2006). GCs express multiple Ach receptors subtypes, including
α7, β2, m1, and m4. The levels of Ach activation, and receptors activated influence the
survival effect of Ach. An additional study showed prolonged nicotine pharmacological
treatments, and Ach receptor activation decreases GC survival, in contrast to previous
reports. In β2 Ach receptor mutant mice, this nicotinic treatment effect on cell survival
was abolished, suggesting GCs are eliminated in a β2 receptor dependent manner
(Mechawar et al., 2004).
Glutamatergic signaling also influences granule neuron survival. The evidence
for this came from studying a proxy of glutamatergic signaling, the calcium responsive
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transcription factor cAMP responsive element-binding protein (CREB). CREB is a key
downstream signaling mediator from NMDA receptors and is activated by calcium
entry to the cell post neural activity signaling. CREB phosphorylation increases as
neuroblasts migrate through the RMS, and shRNA analyses showed that CREB function
influences neuroblast survival in vivo (Peretto et al., 2005). The ensheathing astrocytes
surrounding the RMS release glutamate onto migrating neuroblasts, glutamate signaling
in neuroblasts through NMDA receptor activation mediates neuroblast survival in the
RMS, and NMDA receptors are required for survival in the OB (Lin et al., 2010; Platel et
al., 2010).
Non-neuronal cell types also influence neuroblast survival. CTGF release from
glia provides mechanistic insights into the role of glial cells in the survival of newborn
neurons in the bulb. Astrocytes release pro-apoptotic TgfB2 in response to CTGF
stimulation, which in turn decreases the survival of newborn PGCs in an activity
dependent mechanism (Khodosevich et al., 2013). Activated microglia, activated
through inflammatory response can reduce the survival of newly born granule cells,
which undergo apoptosis and are eliminated in a caspase dependent manner (Mouret et
al., 2009).
The association between precise activity patterns and connectivity is unknown in
relation to GC elimination, and further there is no current method to identify a GC that
will remain in the OB versus a GC to be eliminated. Greater understanding of GC
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elimination and cell death could have utility in determining approaches to prolong SVZ
interneuron survival after brain injury.

1.4 Postnatal SVZ NSC response to Brain Injury
SVZ NSCs are capable of diverse and robust responses to several types of brain
injury. NSC gene expression levels measured via quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR
(qRT-PCR) can change in as little as 1 hour after injury (Bacigaluppi et al., 2009),
indicating the rapid signaling of injury to NSCs. Despite rapid gene expression changes,
SVZ proliferation increases only begins after 3-5 days post injury. Given the basal levels
of NSC proliferation, this delay is surprising, and there is evidence for large number of
qNSCs changing senescence levels mediating this increase in proliferation levels. NSCs
exhibit prolonged changes in proliferation with increased division that peaks at 7-10
days post injury, before returning to basal levels after 3-5 weeks (Arvidsson et al., 2002;
Thored et al., 2006; Thored et al., 2007). Many soluble growth factors have been shown
to regulate proliferation in the SVZ after injury including, FGF, EGF, GDNF, BDNF,
EPO, CTNF, VEGF. (Kang et al., 2013; Kitagawa et al., 1999; Kokaia et al., 1995; Planas et
al., 1998; Sun et al., 2003; Tureyen et al., 2005) NSCs are able to widely incorporate
diverse signals to change proliferation rates after injury.
I study rodent SVZ neurogenesis as a model system, where our findings can
translate to human understanding in the future. Human SVZ neurogenesis remains
controversial. A consensus exists that neurogenesis ceases to the OB by 2 years of age
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(Bergmann et al., 2012). Recent results using C14 dating, show adult born neurons in the
striatum that appear to be from the SVZ (Ernst et al., 2014). While this is an exciting
result, additional analysis should be performed. SVZ response to injury is widely
studied and well documented in rodents, but SVZ proliferation in response to injury
also occurs in humans. Interestingly, in human SVZ after stroke, histological analyses
uncovered increases in the width and the gap in the hypocellular layer surrounding the
SVZ on the ipsilateral side of the stroke (Marti-Fabregas et al., 2010). This is consistent
with increased activation and cell number. Immunohistochemical analyses identified
increases in the proliferation of astrocytes and some immature neurons. These exciting
results give hope that greater understanding of NSC injury response via the mouse
model system can one day be applied to understanding and treating stroke in humans.

1.4.1 Postnatal SVZ Neurogenesis after Brain Injury
Ischemic models of brain injury including medial cerebral artery occlusion
(MCAO), and hypoxic ischemic injuries lead to ipsilateral SVZ neurogenesis increases.
Proliferation levels increase dramatically as soon as 3 days after injury (Gotts and
Chesselet, 2005). EGF is released from the infarcted area as well as blood vessels, though
the extent of EGF diffusion is unknown, EGF stimulates proliferation in the healthy
brain (Ninomiya et al., 2006; Shen et al., 2004). While there is increased NSC
proliferation, the main effect of EGF appears to be primarily to increase TAP production
which in turn results in more Dcx+ neuroblasts being observed migrating to the injury
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(Aguirre et al., 2010). Controlled cortical impact (CCI) injuries, also stimulate
neurogenesis shortly after injury. Rather than the complete ipsilateral increase in
neurogenesis after ischemia, CCI increases proliferation in spatially restricted manner in
NSCs most proximal to the injury. Fluid percussion injuries stimulate an increase in
global SVZ neurogenesis (Chen et al., 2003). Beginning at 10 days post injury, DCX+ cells
with the morphology of migratory SVZ neuroblasts are observed migrating in chains
and individually into the infarcted striatum(Arvidsson et al., 2002; Parent et al., 2002).
Neuroblasts use similar mechanisms to those found in physiological neurogenesis to
migrate to the injury site. Neuroblasts use the chemokine receptor CXCR4 SDF1a is to
navigate to the injury site, and preferentially use blood vessels as a substrate for
migration in a process mediated by BDNF(Thored et al., 2006) (Grade et al., 2013). Due
to the lack of lineage tracing it remains possible Dcx+ cells are produced from sources
besides SVZ NSCs.
The ability of SVZ neuroblasts to mature into GABAergic interneurons remains
controversial. Early reports show that after transient MCAO, injury reactive progeny
from the SVZ after 4 weeks are able to differentiate and express markers indicative of
both mature neurons and medial spiny neurons (Arvidsson et al., 2002; Parent et al.,
2002). Subsequent studies agree with the time course of production and maturation of
neuroblasts after stroke, but show that newborn neurons maintain GC identity in the
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striatum by GC specific Sp8 expression. These neurons also are negative for markers
consistent with striatal neurons (Kernie and Parent, 2010; Liu et al., 2009).
While large numbers of neuroblasts migrate to the site of injury, greater than 98%
die after 4 weeks and fail to express mature markers (Yamashita et al., 2006).
Intraventricular lentiviral labeling of NSCs in the SVZ showed co-labeled GFP and
DCX+ cells in the infarcted striatum after MCAO. After 6 weeks DCX+ cells are still
observed in the injured striatum, but NeuN+ cells derived from the SVZ were rare, with
greater than 97% of initially DCX+ cells not being able to survive and failing to express
NeuN (Yamashita et al., 2006). Those few SVZ interneurons that do mature can develop
limited pre- and post-synaptic structures, but any functional electrophysiological
capability remains to be seen.

1.4.2 Postnatal Gliogenesis after Brain Injury
SVZ NSCs are capable of generating oligodendrocytes and astrocytes in response
to injury. Of the two, oligodendrocytes generation is better understood.
Oligodendrocytes serve essential roles in the CNS myelinating axons. De-mylinating
axonal injuries of the corpus callosum lead to an increase in SVZ NSC proliferation.
PSA-NCAM+ cells migrate into the injured corpus callosum from the SVZ. These cells
differentiate into oligodendrocytes and reside in the corpus callosum, presumably
participating in remylination after injury (Nait-Oumesmar et al., 1999). The SVZ can
generate both oligodendrocyte progenitor cells (OPCs), and oligodendrocytes. These
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cells express markers of OPCs(Olig2+ Tubb3- PDGF) and some markers of
neuroblasts(PSA-NCAM). These cells differentiated into NG2+ OPCs and myelinating
oligodendrocytes in vivo, and their production increases after demyelinating injury
(Menn et al., 2006). Interestingly, in the SVZ after injury Olig2 is upregulated in NSCs
and progeny, Olig2 expression promotes a glial fate choice for SVZ progeny (Buffo et al.,
2005). This fate choice can be influenced in progenitors by Olig2 antagonism by Pax6
expression, a neurogenic transcription factor (Kronenberg et al., 2010). This relationship
provides an avenue for dynamic fate choice regulation after injury in NSCs.
There is some debate in the field as to whether the fate of the progeny produced
by NSCs changes after injury. An alternative hypothesis is that different types of NSC
progenitors are specified to produce a given cell type, after injury these progenitors are
activated in different manners, thus changing the characteristics of the progeny
population produced. One such report shows that after stroke newborn neurons retain
typical markers including calretinin and the transcription factor Sp8 (Liu et al., 2009).
Another study using transgenic GAD-GFP mice to label newborn neurons, shows that
after demylination injury in corpus callosum overlying the LVs, GAD-GFP+ and Olig2
(an oligodendrocytic marker and fate determinant) are co-expressed. This result
suggests that a modified cell type or population is produced after this injury
(Kronenberg et al., 2010). More experiments and studies need to be undertaken to
address this key question. An important caveat to ischemic injury studies is that
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ischaemic injuries often directly infarct the SVZ itself. Injury in the SVZ itself may
intermingle the properties of internal SVZ injury response with SVZ injury response to
other brain areas. Greater precision of injury models, and studies designed with the
selection of the appropriate model can further elucidate SVZ injury response.

1.5 Focus of my research
In the course of my studies I have sought to understand how postnatal neural
stem cell progeny integrate with previously established neural circuits. Integration of
new cells allows for circuit level plasticity through new neuron addition. In cases of
brain injury and stroke, postnatal NSC proliferation has potential to replace lost cells or
contribute to tissue repair. Thus, it is of scientific and medical interest to further
understand integration of NSC progeny in health and after injury. I have used SVZ NSC
progeny generation in the rodent as a model system to study this phenomenon. This
research will present new insights into the basic biology of NSC progeny integration.
First, lineage tracing NSC progeny identified a specialized Thbs4hi population of
astrocytes are derived from NSCs which have a key role in facilitating neural repair by
preventing post- stroke bleeding. Second, analyses of SVZ NSC derived neuroblasts
using a novel live imaging assay showed that neuroblast maturational state is associated
with distinct migratory properties, apical dendrite targeting ability, gene expression,
and electrophysiological maturation. Lastly, I present evidence that newborn SVZ
interneurons require Ankyrin3 (Ank3) for precise action potential generation and
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survival in the OB. This new finding further elucidates the capabilities for SVZ NSC
progeny. Further investigation in this area should elucidate additional functional roles
for NSC progeny in health and disease, ideally tailoring the capabilities I have described
here for future treatments. It is my hope that this work will inform and assist future
researchers in their endeavors.
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2. Post-injury Protective Astrogenesis from SVZ niche is
controlled by Notch modulator Thbs4
2.1 Summary
Postnatal/adult neural stem cells (NSCs) within the rodent
subventricular/subependymal zone SVZ generate Doublecortin (Dcx)+ neuroblasts that
migrate and integrate into olfactory bulb circuitry(Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla, 2009).
Continuous production of neuroblasts is controlled by SVZ microenvironmental niche
(Paez-Gonzalez et al., 2011). It is generally believed that enhancing neurogenic activities
of endogenous NSCs may provide needed therapeutic options for disease states and
after brain injury. However, SVZ NSCs can also differentiate into astrocytes. It remains
unclear if there are conditions that favor astrogenesis over neurogenesis in the SVZ
niche and if astrocytes produced there exhibit different properties from others in the
brain. We have uncovered that SVZ-generated astrocytes express high levels of
Thrombospondin-4 (Thbs4hi) (Eroglu, 2009; Lawler, 2002), a secreted homopentameric
glycoprotein, in contrast to cortical astrocytes which are Thbs4low. We found that
localized photothrombotic/ischemic cortical injury initiates a marked increase in Thbs4hi
astrocyte production from the postnatal SVZ niche. Tamoxifen-inducible nestinCreERtm4 lineage-tracing demonstrated that it is these SVZ generated Thbs4hi
astrocytes, and not DCX+ neuroblasts, that home-in on the injured cortex. This robust
post-injury astrogenic response required SVZ Notch activation, modulated by Thbs4 via
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direct Notch1 receptor binding and endocytosis to activate downstream signals,
including increased Nfia transcription factor expression important for glia
production(Deneen et al., 2006). Consequently Thbs4KO/KO animals showed severe defects
in cortical injury-induced SVZ astrogenesis, instead producing cells expressing DCX
from SVZ to the injury sites. These alterations in cellular responses resulted in abnormal
glial scar formation after injury, and significantly increased microvascular hemorrhage
into the brain parenchyma of Thbs4KO/KO animals. Taken together, these findings have
significant implications for post-injury applications of endogenous and transplanted
NSCs in the therapeutic setting, as well as disease states where Thbs family members
play important roles(Liauw et al., 2008; Risher and Eroglu, 2012).

2.2 Introduction
2.2.1 Stroke and Ischemic Injury Pathophysiology
Stroke is a debilitating brain injury that can lead to the loss of motor control,
vision, speech; and mild to severe cognitive deficits, and in 40% of cases death (Lloyd
Jones et al., 2009). The majority of strokes are ischemic in nature resulting from a blood
flow blockage due to thrombosis or embolism. Neural damage occurs almost
immediately in the areas effected by blood vessel occlusion due to large unmet neuronal
metabolic demands and the excitotoxic effects of glutamate release. The injury expands
outward form the initial site resulting in a complex mix of dead, dying, and damaged
neural tissue. Neurons with minimal perfusion can survive near the site of the injured
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area, provided they can maintain ATP synthesis, oxygen metabolism, and membrane
potential(preventing excitotoxicity) (Moskowitz et al., 2010). This unstable area is
termed the “ischemic penumbra”. The only FDA approved treatment that can rescue
neurons are designed to induce reperfusion of blood vessels by introducing tissue
plasminogen activator, (tPA). tPA works by breaking blood clots, but can only be used
within 3 hours of stroke, due to the high risk of hemorrhage into the infarcted area when
used after this time point, thus making it clinically limited (Moskowitz et al., 2010) . tPA
is designed to preserve neurons still alive, thus the design of better treatments and ways
to replace neurons is of particular interest.
The peri-infarct penumbra outside the dead ischemic core remains alive, but
highly susceptible to cell death. Many cellular processes lead to cell death through
apoptosis or necrosis (Yuan et al.,2009) after stroke. Generally ATP synthesis is not
possible in brain areas with poor blood perfusion, which leads to acidosis, and an
inability of neurons to maintain ionic gradients, notably powering the Na+/k+ pump
(Dirnagl et al., 1999) leading to membrane rupture. Related complications arise from
glutamate excitotoxicity. With energy stores depleted, glutamate remains in the synaptic
cleft without being cleared due to reuptake failure and ionic pump failure exciting
surrounding synapses, raising membrane potential and increasing glutamate release in
reinforcing loop. Increased glutamate causes increased Ca2+ entry into neurons through
NMDA and AMPA receptors (Lai et al., 2014). This prolonged stimulation activates Ca2+
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dependent apoptotic processes, and even mitochondrial Ca2+ release killing
overactivated cells. These changes in cellular physiology lead to circuit level
dysregulation in the form of cortical spreading depolarizations (CSDs) These CSDs
spread away from the infarct core, metabolically stressing other relatively healthy
neurons and glia, endangering larger numbers of cells in stroke (Hossmann, 1994;
Nedergaard, 1996). CSDs can last days after the initial stroke, and lead to dendritic
blebbing and spine loss, ultimately changing circuit composition (Murphy et al., 2008).
Further complications arise from inflammation begins several hours after the
stoke, and usually lasts up to 7 days post stroke (Iadecola and Anrather, 2011) involves
the activation of endogenous brain glia, and the infiltration through the compromised
blood brain barrier (BBB) of immune neutrophils, monocytes, and lymphocytes and
leukocytes Inflammation after ischemic injury is a double edged sword. On one hand,
the inflammatory response increases the size of the infarct, killing additional neurons,
but in experiments reducing inflammation, post stroke recovery is negatively affected
(Shichita et al., 2014). This is likely due to the inability to clear large amounts of necrotic
tissue removed during inflammation. After 7 days the number of immune cells
infiltrating the infarct decreases, and those that arrive shift in role from clearing necrotic
tissue to secretion of anti-inflammatory and neurotrophic factors to promote neural
survival (Cuartero et al., 2013; Shichita et al., 2009; Smirkin et al., 2010). The optimal
amount of inflammatory response and post-stroke inflammation has yet to be
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determined, and understanding molecular mechanisms of during stroke has important
implications for treatment design.

2.2.2 Thrombospondins and Injury
Thrombospondins are a family of extracellular matrix glycoproteins oligomers
that have identified roles in injury response. This family is divided into 2 subgroups,
trimeric Thbs1 and Thbs2, and pentameric Thbs3, Thbs4, Thbs5 (Lawler, 2002). Thbs4 is
expressed in the brain and in the heart. In the brain, astrocytes express and secrete Thbs4
particularly during early postnatal development (Risher and Eroglu, 2012). In the heart,
Thbs4 is expressed and upregulated in response to cellular damage or stress in cases of
hypertrophy or infarction (Mustonen et al., 2012). Thbs4 has a protective effect in the
heart during these injuries, preventing ER stress response and misfolded protein
response (Lynch et al., 2012). In the CNS, Thbs4 is secreted from astrocytes and initiates
excitatory synapse formation by binding the VGCC subunit alpha2delta (Eroglu et al.,
2009).
Other Thbs family members, Thbs1 and Thbs2 have known roles after injury in
the CNS. Thbs1 and Thbs2 increase expression after stroke in astrocytes (Liauw et al.,
2008; Zhou et al., 2010). Thbs1 and Thbs2 double mutant mice have defects in functional
recovery after stroke with reduced synaptic reconnection and axonal sprouting. Thbs1
has a strong role in inhibition of angiogenesis in other systems through MMP regulation,
yet after stroke, no angiogenesis defects are observed in the Thbs1 mutant (John et al.,
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2009; Liauw et al., 2008) Given the diverse roles of Thrombospondin family members in
injury response, it is of interest to examine the role of Thbs4 after stroke which is not
currently known.

2.3 Materials and Methods
Cell Culture
Adherent SVZ primary cultures were isolated and grown as described31.
Cortical astrocyte cultures were grown as described32. Jagged1-Fc (R&D Systems) was
plated at 5 μg/ml in PBS overnight to coat culture dish surfaces, followed by PBS
washes. Recombinant Thbs4 (3 μg/ml, C. Eroglu), DAPT (5 μM, Tocris), DBZ (5 nM,
Millipore) were freshly added to culture medium every other day during in vitro
differentiation where indicated. Dynasore33 (Sigma) was used at 30 μM in culture
medium.
Immunohistochemistry and live-imaging analyses
Preparation of brain tissue for immunohistochemistry (IHC) was as described10.
For Thbs4 and DAB staining: after transcardiac perfusion, brains were removed,
postfixed overnight, and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose at 4°C. 30 μm coronal sections
were serially cut, and immediately incubated for 1 hr at room temperature (RT), floating
in PBST blocking buffer containing 10% donkey serum. Primary antibody incubation
was carried out at 4°C in blocking buffer overnight, followed by washes in PBST ×3, PBS
alone ×3, and secondary antibody incubation in blocking buffer for 2 hrs at RT. DAB
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staining was carried out according to manufacturer instructions (Vectastain ABC Kit,
Vector Labs). For cell counting and quantifications, IHC stained coronal sections, 90 μm
apart, starting at the anterior portion of the anterior commissure through the
septofimbrial nuclei, were analyzed and counted. Primary antibodies against the
following antigens were used: Thbs4 (goat, 1:200, R&D Systems); GFP (chicken, 1:500,
Aves Labs); RFP (rabbit, 1:1000, Rockland); GFAP (mouse, 1:2000, Sigma); Mash1
(mouse, 1:100, BD Biosci) DCX (guinea pig, 1:200, Millipore); NeuN (mouse, 1:500,
Millipore); Notch1 (rabbit monoclonal EP1238Y, 1:500,Epitomics); Olig2 (rabbit, 1:800,
Millipore); NG2 (mouse, 1:200, R&D Systems). Biotinylated fixable dextran (MW = 10
kDa, 1.0 mg/ml, Invitrogen) experiments and their image analyses were performed as
described26. Live-imaging of migrating neuroblasts was performed as described. All
fluorescent images were acquired on Leica TCS SP5 confocal microscope, with control
and experimental samples imaged under identical settings.
FACS sorting and gene expression analyses
Cortical and SVZ tissues from GFAP-GFP animals (JAX #003257) were dissected
in warm NSC culture media31, dissociated in Neural Tissue Dissociation Kit (Miltenyi)
according to manufacturer's protocol. Cell suspension was added to FACS tube on ice,
sorted on BD FACS DiVa sorter, followed immediately by Trizol RNA extraction. 500 ng
of total RNA was used for cDNA synthesis using SuperScript VILO cDNA Synthesis Kit
(Invitrogen). Quantitative PCR analyses were performed as described35, using the
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following DNA primers: Thbs4 F: 5′-atccctgctatccaggtgtg-3′, R: 5′-ggcagctcctttcagtcttg-3′;
Nfia F: 5′ ccagccagccaagtgaag-3′, R: 5′-gctcagtcacactgaaaacacc-3′; housekeeping gene
controls GAPDH F: 5′-catggccttccgtgttcct-3′, R: 5′- tgatgtcatcatacttggcaggtt-3′, and PPIA
F: 5′-cgagctctgagcactggag-3′, R: 5′-gatgccaggacctgtatgct-3′. Consistent results were
obtained using either housekeeping primer sets.
SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting
Protein extract preparation and Western blotting were performed as described4.
NIH ImageJ software was used for quantification analyses. Primary antibodies against
the following antigens were used: Thbs4 (goat, 1:500, R&D Systems); Thbs2 (mouse,
1:500, Millipore); DCX (guinea pig, 1:1000, Millipore); NICD/Notch1 (rabbit EP1238Y,
1:1000, Millipore); Nfia (rabbit, 1:2000, Active Motif); actin (mouse, 1:5000, Abcam). For
pull-down experiments, purified recombinant Thbs4 or Thbs2 (R&D Systems) was
incubated for 1 hr at 37°C with either 200 ng mouse Notch1-FC chimera (R&D Systems,
5267-TK) or mouse IgG2a isotype control (Abcam) in Dulbecco's PBS + 1% BSA, 0.1%
Triton X-100. Protein G-coupled DynaBeads (Invitrogen), pre-blocked in DPBS + 3%
BSA, were then added for 10 min at 37°C, followed by 5 washes in DPBS + 0.1% Triton
X-100, and analyzed by Western blotting. For cultured cells, media with or without
Thbs4 (3 μg/mL) were first added for 4 hours, washed 2 times with cold PBS, followed
by addition of lysis buffer (50mM Tris pH 8.0, 75mM NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 5% sucrose,
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0.25% Triton x-100, minicomplete protease inhibitor cocktail), sonication, and
centrifuged for 10 minutes at 4°C.
Lysates were pre-cleared with Protein A agarose beads (Roche). Rabbit antiNotch1 antibody (5 μg, Millipore EP1238Y) was added to 1 ml of lysate and incubated
overnight at 4°C, followed by addition of Protein A agarose beads, washes as described
above, and Western blotting analysis. SVZ IP experiments were performed as
described10 with following modifications: CHAPS lysis buffer contained 5mM CHAPS,
50 mM Tris (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl, 5% sucrose, 0.5% Triton X-100, protease
inhibitor cocktail (Roche) + sodium orthovanadate. Supernatants after lysis were subject
to two rounds of pre-clearing with BSA-blocked Protein G agarose beads (Roche) for 1
hr each, followed by incubation with rabbit anti-Notch1 antibody (Millipore EP1238Y)
for 1 hr, and overnight incubation with BSA-blocked Protein G agarose beads, all at 4°C.
Beads were washed five times in lysis buffer, three times in PBS prior to suspension in
sample buffer for Western blotting.
Cortical injury and in vivo injections
Photothrombosis cortical injury was performed as described36. Briefly, animals
were anesthetized and body temperature maintained at 37°C with recirculating water
heating pad. Saline solution of rose bengal photosensitive dye (10 mg/ml in saline, 0.1
mg per gram of body weight) was delivered intraperitoneally. Midline scalp incision
was made to expose the skull. As external light source, Zeiss KL 1500 LCD (light
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intensity at 5, 6-minute duration) with 2.5 mm opening light guide was used to induce
photothrombosis. Transplantation of passage 2 primary adherent SVZ culture was
performed as described4. 13 out of 37 transplanted animals showed successfully grafted
tdTomato+ cells on analyses. Tamoxifen (10 mg/ml, freshly dissolved in corn oil) was
injected intraperitoneally at 0.15 mg per gram of body weight to induce CreER-mediated
recombination. All mouse experiments were performed according to approved protocol
by IACUC at Duke University.
Magnetic resonance imaging and analyses
Pairs of injured Thbs4KO/+ and Thbs4KO/KO mice were scanned on 9.4 Tesla
(400 MHz) 89-mm vertical bore MRI scanner (Oxford Instruments) with shielded coil
providing gradients of 2200 mT/m. Mice were perfused with 10% buffered formalin as
previously described37, followed by overnight fixation in formalin and 3 day incubation
in PBS before imaging. All brains were kept within the cranium to prevent potential
damage by removal. Diffusion- weighted images (DWI) were acquired using 3D spinecho sequence with following parameters: field of view (FOV) = 22×11×11 mm3, matrix =
164×82×82, TE = 12 ms, TR = 2500 ms. One image volume was acquired without diffusion
weighting, and diffusion weighting was achieved by applying two half-sine gradient
pulses around the 180° refocusing pulse. To produce isotropic weighting, six noncollinear diffusion encoding directions were used at b-value = 3000 s/mm2. A diffusion
tensor was fitted using seven image volumes and mean diffusivity was calculated as
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described38. To examine intracranial hemorrhage, brains were scanned using 8-echo 3D
spoiled-gradient-recalled (SPGR) sequence with the following parameters: FOV =
22×11×11 mm3, matrix = 512×256×256,initial TE = 4.4 ms, echo spacing = 4.9 ms, TR = 100
ms, flip angle = 45°. R2* relaxation rate was fitted with exponential decay curve.
Regions of infarct and edema were segmented out based on Mean Diffusivity maps
generated via FSL software (Oxford University), and comparable regions in the
contralateral uninjured cortex were drawn as references. For each region, Mean
Diffusivity, R2* relaxation rate, and Magnetic Susceptibility were measured. Similar
results were obtained with addition of MRI contrast agent ProHance (Bracco
Diagnostics, Princeton, NJ) to formalin fixation (1:9, v:v).

2.4 Results
2.4.1 SVZ Generation of Thbs4hi Astrocytes
We want to understand neurogenesis/astrogenesis choice in the postnatal SVZ
niche, and the cellular properties of SVZ-generated astrocytes. CNS astrocytes secrete
Thrombospondins(Thbs), a family of homotrimeric and homopentameric proteins
(Eroglu, 2009): we asked whether SVZgenerated astrocytes express different Thbs
protein(s) than their cortical counterparts. We started by establishing primary SVZ
adherent cultures from nestin-CreERtm4 (N4);rosa26reporter-tdTomato (RTM) animals,
after postnatal day 7 (P7) tamoxifen injection. We showed previously that this N4 line
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can inducibly and efficiently lineage-trace progeny of postnatal/adult SVZ NSCs (Kuo et
al., 2006; Paez-Gonzalez et al., 2011) (Fig. 1). Following 5 days of differentiation,
tdTomato+ lineage-traced GFAP+ astrocytes showed strong immunohistochemical (IHC)
staining for Thbs4 (Fig. 2a). To confirm the specificity of this antibody staining, we
performed the same culture experiment using Thbs4KO/KO mutant animals(Frolova et
al., 2010), which revealed no Thbs4 immunofluorescence under identical
experimental/imaging conditions (Fig. 2b). Western blot analyses confirmed these
findings (Fig. 2c). Comparison of differentiated SVZ astrocyte cultures to primary
astrocytes harvested from the cortex showed selective Thbs4 expression by SVZ
astrocytes (Fig. 2a). This difference in Thbs4 expression was further demonstrated by
quantitative PCR (qPCR) analyses of FACS-purified GFP+ cortical vs. SVZ astrocytes
from GFAP-GFP transgenic animals (Fig. 2b). IHC staining on P14 brain sections
indicated that Thbs4, while co-labeling with SVZ GFAP+ astrocytes, did not co-localize
with Mash1+ transiently amplifying progenitors, DCX+ neuroblasts, or NG2+, Olig2+
populations in the SVZ niche (Fig. 4a - e). We next tested whether SVZ-generated
GFAP+ astrocytes are fated to express Thbs4 in vivo. We transplanted second passage
SVZ NSC cultures harvested from tamoxifen-induced N4; RTM animals into the cerebral
cortex of WT/non-transgenic animals (Fig. 2c). Unlike transplantations into the SVZ,
which generated neuroblasts that migrate to the olfactory bulb (Merkle et al., 2007; PaezGonzalez et al., 2011) ( Fig. 5), tdTomato+ cells transplanted into the cortex after 2 to 4
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weeks gave rise to GFAP+Thbs4hi astrocytes, contrasting with resident cortical astrocytes
which were Thbs4low (Fig. 2c). Of the 402 N4 lineage-traced tdTomato+ cells counted
overmultiple experiments, 96.8% (389) showed GFAP expression. Strong Thbs4+ IHC
costaining was detected in 98.2% (382) of these GFAP+ cells.

2.4.2 Thbs4 Astrocyte Production following photothrombotic Injury
Next, we wondered under which conditions the SVZ niche favored Thbs4hi
astrocyte production. SVZ NSCs are thought to respond to middle cerebral artery
occlusion-induced stroke by producing DCX+ neuroblasts that migrate into the striatum
(Thored et al., 2006). Although some have also reported gliogenic responses after injury
(Givogri et al., 2006; Li et al., 2010). To generate precisely localized cortical injuries
directly over the SVZ niche we used photothrombosis, a well-defined ischemic injury
model(Maxwell and Dyck, 2005) (Fig. 6a). We performed these injuries using N4; RTM
animals after P6 tamoxifen injection: this timing allowed us to specifically target/lineagetrace SVZ NSCs, while minimizing Cre-reporter labeling of cortical cells10. We induced
cortical injuries at P12 and examined the SVZ responses at 3 and 14 days post injury
(dpi), using 3,3’Diaminobenzidine (DAB) IHC staining against tdTomato, allowing
simultaneous visualization of tdTomato-reporter expression and brain tissue histology.
At 3 dpi, we did not see significant morphological changes to lineage-traced tdTomato+
cells around the SVZ (Fig. 6b). However, by 14 dpi, we observed robust populations of
tdTomato+ cells between SVZ and cortical injury site (Fig. 6b). This delayed reaction was
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specific to SVZ/hemisphere ipsilateral to the injury, as we did not detect obvious
changes to tdTomato+ cells in the contralateral cortex, nor did we see changes in the
ipsilateral cortex in sham-treated control brains (Fig. 7). As a further control, we did not
detect tdTomato+ cells in the injured cortex of N4; RTM animals without tamoxifen
injection (Fig. 7). We also did not observe tdTomato+ cells next to superficial cortical
injuries, suggesting a correlation between injury severity and SVZ responses (data not
shown). All analyses were performed on cortical injuries that did not breach the corpus
callosum (determined by sectioning through the entire injured area), limiting potential
spill-over of SVZ niche neuroblasts into the injured areas. IHC staining showed that the
majority of tdTomato+ cells next to the injury site 14 dpi had complex morphologies,
labeled strongly with anti-Thbs4 antibody, and co-stained with GFAP (Fig. 6c, d).
Although we did not observe tdTomato+ cells at the injury site 3 dpi, Western blotting
and IHC staining of SVZ tissue showed that, at this early time point, the ipsilateral SVZ
had upregulated Thbs4 expression as compared to the contralateral side (Fig. 6e, f). This
Thbs4 expression remained localized to GFAP+ astrocytes (Fig. 4f). Repeating these
injury experiments using the GFAP-Cre driver (JAX #004600) instead of N4, we observed
similarly robust tdTomato+ lineage-traced cells around the injury site 14 dpi (Fig. 8).
Though they likely represents a heterogeneous cell population, since the GFAP-Cre
driver also efficiently lineage-traced cortical cells (Fig.8). To investigate whether cortical
astrocytes can upregulate Thbs4 expression to levels seen in SVZ astrocytes after injury,
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we performed qPCR analyses 3 dpi on FACS-sorted GFP+ cortical vs. SVZ astrocytes
from GFAP-GFP animals (prior to significant migration from SVZ), which showed that
SVZ astrocytes remained the Thbs4hi population (Fig. 9).

2.4.3 Notch signaling and regulation of Injury-induced SVZ astrogenesis
What are the molecular signals controlling this injury-induced Thbs4hi
astrogenesis from the SVZ? The Notch pathway is an important regulator of SVZ NSC
and niche function (Aguirre et al., 2010; Kuo et al., 2006) as well as neurogenesis vs.
gliogenesis choice (Morrison et al., 2000). To determine if Notch activation is required
for Thbs4hi astrocyte production after cortical injury, we inducibly deleted RBPJƙ (Han et
al., 2002), the Notch Intra-Cellular Domain (NICD) co-transcriptional activator, using the
N4 transgene. We crossed N4; RBPJκKO/+ mice to RTMFlox/Flox; RBPJκFlox/Flox mice and treated
new mouse litters with tamoxifen at P6. We then compared lineage-traced tdTomato+
cells around the cortical injury site between N4; RTM; RBPJκFlox/+ (control) and N4;
RTM;RBPJκKO/Flox inducible mutant (iKO) animals at 14 dpi. DAB staining revealed that
while there were robust tdTomato+ cells between the SVZ and cortical injury site in the
controls (Fig. 10a), this response was blunted in RBPJκ iKO animals (Fig. 10a, b). We
next asked if increased Notch signaling can result in enhancement of SVZ response after
injury. Using N4; RTM; rosa26r-NICDFlox/+ animals to over-express NICD in lineage-traced
SVZ cells after tamoxifen injection, we repeated the cortical injury experiments. DAB
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staining 14 dpi showed significantly increased numbers of lineage-traced tdTomato+
cells at the injury site in NICD over-expressing animals (Fig. 10a, b). Consistent with
these results, IHC staining of wild-type brain sections following cortical
photothrombosis showed upregulated Notch1 receptor expression in the ipsilateral SVZ
2 dpi (Fig. 11). And Western blot analyses 3 dpi revealed an increase in NICD protein in
the ipsilateral SVZ (Fig. 10c).
Thbs2 has been shown to physically interact with the Notch3 receptor in
vitro(Meng et al., 2009). Thus, we wondered if Thbs4 plays a direct role in modulating
Notch activity after cortical injury. To test this, we first differentiated early passage SVZ
NSC cultures in the presence of immobilized Jagged1-Fc. Since transient Notch
activation is known to decrease neurogenesis(Yamamoto et al., 2010), immobilized
Jagged1-Fc resulted in decreased neuroblast production compared to untreated control
cultures (Fig. 10 d, f). We repeated this assay with the addition of recombinant Thbs4
alone in the medium, and observed a similarly robust decrease in neuroblast production
(Fig. 10d, f). This was confirmed by Western blot analyses for DCX protein after 5 days
of differentiation (Fig. 10e, f). DAPT or DBZ, common Notch pathway inhibitors,
conversely increased production of neuroblasts from differentiating SVZ cultures
(Fig. 11 and data not shown). Thbs4 was unable to blunt DAPT or DBZ mediated effects
(Supplementary Fig. 11), suggesting that Thbs4's function in this setting required Notch
activity.
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Since SVZ NSCs express the Notch1 receptor (Aguirre et al., 2010), we asked
whether Thbs4 and Notch1 can physically interact. Using varied concentrations of
purified Thbs4 protein and recombinant Notch1-Fc fragment (including the first 13
extracellular EGF-like repeats of Notch1), pulldown experiments showed direct
Thbs4/Notch1-Fc interactions in vitro (Fig. 12a). mIgG2a, an isotype-specific control for
Notch1-Fc, as well as purified Thbs2 protein, did not show Notch1-FC interactions (Fig.
12a). We next harvested cellular extracts from primary SVZ NSC cultures with or
without addition of Thbs4 in the medium. Immunoprecipitation (IP) with anti-Notch1
antibody was able to pull-down Thbs4 from the culture lysates in the +Thbs4 condition
(Fig. 12b). While under physiological conditions, IP from freshly isolated SVZ tissues
using anti-Notch1 antibody did not detect significant Thbs4 pull-down (Fig. 13c), similar
IP experiments 3 dpi revealed Notch1/Thbs4 interactions (Fig. 10g).
Efficient Notch signaling requires receptor-endocytosis into
endosomes(Yamamoto et al., 2010), and Thbs4 as a pentameric protein may promote
Notch endocytosis and activation. To test this possibility, we cultured primary SVZ
NSCs in the presence of both Thbs4 and late endocytosis blocker Dynasore. Addition of
Thbs4 alone resulted in NICD upregulation, as detected by Western blotting 15 minutes
after incubation, and lasting for several hours thereafter (Fig. 10h, Fig. 13d). This NICD
increase was blocked by Dynasore (Fig. 10h). By 36 hours after stimulation, Thbs4induced NICD upregulation had subsided, and as expected with Dynasore added there
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was low NICD with or without Thbs4 in medium ( Fig. 13e). The transcription factor
Nfia is an important regulator of gliogenesis downstream of Notch signaling (Deneen et
al., 2006). Following Thbs4 addition during SVZ NSC differentiation in vitro, we
detected increased Nfia expression over control conditions (Fig. 13f). Similarly, Western
blotting of SVZ tissues 3 dpi showed increased Nfia protein levels in the ipsilateral vs.
contralateral SVZ (Fig. 10i), consistent with injury-induced SVZ astrogenic response
(Fig. 6e, f).
Our findings raised the intriguing possibility that Thbs4, following cortical
injury, is itself necessary for Notch-mediated SVZ astrogenesis. To test this, we first
performed Western blot analyses on SVZ tissue from Thbs4KO/KO animals 3 dpi. While
under physiological conditions we did not detect noticeable differences in SVZ NICD
expression levels between Thbs4KO/+ (control) and Thbs4KO/KO mutant animals (Fig. 14a),
these mutants lacked NICD increase in the ipsilateral SVZ 3 dpi (Fig. 15a) unlike WT
animals (Fig. 10c). Further, Thbs4KO/KO animals did not show appreciable increase in Nfia
expression in the ipsilateral SVZ 3 dpi (Fig. 14a). We next tamoxifen-induced N4; RTM;
Thbs4KO/KO animals to lineage-trace responding SVZ-derived cells after cortical injury,
according to the same protocol described above. At 14 dpi, the tdTomato+ cells around
the injury site showed a surprising neuroblast-like morphology, and mostly co-labeled
with DCX rather than GFAP (Fig. 15b, c, Fig. 16b). This is in striking contrast to cortical
injuries in control animals, where few DCX+ cells were detected next to the injury site
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(SVZ neuroblast staining was used as internal control for DCX antibody, Fig. 15c, Fig.
16). The observed mixture of tdTomato- and tdTomato+ DCX+ cells at the cortical injury
site is consistent with the clonal nature of N4-mediated recombination following
tamoxifen induction(Kuo et al., 2006; Paez-Gonzalez et al., 2011).

2.4.4 SVZ astrogenesis defects in Thbs4 mutant mice after cortical injury
In preparing the injured brains from Thbs4KO/KO animals, we noticed
significant hemorrhage around the injured cortical areas. We next performed brain
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) analyses on control and Thbs4KO/KO littermates. Using
3D structural MRI on brains inside intact skulls, we can identify the location and extent
of cortical injuries (Fig. 17a, b). In isotropic diffusion-weighted images, the boundaries of
lesions were hyperintense in both control and Thbs4KO/KO animals (Supplementary
Fig.17a, b), demonstrating classical characteristics of stroke infarct(Moseley et al., 1993).
The interiors of these lesions appeared hypointense as result of increased edema, and
quantitative maps of diffusion coefficients confirmed hindered molecular diffusion in
the infarcted, but faster diffusion in the edematous areas (Fig. 17a, b). We did not detect
significant Mean Diffusivity measurement differences between littermate control and
Thbs4KO/KO animals in the infarcted or edematous cortical areas, either 2 dpi (data not
shown) or 8 dpi (Fig. 15e, Supplementary Fig. 17d).
Iron in blood deoxyhemoglobin is paramagnetic, thus increasing tissue magnetic
susceptibility in the presence of hemorrhage(Patel et al., 1996). Using 3D spoiled56

gradient-recalled (SPGR) sequence to measure magnetic properties, the edematous areas
of Thbs4KO/KO animals showed both faster image-intensity decay, and faster R2* relaxation
rate (rate of decay) as compared to littermate controls (Fig. 15d, Fig. 17c). Thbs4KO/KO
animals exhibited significantly increased areas of magnetic susceptibility in the injured
cortex as compared to the uninjured contralateral side, while control animals showed
only well defined hyperintense boundaries surrounding the resolving cortical lesions
(Fig. 15d, f, Fig. 17c, e). While we did not detect these magnetic property differences
early on at 2 dpi between control and Thbs4KO/KO animals (data not shown), the faster R2*
rate and increased magnetic susceptibility in Thbs4KO/KO animals at the later time point
indicated presence of extensive, unresolved hemorrhage in their injured cortical regions.
Cortical vasculature compromise can be detected by using biotinylated fixable dextran
as tracer(Daneman et al., 2010). We perfused animals 7 dpi with biotinylated dextran
and examined their injuries by fixed brain sections. GFAP antibody staining showed that
while cortical glial scars can be readily identified in littermate controls, they were poorly
defined in Thbs4KO/KO animals (Fig. 14c, Fig. 15g). Furthermore, whereas biotinylated
dextran was largely retained inside the vasculature adjacent to injured areas in
littermate controls, in Thbs4KO/KO animals we detected widespread parenchymal
biotinylated dextran next to the injury sites (Fig. 15g, h). These results are consistent
with the MRI analyses above, and indicate continued microvascular bleeds after cortical
injury.
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Our findings revealed a surprising outcome where SVZ-mediated astrogenesis
may be beneficial over neurogenesis in a period after cortical injury, in agreement with
potentially protective roles for astrocytes during recovery process in the spinal cord
(Faulkner et al., 2004). Furthermore, we believe these results will have important
implications for therapeutic interventions using transplanted and/or endogenous NSCs
after brain injury(Aboody et al., 2011; Robel et al., 2011), as well as astrocytic tumors that
can arise from the SVZ niche (Alcantara Llaguno et al., 2009).

2.5 Discussion
We have discovered that SVZ-generated astrocytes express
high levels of Thrombospondin-4 (Thbs4), a secreted homopentameric glycoprotein, in
contrast to cortical astrocytes which are Thbs4low. We found that localized
photothrombotic/ischemic cortical injury initiates a marked increase in Thbs4hi astrocyte
production from the postnatal SVZ niche. Tamoxifen-inducible nestin-CreERtm4 lineagetracing demonstrated that it is these SVZ generated Thbs4hi astrocytes, and not DCX+
neuroblasts, that home-in on the injured cortex. This robust post-injury astrogenic
response required SVZ Notch activation, modulated by Thbs4 via direct Notch1 receptor
binding and endocytosis to activate downstream signals, including increased Nfia
transcription factor expression important for glia production. Consequently Thbs4KO/KO
animals showed severe defects in cortical injury-induced SVZ astrogenesis, instead
producing cells expressing DCX from SVZ to the injury sites. These alterations in
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cellular responses resulted in abnormal glial scar formation after injury, and
significantly increased microvascular hemorrhage into the brain parenchyma of
Thbs4KO/KO animals. Taken together, these findings have significant implications for postinjury applications of endogenous and transplanted NSCs in the therapeutic setting, as
well as disease states where Thbs family members play important roles.
We found that SVZ NSCs produce a specialized subtype of Thbs4hi astrocyte that
differs from cortical Thbs4low astrocytes. Furthermore, our results showing parenchymal
astrocytes cannot upregulate Thbs4 protein after injury, suggests that Thbs4 is not solely
an astrocytic injury response marker, but could represent a new subtype of astrocytes.
The understanding of the diversity of astrocytes has increased greatly in the recent
years, yet challenges remain (Bayraktar et al., 2015). Astrocytes have been divided into
two broad sub-classes: fibrous astrocytes with the star shaped processes that inspired
the astrocyte name, and protoplasmic grey matter astrocytes that have bushy
appearance (Gallo and Deneen, 2014). Additional subdivisions based upon function or
molecular marker expression remain to be elucidated. Some insights have come via
whole transcriptome analyses have shed further light on the diversity of astrocytes.
These results have distinguished previously unknown classes, and are promising
because they have allowed new genetic tools to be created that label subsets of
astrocytes. These subset specific drivers should allow researchers to understand
additional differences between astrocytes.
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We found that NFIA is upregulated during SVZ astrogenesis under the control of
Thbs4 signaling. NFIA is well studied for its role in embryonic CNS gliogenesis (Deneen
et al., 2006). Along with its co-regulator Sox9, NFIA works to drive gliogenic
transcriptional programs including down regulation of pro-neural Ascl1, and direct
transcriptional upregulation of the astrocytic marker GLAST. Can other embryonic
astrogenic signaling molecules and pathways be employed in SVZ astrogenesis?
Embryonically, Mek and BRAF participate in signaling through the MAPK-ERK
signaling cascade to drive astrogenesis (Li et al., 2010). In parenchymal astrocytes,
MAPK and ERK signaling are upregulated in astrocytes after injury, and are required
for astrocyte proliferation. A mitogen, EGF, is known to drive proliferation through
MAPK-ERK complex signaling. EGF plays a powerful role in NSC proliferation in health
(Planas et al., 1998). After injury, EGF is produced around the injury site, and EGFR is
upregulated in parenchymal astrocytes, which in turn increases proliferation and
astrogenesis. Under physiological conditions in the SVZ, EGF signaling through EGF
receptor activation increases NSC proliferation, though interestingly it does
downregulate Notch1 expression. This may be further evidence of different proliferation
mechanisms in health and after injury (Aguirre et al., 2010). Given the important role of
SVZ astrogenesis, hopefully future work can elaborate additional signaling pathways for
SVZ astrogenesis.
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Are astrocytes a necessary evil after injury? The general thinking in the field is
that reactive astrocytes and glial proliferation after injury result in poorer outcomes
post-stroke due to limits on future regeneration. Reactive astrocytes secrete numerous
extracellular matrix molecules that strongly inhibit axonal regrowth, thus preventing
neurons from reconnection after injury (Burda and Sofroniew, 2014). Thus reducing
astrogenesis and increasing neurogenesis is a therapeutic goal. Astrocyte reactivity that
leads to scar formation is common to several focal injury types, including spinal crush
injuries, neural stab injuries, and focal ischemia. The astrocytic scar is formed by
hypertrophic reactive astrocytes that proliferate in response to the insult. A zone of
densely-packed reactive astrocytes completely surrounding the lesion begins
organization of intercalated processes several days post injury. This dense cellular web
will eventually reform the BBB, but in the post-injury period, the physical barrier formed
by astrocytes prevents continued infiltration of immune cells and autoimmune
inflammation. Experimental manipulations to prevent glial scar formation result in
prolonged inflammation, increased neuronal death, and worse functional
outcomes(Burda and Sofroniew, 2014).
Consistent with the beneficial role of astrocytes after stroke, we found focal
ischemic injuries in Thbs4 mutant mice result in scar formation defects, with reduced
GFAP expression and astrocyte organization. Along with reduced scaring, we found
that blood vessels remain porous, allowing immune cell infiltration. Blood vessels also
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lack a key extracellular matrix molecule collagen IV after injury. This is an exciting result
shedding light on important reparative processes after stroke. What molecules may be
contributing to this process?
Our results also demonstrate that Thbs4 binds Notch1. Notch1 has been
implicated along with other signaling pathways in regulating astrocytic proliferation
and activation after injuries (Wang et al., 2009b). After brain injury, reactive astrocytes
upregulate Notch1 expression, and Notch1 cleavage molecule gamma secretase is also
upregulated around in the injured penumbra (Arumugam et al., 2006; Marumo et al.,
2013). Deletion of Notch1 in astrocytes using GFAP-CreER post stroke resulted in
reduced parenchymal glial proliferation, while increasing immune cell infiltration, both
phenotypes leading to adverse functional outcomes (Shimada et al., 2011). The role of
notch1 signaling in scar formation suggests a method whereby Thbs4 secreted from SVZ
derived astrocytes may be organizing parenchymal astrocytes into forming a scar and
healing microvascular bleeds, both of which had deficits that were observed in the
Thbs4 mutant animal. These reports offer insights about functional outcome
improvements made by initiating notch signaling and reactive astrocytosis.
What is the right level of astrocyte activation? It is clear that some level of
reactive astrocytic response is key for repair, and our results suggest that SVZ astrocytes
are key contributors to this process. Going forward cell based treatments to increase SVZ
proliferation can be designed, but the optimal type of response and cellular
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consequences remains to be uncovered. There is a delicate balance in utilization of SVZ
astrogenesis for regenerative therapies. There is ample evidence of SVZ NSC
proliferation that can initiate tumorigenesis and astrocytomas (Alcantara Llaguno et al.,
2009). Indeed, several tumor types express NFIA, the gliogenic transcription factor we
identified as upregulated in NSCs through Thbs4 signaling (Lee et al., 2014). Further,
Thbs4 family member, Thbs1, is expressed in gliomas. Thbs1 is a modulator of MMP
activity, with MMPs influencing tissue reorganization which is required for tumor
growth. Thbs4 is predicted to interact with MMPs through shared domains with Thbs1
(Risher and Eroglu, 2012). Given the possibility of tumorigenesis, careful understanding
of the proliferative properties of SVZ astrogenesis must be understood. In the Thbs4
mutant mice after injury, we observed large numbers of Dcx+ neuroblasts migrating to
the injury site. The next chapter will investigate the potential of SVZ neuroblasts to
integrate with a mature circuit outside of the normal developmental paradigm.
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2.6 Figures

Figure 1: Visualizing SVZ lineage-traced olfactory bulb interneurons
from N4; RTM mice
IHC staining of P28 olfactory bulb section for tdTomato expression from N4;
RTM animal induced with tamoxifen at P6, showing robust tdTomato+NeuN+
granule neurons with apical dendrites. GCL = granule cell layer, MCL = mitral
cell layer (yellow dasheline), EPL = external plexiform layer. Scale bar: 50 μm.
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Figure 2: SVZ generation of Thbs4hi astrocytes
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Figure 2: SVZ generation of Thbs4hi astrocytes a, Western blot analysis of Thbs4
protein levels in differentiated primary SVZ and cortical (ctx) astrocyte cultures.
b, qPCR analyses of Thbs4 levels in FACS-sorted SVZ vs. ctx GFP+ astrocytes
from GFAP-GFP transgenic mice, * p < 0.001, n = 5, Student's t-test; error bars =
sem. c, Schematic representation of cortical transplantation strategy. In lower
panels, Thbs4, tdTomato, GFAP IHC antibody staining of brain sections, 2-4
weeks after animals were transplanted with lineage-traced primary SVZ NSC
cultures derived from tamoxifen induced nestin-CreERtm4; r26r-tdTomato (N4;
RTM) animals, showing co-localization between tdTomato, Thbs4, GFAP
(arrowheads). Scale bar: 20 μm (c).
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Figure 3: Lineage-tracing of SVZ-generated astrocytes in vitro.

a, In vitro differentiation of primary SVZ adherent neural stem cell culture from
N4; RTM animal, showing Thbs4 staining in tdTomato+GFAP+ astrocytes. b,
Control Thbs4 antibody staining in primary differentiated adherent SVZ NSC
cultures from Thbs4KO/KO animals. c, Specificity of Thbs4 antibody confirmed
by Western blot analysis on differentiated primary SVZ cultures from WT and
Thbs4KO/KO (Thbs4-KO) animals. Scale bars: 20 μm (a, b).
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Figure 4: Thbs4 Expression in SVZ niche.
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Figure 4: Thbs4 expression in SVZ niche. a - e, IHC staining of P14 SVZ
coronal sections with antibodies against GFAP, DCX, Mash1, NG2, Olig2, and
Thbs4 showingco-localization between Thbs4 and GFAP+ SVZ astrocytes (a,
arrowheads). In contrast, there was little co-localization between Thbs4 and
DCX+ neuroblasts (b, arrowheads); Mash1+ transiently amplifying progenitors
(c, arrowheads); NG2+, Olig2+ populations (arrowheads in d,e, respectively). f,
Representative IHC staining of ipsilateral SVZ 3 days post cortical
injury,showing continued co-localization between Thbs4 and GFAP+ SVZ
astrocytes. LV = lateral ventricle, yellow dashed lines = ventricular lining. Scale
bars: 20 μm (a, b, f), 10 μm (c, d, e).
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Figure 5: Neuroblast progeny of SVZ transplanted culture does not express
Thbs4.

Schematic representation of SVZ transplantation strategy. Thbs4, tdTomato,
DAPI IHC staining of brain sections 4 weeks after mice transplanted with
lineage-traced primary SVZ NSC cultures derived from tamoxifen-induced N4;
RTM animals, showing neuroblast clusters within the striatal cortical junction
(SCJ)/rostral migratory stream (RMS) did not express Thbs4. Close-up images in
dashed-box shown in lower panels. Scale bars: 100 μm (top), 20 μm (bottom).
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Figure 6: .Thbs4hi astrocyte production following photothrombotic
cortical injury
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Figure 6. Thbs4hi astrocyte production following photothrombotic cortical
injury
a, Schematic representation of photothrombosis injury model, with
dashed box indicating region of imaging in (b). b, DAB IHC staining for
tdTomato from N4; RTM animals induced with tamoxifen, showing a delayed
activation of lineage-traced tdTomato+ cells to injury site 14 dpi. LV = lateral
ventricle. c, Coronal sections of injury site 14 dpi, IHC stained for GFAP, Thbs4,
and tdTomato, showing that lineage-traced tdTomato+ cells adjacent to injury are
Thbs4hiGFAP+ astrocytes (arrowheads). d, Quantitative analyses of total
tdTomato+ cells at injury site expressing Thbs4 14 dpi (88.10 ± 1.99% stdev, n = 3
animals). e, Western blot and quantitative analyses of Thbs4 protein levels in
SVZ tissues 3dpi. * p < 0.001, n = 5, Student's t-test, error bar = sem. f, DAB IHC
staining for Thbs4 expression 3 dpi, Nissl-counterstained. Ipsilateral and
contralateral SVZ from the same brain section, imaged under identical
conditions. Scale bars: 100 μm (b), 20 μm (c), 50 μm (f).
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Figure 7: Control staining from N4; RTM mice.
a, DAB IHC staining for tdTomato expression from N4; RTM animal induced
with tamoxifen in vivo, analyzed at 14 dpi, showing specific reaction of
tdTomato+ populations in the ipsil- but not contralateral side to cortical injury. b,
Identically-treated control animal as in (a) without photothrombosis. c, DAB IHC
staining in N4; RTM animal without tamoxifen injection, analyzed at 14 dpi.
Scale bars: 200 μm (a - c).
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Figure 8: tdTomato+ cells in GFAP-Cre; RTM mice after cortical injury.
a, DAB IHC staining for tdTomato expression from GFAP-Cre; RTM
animal, analyzed at 14 dpi, showing wild-spread tdTomato+ cell populations in
the brain and around injury site. b, IHC staining for tdTomato and GFAP
expression showed co-localization around cortical injury. Scale bars: 100 μm (a,
b).
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Figure 9: Thbs4 expression in cortical and SVZ astrocytes after injury.
a, Forward / side scatter plots of freshly isolated cortical and SVZ cells,
ipsilateral to cortical injury, from GFAP-GFP animals 3 dpi. b, Histograms of
native GFP fluorescence from identically set R1 gates from corresponding (a)
panels above. Identically set M1 gates were used to independently FACS sort
GFP+ cells from cortical or SVZ samples. c, Quantitative PCR analyses of Thbs4
levels in FACS sorted GFP+ astrocytes from (b), * p < 0.001, n = 4, Student’s t-test;
error bars = sem.
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Figure 10: Notch signaling and regulation of injury-induced SVZ
astrogenesis
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Figure 10. Notch signaling and regulation of injury-induced SVZ astrogenesis
a, Photothrombosis cortical injury model, with areas of imaging indicated by
dashed boxes. Representative sections 14 dpi, DAB IHC staining for tdTomato
from tamoxifen-induced N4; RTM; RBPJkFlox/+ (control); N4; RTM; RBPJkKO/Flox
(RBPJkKO/Flox); and N4; RTM; rosa26r-NICD (r26r-NICD) animals. LV = lateral
ventricle. b, Quantification of tdTomato+ cells above the corpus callosum in each
genetic backgrounds 14 dpi, * p < 0.05, n = 6; ** p < 0.001 (WT: n = 8; NICD: n = 5),
Student's t-test; error bars = sem. c, Western blot analyses of Notch Intra-cellular
Domain (NICD) protein levels in SVZ tissues harvested 3dpi, showing
upregulation in the ipsilateral over the contralateral side from the same brain. * p
< 0.005, n = 5, Student's t-test, error bar = sem. d, Differentiation of SVZ adherent
neural stem cell cultures, with or without Jagged-Fc, and/or Thbs4 added. e,
Western blot analyses comparing DCX levels after 5 days of culture
differentiation. f, Quantification of DCX levels on Western blots. *, ** p < 0.001, n
= 5, Student's t-test, error bar = sem. g, Freshly isolated SVZ tissue 3 dpi: IP with
control beads or anti-Notch1 antibody, and blotted with anti-Thbs4 or antiNotch1 antibodies, detecting Thbs4 pull-down (arrow). h, Thbs4 induction of
NICD during in vitro differentiation with or without Dynasore, 12 hrs post
stimulation. i, Western blot analyses of Nfia levels in SVZ tissues harvested 3
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dpi, showing upregulation in the ipsilateral over the contralateral side from the
same brain. * p < 0.005, n = 5, Student's t-test, error bar = sem. Scale bars: 200 mm
(a), 50 μm (d).
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Figure 11: SVZ Notch activation following injury.
a, IHC staining of brain coronal section 2 days after cortical injury with
antibody against Notch1. Note the increased Notch1 expression in ipsilateral
when compared to contralateral SVZ. Representative images acquired using
identical confocal settings from the same brain section. LV = lateral ventricle. b,
Close-up views of Notch1 expression in the ipsilateral SVZ niche 2 days after
injury. Dashed lines = ventricular surface, LW = lateral ventricular wall, MW =
medial ventricular wall. Scale bars: 50 μm (a), 10 μm (b).
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Figure 12: Effects of DAPT, DBZ, and Thbs4 on SVZ neuroblast
production in vitro
a, In vitro differentiation of primary SVZ adherent neural stem cell cultures, in
the presence of DAPT, Thbs4. DAPT increased DCX+ neuroblast production after
5 days of in vitro differentiation, and this effect was unaffected by Thbs4
addition. b, Western blot analyses comparing DCX protein levels, after 5 days of
in vitro differentiation of primary SVZ NSC cultures in the presence or absence
of DAPT, DBZ, Thbs4. Scale bar: 50 μm.
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Figure 13: Biochemical analyses of Thbs4/Notch pathway interactions.
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Figure 13 Biochemical analyses of Thbs4/Notch pathway interactions. a,
In vitro binding assays between purified Thbs4 or Thbs2 proteins, with Notch1Fc (arrows). Purified mIgG2a was used as isotype control for Notch1-Fc. b,
Immunoprecipitation (IP) experiment using primary SVZ adherent cultures with
or without addition of Thbs4 in medium, IP with control beads or Notch1
antibody, and blotted with Thbs4 or Notch1 antibodies. Note the specific
detection of Thbs4/Notch1 interactions (arrow). c, IP experiment using freshly
isolated SVZ tissue extract from uninjured controls: IP with control beads or
Notch1 antibody, and blotted with Thbs4 or Notch1 antibodies. d, Thbs4
modulation of NICD generation in primary SVZ adherent cultures, harvested 15
minutes after stimulation. * p < 0.005, n = 4, Student’s t-test, error bar = sem. e,
Thbs4 modulation of NICD generation in primary SVZ adherent cultures with or
without Dynasore addition, 36 hrs post stimulation. f, Increased Nfia expression
in primary SVZ adherent cultures 3 days post differentiation with Thbs added in
medium. Western blot analyses: * p < 0.001, n = 5, Student’s t-test, error bar =
sem; qPCR analyses: * p < 0.01, n = 5, Student’s t-test, error bar = sem..
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Figure 14: Defects in cortical injury-induced responses in Thbs4 mutant
animals
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Figure 14: Defects in cortical injury-induced responses in Thbs4 mutant
animals. a, Western blot analyses of NICD protein levels in primary SVZ
tissue harvested from control and Thbs4-KO animals. b, Close-up views of
tdTomato and DCX co-localization from boxed area in Fig. 4b. Example
tdTomato+DCX+ cells (yellow arrows) enlarged in right panels. c, IHC staining of
brain coronal sections 7 dpi to visualize, around injury site, GFAP+ astrocyte and
biotinylated dextran infused through vasculature. GFAP+ glial scar is formed
around injury site in control animal (arrowheads), but poorly defined in KO
animal. Dashed-boxes enlarged in
Fig. 4g. Scale bars: 5 μm (b), 50 μm (c).
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Figure 15: SVZ astrogenesis defects in Thbs4 mutant mice after cortical
injury
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Figure 15. SVZ astrogenesis defects in Thbs4 mutant mice after cortical injury
a, Western blot analyses of NICD and Nfia protein levels in SVZ tissues
harvested 3 dpi from Thbs4-KO animals, showing lack of upregulation in the
ipsilateral (ipsil) vs. contralateral (contra.) SVZ. b, IHC staining for tdTomato,
DCX expression from P6 tamoxifen-induced N4; RTM; Thbs4KO/KO animals 14
dpi. Note robust DCX+ cells at injury site. SCJ = striatal-cortical junction, CC =
corpus callosum (yellow dashed-lines). c, Quantification of total tdTomato+ cells
around injury site 14 dpi, co-labeling with GFAP or DCX. Lack of strong staining
for either GFAP or DCX was marked as (-). * p < 0.002, n = 11 animals (control), 5
animals (KO), Wilcoxon Rank Sum test. d, MRI analyses of littermate pair,
Thbs4KO/+ (control) and Thbs4KO/KO (KO) 8 dpi. Left panels = SPGR images,
horizontal plane, at two echo times (TE, 4.4 and 14.3 ms). Center panels =
computed R2* relaxation rate (RR). Right panels = corresponding Magnetic
Susceptibility (MS). Hyperintense MS indicates area of hemorrhage (hem., red
arrow). Scale bar units in RR = s-1, MS = ppm. OB = olfactory bulb, Ctx = cortex,
inj = injury site. e, f, Quantitative measurements of Mean Diffusivity, Magnetic
Susceptibility (Mag. Suscep.), comparing contralateral cortex (contra.) to areas of
infarct and edema caused by injury. Error bars = stdev. g, IHC staining of brain
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sections 7 dpi to visualize GFAP+ astrocytes and biotinylated dextran infused
through vasculature. Extra-vascular biotinylated dextran is readily seen around
cortical injury site in KO animals (close-ups from corresponding dashed-boxes in
( Fig. 14c). h, Quantification of parenchymal biotinylated dextran
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Figure 16: tdTomato and DCX expression at cortical injury site.
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Figure 16: tdTomato and DCX expression at cortical injury site. a, b,
IHC staining of brain coronal section 14 dpi with antibodies against DCX,
tdTomato, as well as DAPI. a, Large field view in control animal, and schematic
representation of photothrombosis cortical injury model, dashed red boxes
indicating regions of imaging in (b). b, Close-up views of (a). Whereas lineagetraced tdTomato+ cells within the SCJ co-labeled with neuroblast marker
DCX+, next to the injury site tdTomato+ cells were DCX-. All analyses were done
on cortical injuries which did not damage corpus callosum (CC) integrity
(determined by sectioning through the entire injury area), as breaks in CC
allowed SVZ DCX+ neuroblasts to spill into the cortex. Scale bars: 50 μm (a, b).
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Figure 17: MRI detection of intracranial hemorrhagic infarct
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Figure 17: MRI detection of intracranial hemorrhagic infarct. Littermate

pairs, Thbs4KO/+ (Control) and Thbs4KO/KO (KO) imaged at 7 dpi, with (a)
corresponding to Fig. 4d. a, b, 3D structural MRI images (structural), isotropic
diffusion-weighted images (diffu.-weighted), and corresponding mean
diffusivity maps (diffusivity). Arrows indicate areas of infarct and post-injury
edema. Scale bar units = 10-3 mm2/s. c, Axial slice of SPGR image at two echo
times (TE, 4.4 and 14.3 ms), computed R2* relaxation rate (RR), and
corresponding Magnetic Susceptibility (MS). Hyperintense MS indicates area of
hemorrhage (hem., red arrow). Scale bar units in RR = s-1, MS = ppm. d, e,
Quantitative measurements of Mean Diffusivity and Magnetic Susceptibility
(Mag. Suscep.) in (b) and (c), comparing contralateral cortex (contra) to areas of
infarct and edema caused by injury. Error bars = stdev.
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3 Modeling Restricted Integration Potential of SVZ
Interneurons
3.1 Summary
Postnatal subventricular zone (SVZ) neurogenesis in the rodent generates large
numbers of neuroblasts that migrate and integrate daily into the mature olfactory bulb
(OB) circuit. After brain injury and stroke, neural stem cells (NSCs) within the SVZ
niche generate progeny that migrate to the site of injury, thus providing a potential
endogenous source of cells to replace those lost from injury. However, the degree to
which postnatally-born interneurons from SVZ niche have the capability to integrate
outside of their normal development in the OB remains an open question. To determine
the integration potential of SVZ derived neuroblasts, we performed detailed
developmental, histological, and genetic expression analyses. Using lineage-traced
tdTomato+ neuroblasts labeled by tamoxifen induction in Nestin-CreERtm4;R26r-tdTomato
mice, we found that SVZ neuroblasts introduced prematurely into the OB prior to
completion of RMS migration do not remain stably integrated in vivo. We developed a
novel ex vivo live imaging assay and found that the maturational state of neuroblasts is
associated with neuroblast migration patterns in the OB, as well as the orientation and
extension of the apical dendrite for integration into OB circuit.
Microarray analyses of SVZ neuroblasts during migration show significant
changes in gene expression profiles from birth to just prior to circuit integration in the
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OB. Surprisingly, while mature neuroblasts arriving into the OB were far more capable
than those located closer to the SVZ niche, we found that the reverse is true when these
neuroblasts were introduced into the cerebral cortex in brain slices. These results reveal
previously unknown restrictions of intrinsic integration capacity between SVZ
neuroblast maturational states. We believe future studies on the molecular pathways
involved, indicated by our gene expression analysis, will give us important insights into
understanding neuronal replacement and integration after brain injury.

3.2 Introduction
Postnatal neurogenesis occurs in two locations in the rodent brain, the
subgranular zone (SGZ) of the dentate gyrus, and the subventricular zone (SVZ) lining
the lateral walls of the lateral ventricles. NSCs in these regions provide the ability to
change circuit function through new neuron generation (Kriegstein and Alvarez-Buylla,
2009). After brain injury and stroke, neural stem cells (NSCs) within the SVZ niche
generate progeny that migrate to the site of injury, thus providing a potential
endogenous source of cells to replace those lost from injury (Ihrie and Alvarez-Buylla,
2011). However, the degree to which postnatally born interneurons from the SVZ niche
have the capability to integrate outside of their normal development in the OB remains
an open question. SVZ neurogenesis is mediated by specialized astrocytes functioning as
NSCs which generate neuroblasts that migrate through the rostral migratory stream
(RMS) to the olfactory bulb (OB) where they integrate with the established OB circuit.
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Neuroblast development begins with neuronal subtype specification occurring at the
progenitor level. Neuroblasts then migrate in a tightly organized chain using other
neuroblasts and vasculature as a substrate for movement (Lois et al., 1996). Neuroblasts
are surrounded by glial-sheath-forming astrocytes establishing a directed migratory
path collectively called the rostral migratory stream (RMS). This structure prevents
ectopic migration of neuroblasts into the surrounding cortex and striatum (Lois et al.,
1996). RMS migration is a process tightly coordinated through bi-directional
neurotransmitter and morphogen signaling between neuroblast and the ensheathing
astrocytes of the glial tube (Anton et al., 2004; Bolteus and Bordey, 2004; Jankovski and
Sotelo, 1996; Peretto et al., 1997; Platel et al., 2010). Through poorly- understood
processes, neuroblasts leave the RMS inside the OB (Whitman and Greer, 2009) and
begin radial migration inside the OB granule cell layer (GCL) (Kaneko et al., 2010).
While live tissue imaging time lapse analyses of neuroblast migration in the SVZ and
RMS have documented migratory behavior in these structures, it is not understood how
neuroblasts in the bulb behave during integration. Further, the existence or role of a
maturational process that occurs during migration to the bulb allowing for new neuron
integration remains poorly understood.
In cases of ischemic striatal injury, neuroblasts migrate directly toward the
injured area due to physical RMS breakdown and chemo-attractance to the damaged
tissue, and without RMS migration (Ghashghaei et al., 2006; Kojima et al., 2010).
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Neuroblasts beginning at 1 day post-injury migrate along blood vessels (Grade et al.,
2013), appearing in large numbers surrounding the injury site shortly thereafter
(Yamashita et al., 2006). These cells arrive in a brain region they were not specified for,
and over a different developmental time period than physiological RMS migration to the
OB. Few neuroblasts that arrive at the injury site are able to express mature markers,
and greater than 98% of neuroblasts do not survive after 4 weeks (Osman et al., 2011;
Yamashita et al., 2006). Implantation of SVZ neural progenitors and neuroblasts in the
healthy cortex results in differentiation and survival of astrocytes, with minimal
neuroblast maturation and survival (Benner et al., 2013; Seidenfaden et al., 2006). These
findings led us to investigate the intrinsic integration potential of SVZ neuroblasts prior
to RMS migration. My results, using lineage- traced neuroblast transplantation, show
neuroblasts introduced prematurely to the OB do not remain stably integrated in vivo.
Ex vivo live imaging revealed that the maturational state of neuroblasts is associated
with neuroblast migration patterns in the OB and with the orientation and extension of
an apical neurite. Gene expression analyses show significant changes in gene expression
profiles from birth to just prior to circuit integration in the OB. Surprisingly, while
mature neuroblasts arriving into the OB were far more capable of integration than those
located closer to the SVZ niche, we found that the reverse is true when these neuroblasts
were introduced into the cerebral cortex in brain slices. These results reveal previously
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unknown restrictions of intrinsic integration capacity between SVZ neuroblast
maturational states.

3.3 Materials and Methods
Cell transplantation
Tissues from the RMS in the OB and the RMS immediately adjacent to the SVZ
from tamoxifen induced p10-p14 nestin-CreERtm4; R26r-tdTomato brains were dissected in
ice cold HBSS then sliced coronally in 300 μm sections using a Stoelting tissue slicer.
The RMS inside the OB and iRMS are visually identified in coronal sections under
dissection microscope and are dissected prior to dissociation. Dissected tissues are
dissociated with the Papain Neural Tissue Dissociation Kit (Miltenyi) according to
manufacturer's protocol and filtered to remove cell clumps and debris using a 40 um cell
strainer. OB and iRMS cell densities are counted to equalize total cell number and
concentrated to ~100 cells per nl. 50 nl is injected using pulled glass pipettes. (Wiretrol 5
μl, Drummond Scientific Company). Animals are anesthetized with isoflourane and
restrained on a stereotaxic apparatus. X-Y injection coordinates are determined from
skull anatomy centered on the OB, and Z is 0.8mm beneath the skull.
Organotypic Tissue Preparation and Live Imaging
In vivo tamoxifen induction was performed as described in nestin-CreERtm4; R26rtdTomato animals (Kuo et al., 2006). P10-P12 brains are rapidly dissected and placed in
ice cold ACSF bubbled with 95% O2 5% CO2 for two minutes. Brains are sliced at 300 um
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thickness on a Stolting tissue slicer (Cat. No. 51425). Slices are cultured on Millicell 0.4
micron pore filters (Millipore PICM03050). Slices are cultured in DMEM/F12 media
(Gibco) supplemented with the following, CaCl2 1 mM, MgSO4 2mM , HEPES 30mM, Dglucose, 12.87mM, NaHCO3 5.2 mM, Insulin, 0.001mg/ml, L-Ascorbic Acid .0012%, 20%
(vol/vol)Equine serum, heat inactivated (Gibco), and (0.2%) (vol/vol)Pen/Strep.
Dissection and transplantation is in ice cold DMEM/F12. RMS explants are dissected
using a glass capillary (Wiretrol 5 μl, Drummond Scientific Company) to remove and
the RMS of fluorescently labeled coronal sections and which is then inserted with
positive pressure into the RMS of a wildtype section. Slices are incubated at 37o C with
5%CO2 for at least 1 hour prior to live imaging. Images are captured on a Zeiss Cell
Observer wide field fluorescence microscope fitted with a environmental control
chamber to maintain slices at 37o C with 5%CO2 throughout the duration of the imaging
session. Images are acquired at 30 minute intervals for up to 48 hours. Z-stacks of 5
images at 15um intervals were collapsed into one Z plane using Zeiss Axiovision
extended focus max projection analyses.
Data Quantification
Neuroblasts were tracked manually with ImageJ plugin Manual Tracking.
Neuroblast positional analysis contains noise in the absolute position of the cell due to
slight movements of the organotypic slice, or changes in the brightest point of the soma
leading to false small movements being recorded in tracking that did not represent
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movement. Data showing that neuroblasts moved at less than 0.2 microns per time point
was examined and found to be due to tracking centroid relocation on the soma rather
than soma movement. This was considered noise and counted as pause time. All
migration metrics were calculated in custom Matlab scripts from this data. Neurite angle
and neurite length were measured using ImageJ plugin Simple neurite tracer.
FACS sorting and gene expression analyses
Tissues from the RMS in the OB and the RMS immediately adjacent to the SVZ
from tamoxifen induced p10-p14 nestin-CreERtm4; R26R-tdTomato brains were
dissected in ice cold HBSS then sliced coronally using Stoelting tissue slicer. The RMS
inside the OB and iRMS are visually identified in coronal sections under dissection
microscope and is dissected prior to dissociation. Dissected tissues are dissociated with
the Papain Neural Tissue Dissociation Kit (Miltenyi) according to manufacturer's
protocol and filtered to remove cell clumps and debris using a 40 um cell strainer. Cell
suspension was added to FACS tube on ice, sorted on BD FACS DiVa sorter, followed
immediately by Trizol RNA extraction and Qiagen RNAeasy clean up kit purification
according to manufacturer’s protocol. Individual samples for array analysis were pooled
from 4 animals to achieve at least 5 ng of total RNA for each sample. RNA was
amplified using Nugen Ovation kit according to manufacturer’s protocol. Affymetrix
430 Mouse Genome 2.0 chips were used in this analysis.
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Microarray Data Analysis
RMA normalization, principle component analysis and quality control of the raw
microarray data was carried out on Affymetrix Expression Analysis Console 2.0.
Volcano plots and hierarchical clustering were performed in Affymetrix Transcription
Analysis Console 2.0. Genes were selected for further analysis provided they show
expression in 3 of 4 chips, show greater than 2.0 fold change in expression, and have a p
value less than 0.05. Pathway analysis was performed using Metacore Genego and
Ingenuity Pathway Analysis tools, with consistent results. Heatmap representation of
gene expression was presented using Partek 2.0 analysis software.
QRT-PCR
500 ng of total RNA was used for cDNA synthesis using SuperScript VILO
cDNA Synthesis Kit (Invitrogen). 37o C with 5%CO2 Quantitative real time PCR was
performed with SYBR green on an ABI 7300 real-time PCR machine. Samples are run in
triplicate with intron spanning primers.
Quantitative PCR analyses were performed as described, using the following
DNA primers: Gprin3 F: 5’- aagtcacccagcagcagtg – 3’, R: 5’ - acacacaagcttgcatcagg– 3’,
Esco2 F: 5′- ccagaggcaaagcaaatacc-3′, R: 5′- gcagtggatcccacagaaga-3′; Cacna1c F: 5′ggctgttgctgcatttcttc-3′, R: 5′- cctggagtagggatgtgctc -3; Trdn F: 5’- agcccttgtcatacccctct- 3’,
R: Trdn R: 5’- cctcttcagcacctttccag-3’; Cpn4 F: 5’ – cgactcaacagcttgtgcat- 3’, R: 5’ggtctggatctccactgcat-3’; Gng4 F: 5’- ggaccctgagtcagcttctct-3’ R: 5’-atgcaggcttccatcttcag-3’
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Cacna2d1 F: 5’- cttcgatcgcgaagatgg- 3’, R: 5’- tttttgccagtgtgacaagg-3’; Cacng5 F: 5’ –
gtagctggcgcagagcag – 3’, R: 5’ – tggattctgacgtcatctgg – 3’, Kv1.3 F: 5’ - housekeeping gene
controls GAPDH F: 5′-catggccttccgtgttcct-3′, R: 5′- tgatgtcatcatacttggcaggtt-3′, and PPIA
F: 5′-cgagctctgagcactggag-3′, R: 5′-gatgccaggacctgtatgct-3′. Consistent results were
obtained using either housekeeping primer sets.
Immunohistochemistry
Preparation of brain tissue for immunohistochemistry (IHC) was as described.
For IHC staining: after transcardiac perfusion first with phosphate buffered saline, then
with 4% paraformaldehyde, brains were removed, postfixed overnight in 4% PFA, and
cryoprotected in 30% sucrose at 4°C. 30 μm coronal sections were serially cut on a
cryostat and utilized for further IHC staining. Organotypic cultures are dissected from
insert, fixed in 4% PFA for 2 hours at room temperature. Tissue for IHC is then
incubated for 1 hr at room temperature (RT), floating in 0.1% Triton PBST blocking
buffer containing 10% donkey serum. Primary antibody incubation was carried out at
4°C in blocking buffer overnight, followed by washes in PBST ×3, PBS alone ×3, and
secondary antibody incubation in blocking buffer for 1 hr at RT. For cell counting
and quantifications, 5 serial consecutive IHC stained coronal sections, surrounding the
visualized cell injection site were analyzed and counted. Primary antibody: rabbit anti
RFP Rockland 1:1000. Mouse anti NeuN 1:250 Millipore. Secondary: donkey anti-Rabbit
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RRX 1:200; Jackson Immuno Research. Additional Dylight conjugated secondary
antibodies raised in donkey were used at 1:1000; Jackson Immuno Research.

Electrophysiology
Recordings were performed in submerged chamber, superfused with
continuously bubbled ACSF (125 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM NaH2PO4, 26 mM
NaHCO3, 20 mM glucose, 2 mM CaCl2, 1.3 mM MgCl2) at 2–5 ml min−1 at 23–25 °C.
Recordings were performed using potassium gluconate based internal solution(130 mM
potassium gluconate, 2 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2, 20 mM HEPES, 4 mM Na2ATP, 0.4 mM
NaGTP, 0.5 mM EGTA) filled micropipettes (6–9 MΩ). Signals were amplified with
Multiclamp 700B (filtered at 10 kHz), digitized with Digidata 1440A (20 kHz), recorded
using pClamp 10.

3.4 Results
3.4.1 Premature introduction to the OB decreases neuroblast survival
We first sought to understand the intrinsic capability of recently-born SVZ
neuroblasts to integrate with the mature OB circuit-- the brain area they are destined to
join. We utilized nestin-CreERtm4; R26R-tdTomato transgenic mice which express
CreER in lateral ventricle NSCs to lineage trace tdTomato+ neuroblasts and adult born
interneurons in the OB (Fig. 18a, 18b).Transplantation of cells harvested from embryonic
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MGE results in functional integration of these cells in host tissue(Alvarez-Dolado et al.,
2006). Using similar protocols, we harvested SVZ neuroblasts from coronal sections in 2
anatomical locations before and after RMS migration: 1) in the OB from the rostral RMS
immediately prior to OB integration (OB neuroblasts) and 2) shortly after birth in the
caudal RMS or initial segment of the RMS (iRMS neuroblasts). Transplantation
circumvented RMS migration and allowed us to test the effects of neuroblast age on
integration capability. The OB location in the host for neuroblast transplantation
corresponds to location of OB neuroblast harvest. SVZ neuroblasts were made into
single cell suspension, normalized cell densities for transplantation, and transplanted
into the RMS inside the OB. We examined morphology and maturation of these cells at
14 days post transplantation (Fig. 18c). tdTomato+ OB cells were located in the granule
cell layer (GCL), with an apical dendrite extended to the plexiform layer, many with
secondary and tertiary branches (Fig. 1c). OB cells morphological similar to previously
described stage 3 and 4 of GC development (Carleton et al., 2003). In contrast, iRMS
cells transplanted into the OB were located near the site of injection. These cells
exhibited a short apical process, and have a morphology of a class 1 migratory
neuroblasts (Fig. 18d).
It became obvious that fewer iRMS cells were present in the OB after
transplantation, so we next wanted to quantify transplanted neuroblast survival in the
OB. At 14 days post-transplantation, survival of transplanted cells was assessed with
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counting of co-labeled NeuN+ and tdTomato+ cells in sections surrounding the cell
injection site. Though few neuroblasts were observed after iRMS transplantation, GFAP+
tdTomato+ cells were observed giving confidence of proper transplantation..
Comparison of iRMS transplanted cells to OB transplanted cells shows an increase in the
number of OB transplanted cells that were able to persist in the host OB after
transplantation OB (137.2 ± 9.92 cells, SEM, n = 5) and iRMS (53 ± 8.56 cells, SEM, n=5, p<
0.01, Wilcoxon Rank Sum). The percentage of OB transplanted cells were co-labeled with
NeuN (83.9 ± 4.4% ; n = 5 animals) was significantly larger than iRMS cells (5.7 ± 6.9%, n
=5 animals, Wilcoxon rank sum test, p <0.01). These data suggest that neuroblast
maturational state is associated with neuroblasts’ ability to stably persist and mature in
the OB.

3.4.2 Live imaging reveals neuroblast maturational state influences
dynamic neuroblast properties.
We observed a reduction in iRMS transplanted cell integration in the OB. We
also noticed iRMS neuroblasts near the injection site, rather than spread into the GCL.
With these observations we hypothesized that the initial neuroblast behavior upon
entering the GCL was could be different between neuroblast maturation states. In vivo
imaging approaches in the OB have successfully visualized the most dorsal portions of
the OB but lack the ability to image deeply into the OB granule cell layer where 95% of
newborn neurons integrate in the OB as granule neurons (Livneh and Mizrahi, 2011).
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Consequently, the addition of new GCs into OB circuitry has not been previously
visualized in real-time.
We chose to model new neuron integration in the OB with an ex vivo assay.
Organotypic assays have been used to study RMS migration (Nam et al., 2007). Using
modified versions of these protocols, we first assessed whether olfactory bulb
architecture can be properly retained for several days under organotypic conditions.
particularly mitral and tufted cells which are the eventual synaptic partners of newborn
SVZ interneurons (Shepherd et al., 2007). In organotypic coronal slices from Thy1Channelrhodopsin2-EYFP mice (mitral and tufted cells were labeled fluorescently with
EYFP) (Arenkiel et al., 2007) cultured for 48 hours. Time lapse Z series of images were
acquired every 30 minutes, and we analyzed the number of cells that remained
fluorescent over the course of the imaging session (Fig. 19). Dead and dying cells present
with thinned processes interspersed with large blebs of cytoplasm and are quickly
broken up by macrophages (De Marchis et al., 2001) in slice culture. Visible mitral cell
number remains stable throughout live imaging over the course of 48 hours. Further,
the dendritic morphology of mitral cells in the external plexiform layer was also
maintained throughout live imaging (Fig. S19).
We next observed the morphology and persistence of GCs, the most numerous
cell type in the OB (Sakamoto et al., 2014). Lineage traced nestin-CreER;R26R-tdTomato+
granule cells that have arrived in the OB prior to sectioning also persist over the course
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of live imaging. tdTomato+ GCs maintain constant morphology, lacking obvious signs of
cell death over the course of live imaging (Fig. 20a) and data not shown. We next
assessed if the newborn SVZ neuroblasts are able to recapitulate the previously
described in vivo developmental time course in the organotypic culture assay. In order
to distinguish tdTomato+ cells in the RMS from older previously arrived labeled granule
cells already located in the GCL, we used a modified version of the transplantation
technique previously described in Fig. 18. Explants were taken from coronal sections
harvested from tamoxifen induced nestin-CreERtm4;tdTomato mice and implanted whole
directly into the RMS of host WT organotypic slices. At 10 days post- transplantation we
analyzed tdTomato+ transplanted newborn neurons (Fig. 19d). Cells develop one
primary apical dendrite, which branches into secondary and tertiary dendrites, as well
as multiple basal dendrites. This morphology is consistent with stage 3 and stage 4
newborn SVZ interneurons in vivo (Carleton et al., 2003), and is quite distinct from
migratory morphology (Fig. 20a and Fig. 19).
Next we wanted to understand if SVZ neuroblasts were able to functionally
develop ex vivo. To test this, we used explant transplantation of tamoxifen induced
nestin-CreER; tdTomato lineage-traced neuroblasts from the RMS and transplanted
them into the RMS of a WT OB coronal section. We used whole-cell patch
electrophysiology to record from td-Tomato+ neuroblasts. Recordings in voltage-clamp
from cells 2 days in culture with a migratory morphology show little fast inward
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currents, yet generate slower outward currents. After 5 days in culture, voltage clamp
recordings show generation of fast inward sodium currents. The time course of ex vivo
development of these currents is consistent with the previously observed time course in
vivo (Fig. 19b). Taken together, the ex vivo cytoarchitecture of the organotypic slice
remains similar to in vivo condition, and further, several key developmental features of
newborn neuron development occur with similar timing ex vivo. These findings suggest
we can model the integration of new neurons in the OB with the ex vivo organotypic
assay.
Neuroblast initial integration behavior during radial migration in the OB is
poorly described in vivo (Whitman and Greer, 2009). Furthermore, live imaging analysis
of neuroblast radial migration in the OB GCL has not previously been documented.
Thus, we hypothesized that live imaging of radial migration could inform an effective
description of the process. We tamoxifen-induced nestin-CreER;R26r-tdTomato mice to
lineage trace SVZ derived neuroblasts, allowing us to visualize brightly labeled
tdTomato+ neuroblasts and granular neurons in OB slices when harvested at P10-P14.
Time lapse images of tdTomato+ cells were acquired for up to 48 hours, at 30 minute
intervals (Fig. 20a). Initial live imaging time points show the majority of labeled cells are
located in the center of the slice and are tangentially migrating along the RMS (Fig. 20b).
Neuroblasts rapidly leave the RMS in a radial fashion, evenly dispersing to enter the
granule cell layer. Neuroblasts migrate in a saltatory pattern of movement consisting of
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periods of motility interspersed with pauses during which the leading neurite can be reoriented or maneuver to sample surrounding tissue. Since the migratory behavior
differed significantly between bouts of movement and immobility we divided this
pattern of movement in two distinct phases for quantification. The migration speed of
these cells while moving, and the amount of time spent paused in the GCL. Neuroblasts
were manually tracked via soma position during live imaging to obtain positional data
using ImageJ (Fig. 20c). Migration away from the RMS is robust with all tracked cells
having initiated migration into the GCL. Neuroblasts migrate at an average speed of
(25.41 ± 3.74 μm/hr sem, n = 109) into the GCL (Fig. 20b). During the migration cells
spend an average of (26.9 ± 1.8% SEM, n =109) of their time stationary during migration.
After cessation of migration neuroblasts begin to extend an apical dendrite towards the
mitral cell layer increasing the length of the process from an average of (54.51 ± 2.80 μm
SEM, n =32) at 1 hour of live imaging to (87.2 ± 4.25 μm sem, n = 40) after 24 hours of
culture (Fig. 20d). Once extension occurs, cells do not migrate again. After neurite
extension cells either persist or blebb and disappear during imaging. Taken together, we
can use these quantifications of neuroblast behavior in organotypic slice to probe for any
differences between iRMS and OB neuroblasts’ initial integration behavior.
We wanted to understand initial integration behavior of recently- born iRMS
neuroblasts. To test this we transplanted neuroblasts from 2 anatomical locations before
and after RMS migration: 1) in the OB from the rostral RMS immediately prior to OB
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integration (OB neuroblasts) and 2) shortly after birth in the caudal RMS or initial
segment of the RMS (iRMS neuroblasts) and performed live imaging analyses. To
understand if the transplantation technique modified initial neuroblast behavior, we
used live imaging of OB transplanted neuroblasts as a control. Comparison of OB
neuroblasts to untransplanted neuroblasts showed that there was little difference in
their integration (Fig. 20c, Fig. 21a). OB transplanted neuroblasts migrated at (27.77 ±
2.36 μm/hr, sem, n=139) compared with untransplanted neuroblasts at (25.41 μm/hour ±
3.74, SEM, n = 109). The percent pause time for OB neuroblasts was (32.2% ±2.2% n =141)
compared with (26.9 ± 1.8% SEM, n =109) for untransplanted neuroblasts. A similar
percentage of OB cells (46.33 ± 3.6% sem, n= 144) and untransplanted (41.2 ± 4.1% sem,
n= 87) for were able to stop and stably integrate. Taken together these data suggested
that transplantation per se did not affect migration patterns in the organotypic slice.
iRMS-to-OB transplanted neuroblasts demonstrated vastly different behaviors
during live imaging (Fig. 21): iRMS cells migrated at significantly faster speeds (66 ± 4.22
μm/hr SEM, n = 119) than OB cells, (27 ± 2.36 μm/hr SEM, n = 140; p < 0.05, Student’s t
test) (Fig. 21d). The amount of time spent paused during migration where neuroblasts
sample their environment with the neurite was greatly increased in OB neuroblasts (32.2
± 2.2% sem, n =140) compared to iRMS neuroblasts (2% ± 0.05 sem, n=119; p < 0.01,
Student’s t test). iRMS cells exhibited significantly different directionality of migration.
The majority of cells circled the explant without entering the GCL compared to OB cells
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that migrated in a radial fashion (Fig . 21c). iRMS cells underwent more frequent
changes in direction with frequent reversal of course, whereas OB neuroblasts migrate
with fewer course corrections and more consistently away from the RMS. We quantified
the directionality of migration by using a direction constantcy metric (Inset Fig. 21f). A
straight line is calculated between the first location, t, and its subsequent position at t+1,
t+2, … The distance of this straight line between two points is divided by the distance
the cell actually traveled to reach the point at timepoint t+1, t+2, etc.. A straight
migratory path between point t and t+1 would be represented with a value of 1. Values
less than 1 indicate changes in cell migration direction from a straight path. iRMS cells
migrated with significantly reduced direction of migration constancy almost
immediately after the start of live imaging, and the difference persisted throughout
imaging (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, iRMS n = 118; OB n = 141; p < 0.05). Taken together,
these data show the maturational state of neuroblasts is associated with distinct
migratory behaviors.
From our live imaging experiments we noticed that after the cessation of
migration, SVZ neuroblasts begin orientation and extension of the primary apical
dendrite. This structure eventually became the primary apical dendrite (Fig. 20). To
understand if neuroblast maturational state effects subsequent development, we
analyzed morphological development and orientation of the apical neurite/dendrite, the
primary substrate for granule cell communication with other neurons from live imaging
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analyses (Fig. 22). SVZ neuroblasts select a stopping point in the granule cell layer which
correlates with apical dendrite targeting, iRMS neuroblasts (92.88 ± 8.38 μm sem, n = 81)
that entered the GCL did not migrate as far into the OB slice as OB neuroblasts (131.16 ±
7.78 μm sem, n = 80; p < 0.01, Student’s t test), (Fig. 22c) and often reversed course to
migrate near the explant (Fig. 22a, 22b). Few iRMS neuroblasts (2.5 ± 3.0% sem, n = 118)
extended apical processes towards the mitral cell layer compared with OB (46.33 ± 3.6%
sem, n= 140, p < 0.01, Student’s t test) (Fig. 21d). Neuroblasts must extend and expand
the migratory neurite forming the granule cell apical dendrites. iRMS transplanted
neuroblasts (44.75 ± 2.93 μm sem, n=70) have significantly reduced lengths of neurites
compared with OB transplanted neuroblasts (OB; 74.12 ± 3.48 μm sem, n = 76, p <.05,
Student’s t test) (Fig. 22e). iRMS cells were also unable to orient apical processes in the
proper direction as measured by the normalized angle of the neurite to MCL, in vivo
orientation is approximately 90º, OB (68.34± 2.61º sem, n = 87) compared to iRMS (25.88 ±
3.87º sem, n = 68; p < .05, Student’s t test) (Fig. 21f). These results indicate that the
neuroblasts’ developmental state influences the orientation and morphology of apical
neurite/dendrite.
Given the observed differences during live imaging of initial integration
properties and neurite extension, we wondered whether subsequent developmental
processes were affected by premature neuroblast introduction to the OB.
Electrophysiological development is well described in newborn GCs and occurs after
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cessation of migration. We hypothesized that electrophysiological properties would be
different between OB and iRMS populations. Explants were harvested from nestinCreERtm4;R26R-tdTomato mice, transplanted into WT host organotypic sections and
cultured for either 7 or 14 days prior to electrophysiological recording. Whole-cell patch
recordings from 7 DPT tdTomato+ cells showed that in response to current injection, OB
transplanted cells were able to fire multiple action potentials (Fig. 22a). iRMS cells when
stimulated are able to generate a slight increase in the membrane voltage, but are not
able to fire action potentials (Fig. 23a). At 14 days of culture, OB transplanted cells fire
action potentials in response to current injection, yet iRMS cells are unable to generate
action potentials. This is a surprising result given that the journey along the RMS
requires about 7 days to complete, thus the 7 day post transplantation (DPT) OB
transplanted cells (14 days old in absolute age) are similar in age to the 14 DPT iRMS
cells. This result suggests a delay in the ability of transplanted iRMS cells to fully
develop after premature introduction to the OB. Consistent with the inability of iRMS
transplanted cells to generate action potentials, voltage clamp recordings of iRMS cells
show they generate significantly less peak inward current. Normalized to OB cell
current, iRMS cells generate (3.2 ± 1.5% sem, n =9; p < 0.01, Student’s t test) of OB cell
inward current at 7 DPT and (1.7 ± 0.5% sem, n = 10, p <0.01; Student’s t test) of OB cell
inward current at 14 DPT (Fig. 23b). iRMS cells at 7 DPT are able to generate an average
of (63.4 ± 9.1% sem, n=9, p < .05, Student’s t test) of OB cells peak outward current, and
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at 14 DPT (49.2 ± 9.6% sem, n=11, p < .05, Student’s t test) of OB cell peak outward
current. This data suggests a delay in the ability of transplanted iRMS cells to fully
develop electrophysiologically after premature introduction to OB circuit.
Is this delay in physiological maturation caused by organotypic transplantation
and culture? MGE neuroblasts have been shown to readily integrate with host circuits
when transplanted into the CNS and spinal cord in vivo. Further, they begin
electrophysiological maturation shortly after cessation of migration (Le Magueresse and
Monyer, 2013). MGE explants were harvested at e15, and were micro-dissected from
coronal sections from mice expressing nestin-Cre (labels most CNS progenitors) (Tronche
et al., 1999) and R26r-tdTomato and transplanted into WT host OB and cortex coronal
sections. We performed whole cell patch voltage clamp recordings from cells
transplanted 7 days previously. MGE derived neuroblasts had robust inward Na current
and outward K current. Consistent with this, current clamp recordings during current
injection show MGE cells are able to generate robust trains of action potentials when
stimulated. These results suggest that for MGE cells the physiological maturation period
is similar in vivo to what is being observed in organotypic culture assay. This also
suggests that the iRMS cells delay in ability to fire action potentials may be a SVZ
interneuron specific phenomenon.
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3.4.3 Neuroblast maturation state association with distinct
transcriptional profiles
We have found that neuroblast maturational state is associated with increased
survival in the OB, distinct migratory and morphological properties and capability to
fire action potentials. These are complex cellular processes likely involving the
expression of many genes and gene networks. To increase our understanding of
neuroblast maturation state dependent properties, we set out to characterize gene
expression in OB and iRMS neuroblasts. Gene expression has been analyzed previously
along the SVZ- RMS-OB axis (Lim et al., 2006). Using micro-dissected whole tissues as
starting material, RNA splicing and histone modification were identified as being highly
upregulated during SVZ interneurons integration into the OB. Another study used the
5HT3-GFP transgenic mouse line to label neuroblasts that were laser microdissected
from the RMS and SVZ/RMS showing Akt, MAPK, and Calmodulin signaling networks
were upregulated during RMS migration (Khodosevich et al., 2009). We lineage traced a
defined neuroblast population via nestin-CreERtm4; R26R-tdTomato mice to compare gene
expression in SVZ neuroblasts, 1)shortly after birth, and 2) shortly before integration in
the OB. Neuroblasts were acutely dissected from coronal sections as previously
described. Dissociated neuroblasts were then FACS purified using tdTomato
fluorescence levels. (Fig. 24a). To understand the viability of these cells we stained
dissociated neuroblasts with the viability dye 7 aminoactinomycin D (7-AAD) which is
prevented from staining the cell by intact membranes. FACS analysis showed 95% of
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tdTomato+ cells under sorting conditions were negative for 7-AAD staining, showing
these cells had intact plasma membranes. Further this suggests that neuroblasts
remained viable after FACS purification, a key component for fidelity of gene expression
data. RNA was immediately harvested from purified cells and underwent 2 rounds of
amplification prior to microarray hybridization.
To determine which genes were changing expression levels between iRMS and
OB, microarray data were analyzed via Affymetrix software. To begin validation of the
microarray results, we first performed hierarchical clustering analysis across all samples,
with 4 replicates in the OB and iRMS conditions. Clustering analysis showed two
distinct gene expression patterns between OB and iRMS neuroblasts. Individual
replicates within the groups were most highly related, suggesting biological differences
in gene expression levels were driving clustering patterns. To identify genes for further
study, and reduce false positive identification of genes, we employed a filter to only
study genes that showed greater than 2 fold change in expression between groups with
a p value of less than 0.05. Out of 45037 transcripts, 885 genes were upregulated
(OB>iRMS) and 1219 downregulated (OB<iRMS) in the comparison of OB expression
levels to iRMS. From this list of genes, we began to validate the expression levels
measured by the array with qPCR analyses. Genes were selected for qPCR testing based
upon absolute change in expression level. For each of the genes tested, the upregulation
and downregulation was confirmed by qPCR analyses, though several of the genes
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showed greater fold change in QPCR analyses (Table 1). Taken together, this data
supports the validity of the microarray transcriptome profiling and shows that there are
significant changes in gene expression in based on neuroblast maturation state.
We refined our analysis to understand which molecular signaling pathways and
functionally related genetic networks were active during OB integration of newborn
neurons. Using both Gene Ontology and Metacore pathway analysis software, we
identified numerous enriched genetic pathways and functionally related genetic groups
which were chosen for further analysis based upon statistical significance of enrichment
in our data set. Enrichment is calculated using a hypergeometric mean to analyze the
number of differentially expressed genes from our array dataset, with the intersection of
genes in the Metacore gene ontology map/network to identifying the statistical
probability of gene network enrichment in the experimental data set compared with the
Metacore reference dataset. Initial broad parsing of the gene expression data using
GeneOntology identified the terms ‘mitotic cell cycle’, ‘neurogenesis’, and ‘cell cycle
regulation’ as being enriched in iRMS cells whereas in the OB neuroblasts ‘regulation of
ion transport’, ‘cell-cell signaling’, and ‘synaptic transmission’ terms were highly
enriched. Terms ‘nervous system development’ and ‘cell differentiation’ were enriched
in both groups. Pathway analysis of our data set confirmed previous results showing
‘cytoskeleton rearrangement’ as one of the most heavily enriched gene sets in SVZ
neuroblasts (p <0.0001; 32 genes/176 nodes) (Khodosevich et al., 2009).
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We selected the 3 most enriched process networks for further analysis (Fig 24d).
The process network with the highest significance was Cell Cycle Regulation (p <0.0001;
51 genes/115 nodes). Genes in this process network were all downregulated in OB
neuroblasts compared with iRMS neuroblasts, expression represented by color scale
indicating number of standard deviations from mean expression level (Fig 5b). This
process network connected two primary regulators of cell cycle progression from G1 to S
phase, Cdk1 with 25 nodes or identified interactions, and Cdk2 with 28 nodes. Of note,
the anti-apoptotic signaling pathway of, Ccnb1 (-2.18 fold change (x)), Cdk1( -7.83x), and
Birc5(-9.16x) are all downregulated in OB neuroblasts compared with iRMS neuroblasts.
Reduction of gene expression in this pathway is possibly exposing neuroblasts to
apoptotic pressures (Ju et al., 2013). These data are consistent with previous
transcriptome results (Khodosevich et al., 2009), as well as consistent with the previous
findings that neuroblasts undergo the last rounds of mitosis during initial stages of RMS
migration.
The Wingless-Type MMTV Integration site family (Wnt) signaling process
network was also highly enriched in the data set (p < 0.0001 40 genes/177nodes) (Fig5d).
Wnt family members are known to have diverse roles in morphogenesis and
development as well as changing expression in OB neuroblasts (Niehrs, 2012). Wnt2 (3.50x) stimulates progenitor proliferation and yet also can direct neural arbor
remodeling (Katoh and Katoh, 2007; Wayman et al., 2006). Wnt5a (3.33x) expression
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promotes axonogenesis, and Wnt7a (2.23x) expression promotes neuronal differentiation
(Pino et al., 2011). Wnt10a (4.14x) is a negative regulator of stem cell proliferation (Feng
et al., 2013). The Wnt downstream signaling molecule GSK-3β interacting protein
Frat1(2.49x), is also up-regulated in OB neuroblasts. Lgr5 (12.3x) is a Wnt signaling coreceptor that with frizzled binds the Wnt agonist r-spondin to activate Wnt signaling
pathways (Kumar et al., 2014).
The third process network is neurophysiological transmission (p<0.0001; 43
genes/212 nodes). The majority of genes in the network encode ion channel subunits that
are increasing in expression levels. Calcium channels mediate calcium ion entry into
neurons, which changes membrane potential and also initiates diverse signaling
pathways including neurite outgrowth and gene transcription (Clapham, 2007). Voltage
gate calcium channels have diverse kinetics of activation and inactivation that are
primarily determined by the alpha subunit composition (Simms and Zamponi, 2014).
Two L-type voltage gated calcium channel alpha subunit genes, Cacn1c (2.24x) and
Cacna1d (2.06x) have increased expression in OB neuroblasts. Genes encoding T-type
voltage gated calcium channel alpha subunits Cacna1g (4.68x), Cacna1h (2.29x) also
increase expression in OB neuroblasts. Cacn2d1(3.30x), a non-essential subunit for
current conduction associated into high voltage activated Ca channels, and synapse
formation is also upregulated in OB neuroblasts (Simms and Zamponi, 2014). Calcium
channel expression data are consistent with previous reports of calcium currents
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regulating migration speed in SVZ neuroblasts (Darcy and Isaacson, 2009). These data
show that there are large scale changes in gene expression between iRMS and OB
neuroblasts. This result combined with our previous live imaging observations suggests
a developmental process occurs over the course of RMS migration that endows
neuroblasts increased capability for circuit integration.

3.4.4 Limited integration of SVZ neuroblasts with cortical slices
From our previous results showing OB neuroblasts integrate at higher rates in
the OB than iRMS neuroblasts, we predict that OB neuroblasts would be more efficiently
able to integrate in brain regions other than the OB. To first test this, we transplanted OB
and iRMS neuroblasts from tamoxifen induced nestin-CreERtm4; R26r-tdTomato sections
to WT host sections of the cerebral cortex. Using ex vivo live imaging we acquired time
lapse images of tdTomato+ transplanted cells for up to 48 hours and quantified
behavior. OB neuroblasts spend little time migrating in the cortex, rather preferentially
migrate within the explant (Fig. 6a, 6c) iRMS cells migrate into the cortex at significantly
higher rates of speed (48.96 ± 3.56 μm/hr sem, n = 89) than OB neuroblasts (24.83 ± 2.71
μm/hr sem, n = 97; p < 0.01, Student’s t test). iRMS neuroblasts (4.97 ± 1.24% sem, n = 89)
spend significantly less time paused sampling their environment than OB neuroblasts
(36.33 ± 5.28% sem; n = 97, p < 0.05, Student’s t test). iRMS neuroblasts migrate over
longer distances (512.46 ± 106.85 μm sem, n = 89) than OB transplanted cells (223.39 ±
33.35 μm sem, n = 97; p <0.05, Student’s t test). Taken together these data suggest that
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interaction with the cortical slice differs based upon the maturational state of SVZ
neuroblasts. While iRMS cells are much more capable of migrating through the cortical
tissue, can iRMS neurons physiologically mature after cortical slice transplantation? To
test this we used whole cell patch recordings from 21 day post transplantation iRMS
neuroblasts transplanted into cortical slices. These cells maintained an immature
morphology and have healthy though immature membrane properties. Voltage clamp
recordings show iRMS cells (n=9) generate minimal fast sodium current, and consistent
with this observation cannot fire action potentials (Fig. 6h, 6i) This data suggests that
neuroblast maturational state biases integration of neuroblasts for OB slice integration
over integration in cortical slices.
We have found that SVZ neuroblasts introduced prematurely into the OB do not
remain stably integrated in vivo. Using a novel ex vivo live imaging assay we have
found that neuroblast maturational state is associated with neuroblasts’ migration
patterns in the OB as well as the orientation and extension of an apical dendrite.
Microarray analyses of SVZ neuroblasts during maturation show significant changes in
activation of gene networks from birth to just prior to circuit integration in the OB. We
suggest that SVZ neuroblasts are intrinsically incapable of integration within cortex.
These results reveal previously unknown association between SVZ neuroblast
maturational states with circuit integration capacity. Further, this process corresponds
with activation of novel genetic pathways. These results have important implications
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showing the developmental process of SVZ neuroblasts is key for understanding their
function as a potential post injury cell replacement.

3.5 Discussion
I have found that SVZ neuroblasts introduced prematurely into the OB do not
remain stably integrated in vivo. Further, immature neuroblasts exhibit altered
migratory behaviors and an inability to mature physiologically. Using live imaging to
model neuroblast integration ex vivo, we found when introduced to cerebral cortex
slices, mature OB neuroblasts do not migrate into the cortical slice, and iRMS
neuroblasts are unable to generate mature electrophysiological currents. Our results
have many implications for the utilization of SVZ neuroblasts as a starting material to
facilitate injury repair. It is clear that modulation of endogenous neuroblast capabilities
will be required for proper integration outside SVZ neuroblast normal development.
My results reinforce the notion that precise source of neuroblasts utilized for
implantation, as well as the developmental time window when cells are harvested are
important considerations for appropriate integration of transplanted cells (Obernier et
al., 2014).
Using live imaging time lapse analyses I have described neuroblast migratory
and dendritic extension behavior. To the best of my knowledge this is the first
demonstration of SVZ neuroblast dynamic behavior in the GCL of the OB. Previous
studies have measured the directionality and speed of migration in the RMS in various
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experimental set-ups. In submerged wholemount preparations of the SVZ niche,
neuroblasts neuroblasts migrated at a rate of 66 μm/hr and 82 μm/hr (Platel et al., 2008;
Snapyan et al., 2009). Neuroblast migration speed in the RMS occurs at a similar speed,
between 50-80 μm/hr. These rates of speed are significantly higher than the speeds that
we observed in more mature OB neuroblasts, 26 μm/hr, but are consistent with the
average speed of iRMS neuroblast migration, 62 μm/hr. The similar migration speed of
iRMS neuroblasts in the OB GCL as in the SVZ and RMS suggests that iRMS neuroblasts
remain in a tangential migratory mode. Tangential migration along the RMS, and radial
migration through the OB GCL are thought to proceed through different mechanisms
(Whitman and Greer, 2009), and iRMS neuroblasts may not have ‘turned off’ tangential
migration.
The reduced migration speed of OB neuroblasts may be similar to what is
observed in migrating MGE derived interneurons as they reach their final destination in
the cortex. MGE interneurons migrate at progressively reduced speeds as they mature,
this decrease in speed is due to an increase in the amount of time that these cells remain
paused during migration. Increases in pause time are correlated with increases Ca2+
transient frequency and duration, and when a threshold is reached Ca2+ transient activity
the neuron ceases migration (Bortone and Polleux, 2009). A similar process may be
occurring in OB neuroblasts whereby a slower migration speed can facilitate the proper
location to cease migration. Ca2+ transients have been observed in migrating SVZ
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neuroblasts in the RMS but their role in subsequent OB development is not understood
(Darcy and Isaacson, 2009). Ca2+ activity in neuroblasts is consistent with our gene
expression observations of increasing calcium channel subunit expression from iRMS
neuroblasts to OB neuroblasts. While Ca2+ activity levels is unknown in OB neuroblasts
as they migrate, the amount of time they spend paused increases as they migrate into
the GCL prior to migration cessation, which is what is observed in MGE interneurons.
Interestingly, we observed differences in the length of the leading process
between OB and iRMS neuroblasts. A neuroblasts’ leading process has been shown to be
key for the acquisition of directional signaling cues during migration (Cooper, 2013).
Polarized localization of cell surface receptors has been demonstrated to guide proper
neuroblast migration in cerebellar granule neurons. Cerebellar granule neurons express
the adapter protein Numb which traffics TrkB receptors to the neuroblast leading
process to follow a BDNF gradient (Wang et al., 2011). Numb has been shown to traffic a
large variety cell surface receptors (Aguirre et al., 2010). SVZ neuroblasts express numb,
which when deleted, alters their migratory behaviors in the OB (Kuo et al., 2006). Numb
could be performing similar roles in SVZ neuroblasts. Future work should examine
molecular mechanisms mediating SVZ interneuron integration, potentially using our
gene expression data as a starting point.
Together, our cell transplantation and live imaging results revealed that
neuroblast maturation state is associated with neuroblast integration capability. Our
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microarray expression analyses revealed large scale changes in gene expression during
SVZ neuroblast maturation. We hypothesize that expression some of these genes may
be endowing neuroblasts with the ability to integrate in the OB. Further analysis will be
required, but there are promising targets for consideration.
The Wnt signaling pathway was identified as one of the most significantly
enhanced gene interaction networks from our microarray results. Wnt signaling
generally, is known to play significant roles in adult neurogenesis both in the dentate
gyrus, and in the SVZ. Diverse members of Wnt signaling family drive both
differentiation of NSCs and maturation of new neurons, which is reflected by our
pathway analysis showing genes upregulated and down regulated during integration.
Our microarray results show upregulation of wingless-type family member 5a Wnt5a
and wingless-type family member 7a Wnt7a. By in situ hybridization, Wnt5a and Wnt7a
are expressed in the RMS and the GCL of the OB. Wnt7a has been shown to control the
proliferation of NSCs in the dentate gyrus, as well as controlling dendritic
morphogenesis. Results from cultured SVZ interneurons has uncovered that noncanonical Wnt signaling through Wnt5a modulates the shape and complexity of
dendritic growth. Wnt5a signaling in newborn neurons also increases intracellular
calcium signaling during spinogenesis (Rosso et al., 2005), (Varela-Nallar et al., 2010).
We found extracellular Wnt signaling modifier, secreted frizzled related protein 1,
(sFRP1) expression to be downregulated in OB neuroblasts. sFRP1 addition to
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hippocampal cultured neurons reduces neurite complexity, suggesting that in SVZ
neuroblasts sFRP1 may be involved in maintaining migratory state.

Interestingly,

we found many genes encoding subunits of voltage gated calcium channels upregulated
(Cacna1c, Cacng5, Cacna1d, Cacna1g, Cacna2d1, Cacn1d). Calcium entry through voltage
gated calcium channels is also known to contribute to the cessation of cortical
interneuron migration (Bortone and Polleux, 2009). These genes may be increasing in
expression in preparation for new neuron integration in the bulb.
We also found the genes in the family of leucine rich repeat region g-protein
coupled receptors (Lgr4, Lgr5, and Lgr6) to be strongly upregulated in OB neuroblasts.
These receptors are known as canonical markers of epidermal stem cells. Lgr5-creERt2
expresses robustly in the adult OB (Miller et al., 2014). Lgr family members potentiate
canonical Wnt signaling by coordinating binding extracellular proteins in the r-spondin
family to frizzled receptor, r-spondins regulate the turnover of membrane bound wnt
receptors. R-spondins role and expression in the mammalian CNS are relatively
unknown with expression in the hypothalamus and cortex and potentially other areas.
(Li et al., 2014). Upregulation of these receptors may make them ideally positioned to
receive the paracrine signaling of the ligand R-spondin3 which is expressed by mitral
cells (Allen Brain Atlas). While these pathways appear promising for further analyses,
they will still require careful analysis in determining a role for any of these genes in SVZ
interneuron integration.
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3.6 Figures

Figure 18: Premature introduction to the OB decreases neuroblast survival
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Figure 18: Premature introduction to the OB decreases neuroblast survival A.
Confocal micrographs of nestin-CreERtm4:R26R-tdTomato lineage traced granule
cells stained for tdTomato. B. Diagram of locations of neuroblast harvest, 1) just
after birth and 2) just before OB integration . C, D Representative images from
injections of dissociated tdTomato lineage traced cells harvested from OB and
iRMS respectively, into the OB of WT mice, harvested 14 days post
transplantation. Scale bar = 25 um. E. Quantification of total tdTomato+ cell
number after OB transplantation for OB and iRMS respectively in the OB from in
5 serial sections anterior and posterior to the injection site OB (137.2 ± 9.92 sem
cells, n =5) iRMS (53 ± 8.56 cells, n = 5, p < 0.01, Wilcoxon Rank Sum). F.
Quantification of NeuN+ cells in 5 serial sections anterior and posterior to the
injection site. OB (83.8 ±4.4%) iRMS (5.7± 6.9%) n =5 for both groups, p <0.01,
Wilcoxon Rank Sum, error is sem.
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Figure 19: Ev vivo organotypic Live Imaging Assay

A. Diagram of organotypic live imaging assay B. Images of coronal
sections of OB from Thy1-Chr2 animals fluorescently labeling mitral cells with
EYFP. C. Representative current clamp whole cell patch recordings from
neuroblasts in the organotypic culture at 2 days post transplantation and 5 days
post transplantation. D. TdTomato staining of a 10 day post transplantation
neuroblast. Scale bar = 25μm.
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Figure 20: Neuroblast initial integration patterns in the GCL

A. Scheme of tamoxifen injection and live imaging. B. Z projection images
from 0, 8, 16, and 24 hours into imaging of tdTomato+ cells at indicated times
from nestin-CreERtm4:R26R-tdTomato animals of coronal sections of OB granule
cell layer. MCL indicated by red line. C. Tracking of neuroblasts migratory paths.
D. Quantification of speed of migration while moving n=109. Percentage of the
live imaging session that neuroblasts spend paused n=109. E. Measurement of
average neurite length over the course of live imaging (1 hr; n =32, 12 hr; n=42, 24
hr; n=40). Scale bar = 100um. Error = sem.
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Figure 21: Neuroblast Maturational State influences dynamic neuroblast
properties in GCL.
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Figure 21: Neuroblast Maturational State influences dynamic neuroblast
properties in GCL. A. Schematic showing transplantation of nestinCreERtm4:R26R-tdTomato lineage traced cells from either OB or iRMS to wildtype
slices. B. Z-projection images of OB tdTomato+ neuroblasts at 1, 8,16,24 hours
into live imaging. C. Z-projection images of tdTomato+ iRMS neuroblasts at 1,
8,16,24 hours into live imaging. MCL indicated by dashed line. Scale Bar = 100
μm. D. Tracings of OB and iRMS neuroblasts during live imaging, top and
bottom respectively. E. Average speed of migration ± sem. *p<0.05 Student’s t
Test, (OB: n=140, iRMS: n = 119). Percentage of time spent during imaging
paused and sampling GCL, (OB: n=140, iRMS: n = 119) * p < 0.01. Student’s t Test.
F. Direction of migration ratio ± sem. OB red, iRMS green. * p < 0.05
Kolmolgorov Smirnov Test, (OB: n=140, iRMS: n = 119). Error = sem.
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Figure 22: Neuroblast Maturational State association with Neuroblast Neurite
Targeting and Extension
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Figure 22: Neuroblast Maturational State association with Neuroblast Neurite
Targeting and Extension A. Representative images of OB transplanted
neuroblasts during live imaging from nestin-CreERtm4:R26R-tdTomato animals. B.
Representative images of iRMS neuroblasts. C. Total distance migrated ±sem
into GCL (OB: n=80, iRMS: n = 81) * p < 0.01 t test. D. Data represents the
percentage of cells ±sem that are able to stop and extend an apically oriented
process *p<0.01 t test (OB: n=140, iRMS: n = 119). E. Neurite Length ±sem after 24
hours of live imaging *p<0.05 t test(OB: n=70, iRMS: n = 76). F. Normalized angle
of neurite to the MCL ± sem. In vivo cells orient a process at 90o *p<0.05 t test(OB:
n=87, iRMS: n = 68). Scale Bar = 25 μm.
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Figure 23: iRMS Neuroblasts retain immature electrophysiological properties
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Figure 23: iRMS Neuroblasts retain immature electrophysiological properties
A. Current clamp whole cell patch recordings of OB to OB transplanted neurons
and iRMS transplanted newborn neurons at indicated times post
transplantation. B. Voltage clamp whole cell patch recordings of OB and iRMS
transplanted neurons recorded at indicated days post transplantation. Note that
iRMS cells at 14 DPT are equivalent in age to 7 DPT OB cells. C. 7 DPI MGE
Cells. Representative voltage clamp recording; current clamp recording n = 11.
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Figure 24: Neuroblast maturation state association with distinct transcriptional
profiles
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Figure 23: Neuroblast maturation state association with distinct transcriptional
profiles
A. FACS purified cell populations served as input for microarray.
Forward scatter vs. side scatter. Histogram showing total tdTomato+ cell counts
harvested. B. Hierarchical clustering of all differentially expressed genes between
the iRMS and OB condition . Color represents number of standard deviations
from the mean levels of expression. Green is down regulated Red is upregulated.
C. Volcano plot of fold change vs. p value. D. Heatmaps from Metacore Pathway
analysis software, color represents number of standard deviations away from the
mean. Blue is downregulated: Red is upregulated.
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Figure 25: SVZ neuroblasts alter dynamic behaviors in cortical slices
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Figure 25: SVZ neuroblasts alter dynamic behaviors in cortical slices
A,B Fluorescent micrographs from nestin-CreERtm4:R26R-tdTomato lineage traced
neuroblasts from live imaging of OB and iRMS neuroblasts transplanted into
organotypic cortical slices. Scale Bar = 100 μm. C. Tracing of neuroblasts’
migration. D Neuroblasts migration speeds during live imaging ± sem *p<0.05 t
test(OB: n=97, iRMS: n = 89). E Neuroblasts pausing time as a percentage of total
time ± sem *p<0.05 t test(OB: n=97, iRMS: n = 89). F. Total distance of neuroblasts
travel. H. Representative traces from 21 dpi iRMS transplanted neuroblasts in
cortex (n=9).

Table 1: Comparison of QPCR and Array Gene Expression

Cacn1c
Cacn2d
Cacn5g
Kv3.1
Kcnc2
Triadin
Copine 4
Gng4
Esco1

QPCR

Array

Fold Change

Fold Change

2.44
2.91
2.26
47.09
3.74
40.61
19.81
15.91
-197.3

2.24
3.31
2.46
3.54
3.76
21.99
20.04
12.8
-25.13
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Gprin3

-91.76

-33.38

Table 2: Top 20 Upregulated Genes

Fold
Change
21.99
20.04
15.7
15.27
15.22
14.52
12.8
12.24
12.16
12.03
12.01
11.73
11.24
11.05
10.92
10.73
9.72
9.6
8.87
8.09
7.91

ANOVA
p-value
0.0002
7E-06
0.0075
0.0162
0.0002
0.008
0.0011
0.006
0.0002
0.005
0.0041
0.0007
0.0148
0.0072
0.0029
0.0061
0.0028
0.0015
0.0269
0.0018
0.0294
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Gene Symbol
Trdn
Cpne4
Lgr6
Clvs1
2610317O13Rik
Lemd1
Gng4
Vwc2
Cbln2
Lgr5
Frzb
Klhl1
Fst
1110002E22Rik
6430571L13Rik
Fras1
Ptprk
Vipr2
6330563C09Rik
Mgam
Edaradd

4. In vivo modeling of GC current generation requirements
via Ank3 deletion
4.1 Summary
In this study we described the creation and validation of the transgenic
doublecortin-CreERtm mouse line which specifically lineage traces neuroblasts. Using
doublecortin-CreERtm we identified Ank3 expression in newborn granule neurons during
maturation and circuit integration along their apical dendrite, with no distinct initial
segment. Ank3 deletion using doublecortin-CreERtm results deficits in action potential
firing frequency. While maintaining grossly similar morphology, Ank3 cKO neurons
exhibit clear loss of dendritic spines. Lastly, Ank3 cKO neurons survive at much lower
rates when compared to control cells. Taken together, Ank3 deletion effects the ability of
newborn granule neurons to stably integrate with the OB.

4.2 Introduction
From our gene expression pathway results, we found that ‘neurophysiological
transmission’ was a highly upregulated gene network in SVZ interneurons during OB
integration, suggesting it may play an important role in integration. This process
network includes diverse families of genes whose expression coordinates action
potential generation. To facilitate in vivo genetic analyses, we looked in the literature for
a gene mediating action potential generation that we could use to study the role of
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action potential generation in newborn neurons. We began by considering how action
potential generation occurs in newborn OB granule neurons.
The site and structure for action potential generation in neurons is in the
proximal region of the axon, in a specialized domain called the axon initial segment
(AIS). Electrophysiological studies first identified the AIS as the site of neuronal
excitability showing high voltage gated sodium channel (VGSC) density at the site. The
channel density present in this region allows large concentrated current flow to generate
action potentials (Catterall, 1984). Biochemical analyses of the AIS showed the
cytoskeletal adapter protein Ankyrin3 (Ank3) is highly enriched at the AIS and directly
binds VGSCs to localize them at the AIS (Kordeli et al., 1995) (Jenkins and Bennett, 2001;
Zhou et al., 1998). Ank3 binds to βIV spectrin which in turn anchors the VGSCs to the
actin cytoskeleton network. (Komada and Soriano, 2002). Ank3 organizes other
components of the AIS, including cell adhesion molecules neurofascin (Nf-186) and L1
family of cell adhesion molecules (Jenkins and Bennett, 2001) . These proteins serve as a
extracellular molecular tag guiding synaptic contact, and proper communication, to the
AIS. Ank3 clusters additional channels that govern neuronal excitability, including the
potassium channel KCNQ2/3 (Pan et al., 2006) and the calcium channel CaV3.1 (Bender
and Trussell, 2009).
Ank3 is a large complex protein with several distinct functional domains. Ank3
is a member of a family of proteins encoded by the Ank1, Ank2, and Ank3 genes. Ank3
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shares common domains with that share homology with other Ankyrin family members
while also containing gene specific attributes. Ank3 contains an N-terminal membrane
binding domain, a spectrin binding domain, and a death domain. Ank3 is unique it
expression of the number of ankyrin repeats, and the organization of a large
unstructured serine rich region(Jenkins and Bennett, 2001). The ankyrin repeats region
binds VGSCs, and is thought to facilitate binding of Ank3 to plasma membrane (He et
al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014). The Ank3 death domain has a similar sequence and
structure to both Fas and the Tnf receptor, though the function of this domain is
unknown (Jenkins and Bennett, 2001). The C terminal domain contains many regulatory
regions, and is the most dissimilar shared domain between Ankyrins. The Spectrin
binding domain binds Ankyrins to spectrin, and in turn to the actin cytoskeletal
network.
Ank3 is expressed in neurons in three isoforms with known functions the 190
kda, 270 and 480 kda isoforms of Ank3. Interestingly, many additional smaller isoforms
are predicted and possibly involved with trans golgi transport. The 190 kDa version of
Ank3 traffics AMPA receptors to glutamatergic postsynaptic spines where it is required
for proper synaptic function (Smith et al., 2014). The 270 kDa and the 480 kDa versions
share the insertion of a giant serine rich region encoded by a single exon. An alternative
splice site results in processing of the two isoforms. The giant exon insertion occurs
between the spectrin binding and death domains. The 270 kDA isoform can anchor
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channels to the membrane, but is non- specifically localized all along the cell membrane,
whereas the 480 kDa isoform is specifically localized to the initial segment, and is
required for AIS construction.
Previous reports have identified in a subset of parvalbumin+ GCs in the OB a
βIV spectrin positive segment on the apical dendrite (Kosaka et al., 2008).
Electrophysiological studies have identified that GCs fire VGSC dependent action
potentials that are hypothesized to lead to release neurotransmitter across the apical
dendrite arbor. These two pieces of evidence suggest that axonless GCs may have a
Ank3+ domain in the apical dendrite that has a similar function to established AIS
definition.

4.3 Materials and Methods
Immunohistochemistry
For IHC staining: after transcardiac perfusion first with phosphate buffered
saline, then with 4% paraformaldehyde, brains were removed, postfixed overnight in 4%
PFA, and cryoprotected in 30% sucrose at 4°C. 30 μm coronal sections were serially cut
on a cryostat and utilized for further IHC staining. Organotypic cultures are dissected
from insert, fixed in 4% PFA for 2 hours at room temperature. Tissue for IHC is then
incubated for 1 hr at room temperature (RT), floating in 0.1% Triton PBST blocking
buffer containing 10% donkey serum. Primary antibody incubation was carried out at
4°C in blocking buffer overnight, followed by washes in PBST ×3, PBS alone ×3, and
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secondary antibody incubation in blocking buffer for 1 hr at RT. Primary antibody:
rabbit anti RFP Rockland 1:1000. Mouse anti NeuN 1:250 Millipore. Custom designed
Ank3 antibodies, Goat anti Ank3 c-terminal, Rabbit anti Ankg-480 were a generous gift
from Dr. Vann Bennet’s lab. Secondary: donkey anti-Rabbit RRX 1:200; Jackson Immuno
Research. Additional Dylight conjugated secondary antibodies raised in donkey were
used at 1:1000; Jackson Immuno Research.

Electrophysiology
Animals were anesthetized with isofluorane, trans-cardially perfused and then
ventricular wall and striatal sections dissected as whole-mounts in ice-cold NMDGACSF (containing the following in mM: 92 NMDG, 2.5 KCl, 1.2 NaH2PO4, 30 NaHCO3 20
HEPES, 2 glucose, 5 sodium ascorbate, 2 thiourea, 3 sodium pyruvate, 10 MgSO4, 0.5
CaCl2), and bubbled with 5% CO2/95% O2. Tissues were then bubbled in same solution at
37°C for 8 min, transferred to bubbled, modified-HEPES ACSF at RT (containing the
following in mM: 92 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.2 NaH2PO4, 30 NaHCO3, 20 HEPES, 2 glucose, 5
sodium ascorbate, 2 thiourea, 3 sodium pyruvate, 2 MgSO4, 2 CaCl2) for at least 1 h
before recording. Recordings were performed in submerged chamber, superfused

with continuously bubbled ACSF (125 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM
NaH2PO4, 26 mM NaHCO3, 20 mM glucose, 2 mM CaCl2, 1.3 mM MgCl2) at 2–5
ml min−1 at 23–25 °C. Recordings were performed using potassium gluconate
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based internal solution(130 mM potassium gluconate, 2 mM NaCl, 4 mM MgCl2,
20 mM HEPES, 4 mM Na2ATP, 0.4 mM NaGTP, 0.5 mM EGTA) filled
micropipettes (6–9 MΩ). Signals were amplified with Multiclamp 700B (filtered
at 10 kHz), digitized with Digidata 1440A (20 kHz), recorded using pClamp 10.
Morphological Analysis and Co-localization
For dendrite tracing, z-series with 0.5 μm steps were acquired from 100 μm thick
sections of OB on the Leica SP5 confocal microscope. Z-stacks were analyzed via ImageJ
plugin simple neurite tracer. From these z-stacks, spine counting data was obtained.
Colocalization was obtained using Imaris 7.3 3D rendering software. Z stacks with 0.5
μm steps were used for analysis to prevent out of focus light resulting in false positive
co-localization. The threshold for co-localization was set using Imaris intensity
measurement calculations. Cell counting of tdTomato and GFP cells was performed in
ImageJ. Workflow to automate cell counting is as follows, ROI tool was used to select a
region of interest for counting, and the image was color inverted. The intensity threshold
was adjusted such that only soma remained visible in the image. An overlay of this
working image is compared to the original image for accuracy. Next ImageJ mask
function and watershed functions are used to first mark somas for counting, and
watershed separates closely located somas. Lastly the analyze particles function is used
to determine the size of the somas that were to be counted to restrict inclusion non-cells
in the count. Z- projections of 20x images were threshold by experimenter at levels that
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included only soma fluorescence which is brightest. These soma were then counted in
the cell counts.

Viral Injections
Neonatal mice were anesthetized via isoflurane. Mice were immobilized under
constant anesthesia in a custom built stereotaxic rig. To infect only neuroblasts lentivirus
was injected in the RMS of P10 mice, using the following coordinates from the bregma:
2.2 anterior, 0.9 lateral, and 2.7 ventral. 40 nl of virus used.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Ank3 Expression in newborn neurons
From our results in chapter 2 we identified ‘electrophysiological transmission’ as
a key gene network that is upregulated during SVZ neuroblast maturation. This gene
network is chiefly made up of genes that mediate action potential generation, amongst
other functions. Canonically, action potentials are generated at the axon initial segment
(AIS) located in the proximal region of the axon located near the soma. Ankyrin3 (Ank3)
is the master organizer of this specialized segment where high densities of ion channels
facilitate action potential generation (Jenkins et al., 2014; Jenkins and Bennett, 2001).
Previously it has been shown that Ank3 deletion leads to action potential generation
defects, both through germline knockout mice and the Ank3flox/flox mouse line (Jenkins et
al., 2014; Zhou et al., 1998). We wanted to use Ank3 deletion in granule cells to model
the requirements for action potential generation in newborn GCs. To our surprise, Ank3
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expression in SVZ newborn neurons had not previously been demonstrated. The protein
βIV spectrin which is also localized to the AIS, was identified in small BIV spectrin
‘hotspots’ on the apical dendrite of a subset of parvalbumin+ granule cells in the OB
(Kosaka et al., 2008). We wanted to understand Ank3 expression in GC’s because the
lack a true axon, and release neurotransmitter through apical dendrites(Shepherd et al.,
2007).
In nestin-CreERtm4; R26R-tdTomato mice we used IHC analyses to localize
ankyrin3 in newborn granule cells. We observed variable patterns of somatic and apical
dendrite that we hypothesized was due the variable age of the observed cells (data not
shown). nestin-CreERtm4 is expressed and recombines in adult neural stem cells that are
constantly making new neuroblasts that migrate to the olfactory bulb. tdTomato+
lineage traced neuroblasts in nestin-CreERtm4 animals are therefore ambiguous in age
without the aid of other markers. We set out to make a reagent that would allow us to
determine the age of recombined cells. SVZ neuroblasts express the microtubule
organization protein, doublecortin (Dcx), which is often used as an IHC marker for
migrating neuroblasts(Ihrie and Alvarez-Buylla, 2011). Importantly, Dcx is only
expressed in neuroblasts, and not expressed in NSCs or TAPS. We made a transgenic
mouse expressing CreER under the control of the Dcx promoter and regulatory regions
using the Gensat Dcx BAC also used to make Dcx-GFP mice. Doublecortin is expressed
by migrating neuroblasts, without NSC expression, thus tamoxifen induction
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recombines a cohort of neuroblasts allowing an age range to be determined by tdTomato
expression (Fig. 26). tdTomato+ cells can be observed after recombination in the GCL of
the OB and in migrating cells along the RMS and SVZ. After 7 days migrating
neuroblasts are no longer observed and tdTomato+ granule cells in the GCL are
maturing and observed with previously described morphological characteristics
(Carleton et al., 2003) (Fig. 26). With the ability to determine the age of the cell, we are
able to compare SVZ interneurons recombined in doublecortin-CreERtm mice across
animals and genotypes without using other markers.
doublecortin-CreER;R26r-tdTomato mice were tamoxifen induced at P14 and
harvested at subsequent time points to analyze Ank3 localization in newborn GC’s.
Ank3 is ubiquitously expressed in the OB, and for clarity we utilized Imaris 3d colocalization algorithms with 0.25 μm Z-stacks to display only colocalized Ank3 and
tdTomato staining. At 7 dpi, Ank3 is expressed at detectable levels in spots along the
apical dendrite with higher levels closer to the soma(Fig. 27). In 21 dpi GCs Ank3 is
expressed along the apical dendrite. Interestingly, there is a gradient of Ank3 expression
along the apical dendrite, rather than the typical axon initial segment staining observed
in other neuronal types (Fig. 27) (Jenkins et al., 2014).

4.4.2 Ank3 mediates precise action potential generation in GCs
To examine the functional role of Ank3 in GC’s we crossed ank3 flox/+ mice with βactin-Cre mice to create an ank3 KO/+ allele. ank3 KO/KO animals die at P0, and western blots
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made from whole brain lysates show protein null mutation for the 270, and 480 kDa
versions of the proteins which are expressed in GC’s and known to cluster to the AIS
(Paez-Gonzalez et al., 2014). To conditionally remove Ank3 from newborn GC’s we
crossed doublecortin-CreER ; ank3 KO/+ mice to ank3 flox/+ ;R26r-tdTomato flox/flox mice to
produce experimental doublecortin-CreER ; ank3 +/+ ;R26r-tdTomato flox/+ (control)
doublecortin-CreER ; ank3 fl/+ ;R26r-tdTomato flox/+ (Het), and doublecortin-CreER ; ank3 ko/fl
;R26r-tdTomato flox/+ (cKO) mice. Whole cell electrophysiological recordings from 28 days
post tamoxifen induced animals tdTomato+ cKO cells observed defects in action
potential generation kinetics (Fig. 28a) similar to previous studies in cerebellar purkinje
neurons and acetylcholinergic neurons (Paez-Gonzalez et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 1998).
cKO neurons exhibited increases in the amount of current injection that was required to
stimulate the neuron to fire one action potential cKO (65.4 ±8.70 pA, n= 20), control
(33.93 ±5.11pA, n=15, p < 0.01, Student’s t test), despite cKO neurons have similar resting
membrane potentials and input resistances as control (Fig. 28b). In addition to deficits
in the amount of stimulation required to fire one action potential, Ank3 cKO neurons
fire less frequently than control neurons over the physiological stimulation range of
GC’s (Fig 28c). These deficits are consistent with Ank3 having a role in action potential
generation in GC’s despite having non-canonical expression pattern, and that Ank3 cKO
neurons are likely less electrophysiologically active than controls.
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4.4.3 Spine density reduction in Ank3(cKO) GCs
Previous studies that decrease action potential firing in GCs, one using shRNA’s
targeted to NaV1.1, NaV1.2, and NaV1.3, and the other using Kir2.1 overexpression to
reduce resting membrane potential showed conflicting results over morphological
changes associated with decreased activity levels in newborn GCs(Dahlen et al., 2011;
Lin et al., 2010). We next wanted to characterize morphological changes associated with
Ank3 deletion and activity reduction. Using ImageJ simple neurite tracer plugin we
traced of tdTomato+ newborn GCs to analyze the morphology of control and cKO
neurons. At 21-28 dpi, after full maturation, control traced neurons had a total dendritic
length of (441.37± 59.17 μm, n=14) which was similar to cKO neurons (396.96 ± 22.1 μm,
n=14, p = 0.67, Student’s t test)(Fig. 29a). This observation is consistent with previous
results a lack of morphological changes after Ank3 deletion in acetylcholinergic neurons
and purkinje neurons (Paez-Gonzalez et al., 2014; Sobotzik et al., 2009). We next
examined the apical dendrite spine density, which in granule cells are pre- and postsynaptic. At 28 dpi, there is a significant reduction of spine density comparing control
(0.276 spines/μm ±0.014, n = 35 neurons) to cKO GC’s(0.189 spines/μm ± 0.010, n =45
neurons, p <0.01, Student’s t test) (Fig. 29b).
The observed activity defects, and spine density loss in Ank3 cKO neurons raised
the question about the ability of cKO neurons to survive. Previously it has been shown
with exogenous over-expression of an inward rectifying leaky K+ channel, Kir2.1, by
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decreasing resting membrane potential decreases GC survival. To analyze GC survival,
we tamoxifen induced doublecortin-CreER ; ank3 flox/+ ;R26r-tdTomato flox/+ (control) and
doublecortin-CreER ; ank3 KO/flox ;R26r-tdTomato flox/+ (cKO) and performed stereological
counting of IHC stained tdTomato+ cells in the GCL. These results were ultimately
inconsistent most likely due to enherent variability in the rate of recombination induced
by tamoxifen(data not shown). We modified our approach. We used stereotaxic
injections of mixtures of separate retroviruses, one expressing Cre, and the other
expressing GFP. When combined with mice carrying floxed alleles, this technique allows
comparison of labeling between Cre expressing conditional KO cells and GFP+ control
cells (Lin et al., 2010). We employed this approach to inject viruses with Cre only and
with EF1α-GFP viruses into the RMS to label neuroblasts and count survival at later
time points in the OB. We compared injections in R26r-tdTomato flox/flox (control) animals
as a control for any Cre toxicity, with ank3 flox/flox ;R26r-tdTomato flox/flox Ank3(cKO)
aniamls. GFP+ cells in the ank3 flox/flox ;R26r-tdTomato flox/flox served as an internal control
for viral labeling, making it possible to directly compare WT GFP+ cells to Ank3(cKO)
tdTomato+ cells. The ratio of tdTomato to GFP cells in both control and Ank3(cKO)
animals was set to 1 at 7dpi as a baseline at an age before major GC elimination occurs.
In the control animals the RFP/GFP ratio remains similar from 7 dpi (1 , n = 11,670 cells,
4 animals to 28 dpi( 1.14 ± 0.082 n = 13766, 4 animals)(Fig. 30) , however in the cKO
animals the ratio of tdTomato Ank3flox/flox cells decreases significantly from 7 dpi (1, n =
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10363 cells, 4 animals to 28 dpi (0.42 ± 0.052, n = 3871 cells, 5 animals, p < 0.01 Wilcoxon
Rank Sum) This data strongly suggests that Ank3 deletion is reducing the survival of
GC’s.
In chapter 1 we observed robust neurogenesis to a cortical injury in Thbs4 KO/KO
animals, which made us wonder what these neuroblasts were doing at the injury. In
chapter 2, my results showed that immature neuroblasts remain electrophysiologically
immature when introduced to a mature circuit outside of RMS development.
Neuroblasts migrating mature outside their physiological development. In chapter 3 I
observed that Ank3 expression is required for precise action potential generation in GCs.
Combining these observations I hypothesized that neuroblasts at the site of injury
would not be able to mature, consistent with previous observations(Yamashita et al.,
2006). To expand on our understanding of maturation we wanted to assay Ank3
expression since we observed its expression in mature GCs and we found it is required
for precise action potential generation. I performed large photothrombotic injuries
nestin-CreERtm4; R26R-tdTomato breaching the corpus callosum facilitating neuroblast
migration to the injury site. nestin-CreERtm4; R26R-tdTomato mice were tamoxifen
induced at p6 to avoid background recombination in cortical glia. IHC analyses showed
that (1.6 % ± 2.5%, sem, n = 617 cells, 3 animals)(Fig. 31) of tdTomato+ cells observed at
the injury site were positive for the mature neuronal marker NeuN. Whereas (53.7% ±
2.4%, sem) of cells stained for immature GC marker Dcx. Because so few cells expressed
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NeuN, we used additional SVZ interneuron markers. In the OB, GCs begin upregulating
Ank3 expression as they downregulate Dcx expression (Yoshihara et al., 2014). Colabeling of Ank3 with NeuN or Dcx identified that the of the total tdTomato+ cells
(0.008% ± 0.69%, n= 617 cells, 3 animals) were also Ank3+ (Fig. 31). These results suggest
that in addition to being unable to upregulate the mature neuronal marker, NeuN SVZ
newborn neurons are unable to express Ank3 at the site of injury.

4.5 Discussion
In this study I described the creation and validation of the transgenic
doublecortin-CreERtm mouse line which specifically lineage traces neuroblasts. Using
doublecortin-CreERtm I identified Ank3 expression in newborn granule neurons during
maturation and circuit integration along their apical dendrite, with no distinct initial
segment. Ank3 deletion using doublecortin-CreERtm results deficits in action potential
firing frequency. While maintaining grossly similar morphology, Ank3 cKO neurons
exhibit clear loss of dendritic spines. Lastly, Ank3 cKO neurons survive at much lower
rates when compared to control cells. Taken together, Ank3 deletion effects the ability of
newborn granule neurons to stably integrate with the OB.
From our Ank3 immunohistochemical localization results, I found a lack of a
distinct initial segment on newborn GCs. Ank3+ axon initial segments are best
described in large pyramidal type excitatory neurons, particularly hippocampal CA1
neurons (Jenkins and Bennett, 2001; Wang et al., 2009a). Potentially because GC’s are
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axon-less neurons, they cluster and localize Ank3 differently. Given Ank3’s key role as
master AIS organizer, this may have implications for AIS construction. EM analyses of
the AIS have demonstrated that the actin cytoskeleton in the region is denser than in
other cellular regions. This density along with Ank3 expression is thought to form a
selectivity filter that regulates which intracellular cargo is trafficked to the axon (Song et
al., 2009). GCs may have reduced density of actin cytoskeletion organization in their
apical dendrite compared with an axon. Previous studies have shown that Ank3
organization of the cytoskeleton network at the AIS is required for axonal and dendritic
polarity (Poo et al. 2009). Since GCs have apical and basal dendrites with no axon, they
may not have the same polarity and trafficking restrictions as other neurons with axons
and dendrites. Polarity in GCs has not been demonstrated, but is possibly separating
structures that release neurotransmitter from those that don’t in an analogous process to
the AIS in neurons with axons. It remains to be seen in Ank3 regulates polarity in GCs.
Ank3 expression may be more diverse and specialized to cell type specific needs.
Indeed, in amacrine bipolar cells, one of the bipolar dendrites has a distinct AIS like
segment that has high densities of VGSCs that mediate action potential firing (Wu et al.,
2011). Even in rod bipolar cells, lacking both axons and dendrites, have membrane
specializations made where VGSCs are clustered via Ank3 into a small region to
stimulate action potential firing (Puthussery et al., 2013). Another postnatally born
neuron, dopaminergic PGCs were recently identified as having some Ank3+ AIS like
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segments on small regions of the proximal segment of bilateral dendrite (Chand et al.,
2015). Interestingly, not every dopaminergic PGC has an AIS. This finding raises the
possibility of increasing distinctions amongst current classes of neurons, based upon
Ank3 expression in an AIS like segment. Since PGCs have similar biology and role as
GCs there may be GC subdivisions based upon Ank3 expression that remain to be
explored. Given the difference in Ank3 localization, it is of interest to perform further
analyses using IHC to identify what other traditional AIS proteins are in the GC initial
segment to gain insight on any differences between GCs and other neurons where cell
type specific AIS are beginning to be identified(Lorincz and Nusser, 2008).
Ank3 deletion in GCs using doublecortin-CreERtm results deficits in action
potential firing frequency, but without a total loss of activity. Previous analysis using
overexpression of Kir2.1 to reduce resting membrane potential, fully inhibits a GC’s
ability to fire action potentials, and led to increased cell death. It is interesting to
consider the difference between a granule cell having no ability to generate action
potentials compared to reduced action potential frequency, and a higher stimulus
required to fire an action potential. While we observed significant decreases in Ank3
cKO neuron survival, these cells did survive at higher rates than with Kir2.1 expression.
These data suggest GC survival is regulated by total activity levels rather than the
precision of GC activity.
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While maintaining grossly similar morphology, Ank3 cKO neurons exhibit a
clear loss of apical dendritic spines. Studies using shRNA’s against VGSC subunits
Nav1.1, Nav1.2, and Nav1.3 in combination showed minor dendritic arborization defects
as well as spine density loss but only in the proximal apical dendrite, with no
characterization of increased neuronal turnover. Ank3 is required for VGSC clustering
in the AIS (Zhou et al., 1998). Our results show larger global spine loss in the apical
dendrite, this is possibly due to a more severe Ank3 deletion phenotype than
knockdown of VGSCs. Ank3 clusters additional channels that are required for action
potential generation and mis-localization of channels in the cKO is resulting in larger
deficits.
It will be interesting to test if, as the reduction in spine number suggests, it is
possible that these Ank3 cKO neurons are receiving a reduction in inputs from mitral
cells, which may contribute to GC elimination. To test this possibility is feasible and will
require dual recordings of synapticaly connected mitral and tufted cells, or recording
spontaneous GC excitatory events
The model of reduced/imprecise activity leading to cell death suggests that most
severely affected cells will be removed first, making study in this area a challenge. Thus,
any phenotype being studied is less severe because the most severe cells are removed
from analysis. The process of a granule cell being eliminated, whether it is through
endogenous cues or withdrawal of trophic support is not well understood (Whitman
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and Greer, 2009). Further understanding the biological process that lead to GC cell death
would greatly facilitate there usage in potential therapies.
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4.6 Figures

Figure 26: doublecortin-CreER recombination in the OB, RMS, and SVZ
A. Confocal micrographs of IHC staining for tdTomato and DAPI. Tamoxifen
induced doublecortin-CreERtm ; R26r-tdTomato mice at indicated days post
tamoxifen injection (DPI). Scale bar = 100 μm
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Figure 27: Ank3 Expression in newborn GCs
A.Confocal micrographs of IHC staining for Ank3 and tdTomato
performed in doublecortin-CreERtm ; R26r-tdTomato mice at indicated days post
tamoxifen injection (DPI). Imaris image analysis software was used to colocalize
pixels above a set intensity threshold and is shown in overlaid in white(top row).
Red arrows denote soma location in Ank3 stain panel. Scale bar = 25 μm.
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Figure 28: Ank3 mediates precise action potential generation in GCs
A. Representative current clamp recordings from newborn GCs in response to
100 ms current pulse (20 pA = black: 40 pA = blue: 100 pA = green) in
Ank3(control) and Ank3(cKO) animals. B. Quantifications of average amount of
injected current required for a GC to fire one action potential. Control n = 17 (5
animals); cKO n = 20 (6 animals); * p =0.003, unpaired Student’s t test.
Quantification of the average number of action potentials fired in response to 100
ms current injection. Control n = 17 (5 animals); cKO n = 20 (6 animals); * p < 0.05,
unpaired Student’s t test.
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Figure 29: Spine density reduction in Ank3(cKO) GCs
A. Representative confocal micrographs of GCs from doublecortin-CreERtm ;
Ank3(wt/fl); R26r-tdTomato and doublecortin-CreERtm ; Ank3ko/fl; R26r-tdTomato
mice respectively. Quantification of total apical dendritic length from ImageJ
simple neurite tracer at 21-28 DPI in Ank3wt/fl and Ank3ko/fl neurons. N = 14, p =
0.67, unpaired Student’s t test Scale bar = 25 μm. B. Representative confocal
micrographs of GCs from doublecortin-CreERtm ; Ank3wt/flox; R26r-tdTomato and
doublecortin-CreERtm ; Ank3ko/fl; R26r-tdTomato mice respectively. Quantification of
total apical spine density/ μm, Ank3wt/fl n = 35, Ank3ko/fl n = 44, p <0.001 unpaired
Student’s t test. Scale bar = 10 μm.
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Figure 30: Ank3 deletion reduces GC survival
A. Representative confocal micrographs of GCs from Ank3fl/fl; R26rtdTomato injected in the RMS with 2 lentivirus mixture of Cre recombinase and
EF1α-GFP 1:3. Quantification of stereological counting of tdTomato+ and GFP +
GCs 7, 21, and 28 days post injection. Cell number is expressed as the ratio of
tdTomato cells to GFP cells and normalized to 1 at the 7 dpi value.
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Figure 31: Ank3 Expression in SVZ neuroblasts at a cortical injury
A. Representative confocal micrographs stitched together of a photothrombotic
injury 28 days post injury in a nestin-CreER; R26R-tdTomato animal. B.
Quantification of tdTomato+ cells around the injury site. dcx+ (53.7% ± 2.4%)
NeuN+ 0.16 % ± 0.5%, n= 617 cells, 3 animals C. Quantification of tdTomato+ cells
around the injury site that are Ank3+ (0.008% ± 0.09%) n= 617 cells, 3 animals.
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5 Discussion
5.1 Integration of postnatal NSC progeny
We found that SVZ NSCs produce a specialized subtype of Thbs4hi astrocyte that
differs from cortical Thbs4low astrocytes. Furthermore, our results showing parenchymal
astrocytes cannot upregulate Thbs4 protein after injury, suggests that Thbs4 is not solely
an astrocytic injury response marker, but could define a subtype of astrocytes. The
understanding of the diversity of astrocytes has increased greatly in the recent years, yet
challenges remain (Bayraktar et al., 2015). Astrocyte diversity, especially functional
diversity is only beginning to be understood (Giachino et al., 2014).Further
transcriptome analysis of Thbs4+ astrocytes will elucidate differences and similarities
between this population and other astrocyte types. The continued description of THbs4+
astrocytes will help in understanding if they are performing other roles at the injury site
beyond Thbs4 release.
We found that SVZ NSCs make Thbs4hi astrocytes following photothrombotic
injury. Astrocyte production is a surprising result given our understanding of
astrogenesis in the adult brain. Similar to neurogenesis, postnatal astrogenesis is
restricted in both time and place. In health, the levels of astrogenesis that occur in the
SVZ is poorly described. Astrocytes are unable to regenerate genetically- removed
populations after birth by migrating into areas of their absence (Tsai et al., 2012). Further
after injury parenchymal astrocytes do not migrate to the site of injury, only a subset of
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selected juxta-vascular astrocytes divide to produce scars(Bardehle et al., 2013; Tsai et
al., 2012). An intriguing hypothesis is that the SVZ may retain a unique ability to
generate migratory astrocytes in the mature brain. This hypothesis is difficult to test in
part because it is difficult to distinguish astrocyte progeny in the SVZ from astrocyticlike NSCs which are identified by glial molecular marker analyses, including BLBP,
GLAST, GFAP, CD133, etc.(Ihrie and Alvarez-Buylla, 2011). We found that NFIA is
upregulated during SVZ astrogenesis under the control of Thbs4 signaling. NFIA is well
studied for its role in embryonic CNS gliogenesis (Deneen et al., 2006). Along with its coregulator Sox9, NFIA works to drive gliogenic transcriptional programs including down
regulation of pro-neural Ascl1, and direct transcriptional upregulation of the astrocytic
marker GLAST. NFIA is known to be activated via Notch signaling. Since Notch
signaling and NFIA transcription is a mechanism conserved from embryonic
development in NSC astrogenesis, It will be of interest to determine the role of other
known gliogenic programs function in NSCs.
We found that Thbs4 directly binds Notch1 and that removal of Notch1 signaling
after injury prevents the generation of Thbs4hi astrocytes. Notch is well studied in the
SVZ niche and in stem cell niches in general. Notch is an extracellular transmembrane
signaling molecule that binds ligands, jagged, delta, and DKK all of which are expressed
in the SVZ (Givogri et al., 2006; Imayoshi and Kageyama, 2011). Proper Notch signaling
is critical for SVZ NSC function (Ables et al., 2010; Aguirre et al., 2010). Notch1 is
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primarily expressed on qNSCs where it is required to maintain stem cell potential.
Deletion of Notch1 in NSCs results in a large proliferation increase and generation of
neuroblasts, but NSCs quickly burn out and loose stemness (Basak et al., 2012). Deletion
of Notch1 in qNSCs has no detectable phenotype, but when activated by injury qNSCs
are no longer able to fully regenerate NSCs and neuroblasts. Notch signaling typically
results in transcriptional activation by Hes1 and Hes5, though in SVZ NSCs Hes5 is
predominant (Imayoshi and Kageyama, 2011). Since Thbs4-Notch1 signaling is required
for SVZ astrogenesis, it will be quite interesting for future studies to identify how notch
signaling balances astrocyte production with NSC self-renewal.
Consistent with the beneficial role of astrocytes after stroke(Burda and
Sofroniew, 2014), we found focal ischemic injuries in Thbs4 mutant mice result in scar
formation defects, with reduced GFAP expression and astrocyte organization. This is an
exciting result shedding light on important reparative processes after stroke. Notch1 has
been implicated along with other signaling pathways in regulating astrocytic
proliferation and activation after injuries (Wang et al., 2009b). After brain injury, reactive
astrocytes upregulate Notch1 expression, and Notch1 cleavage molecule gamma
secretase is also upregulated around in the injured penumbra (Arumugam et al., 2006;
Marumo et al., 2013). Deletion of Notch1 in astrocytes using GFAP-CreER post stroke
resulted in reduced parenchymal glial proliferation, while increasing inmmune cell
infiltration, both phenotypes leading to adverse functional outcomes (Shimada et al.,
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2011). The role of notch1 signaling in scar formation suggests a method whereby Thbs4
secreted from SVZ derived astrocytes may be organizing parenchymal astrocytes into
forming a scar and healing microvascular bleeds, both of which had deficits that were
observed in the Thbs4 mutant animal.
The parallels between NSCs and reactive astrocytes are fascinating. Many of the
same ligands found in the niche, and signaling pathways In NSCs are upregulated after
injury in astrocytes (Robel et al., 2011). After invasive cortical injury, mature astrocytes
upregulate GFAP, and become reactive to the injury. They readily divide symmetrically,
forming an astrocytic scar around the infarcted area through poorly understood
molecular mechanisms. Culturing injury reactive astrocytes under neurosphere forming
conditions allows for passage of these reactive astrocytes and differentiation of them
into functional neurons(Buffo et al., 2008).The post injury NSC properties acquired by
cortical astrocytes are regulated by Shh signaling, and exogenous SHH signaling is
sufficient to elicit the change from dividing astrocyte to neurogenic astrocyte (Sirko et
al., 2013). The gliogenic transcription factor, Gsx2 is normally expressed in adult NSCs.
Ectopic Gsx2 expression in gray matter astrocytes induces them to proliferate (Saha et
al., 2013). Given Thbs4’s role in SVZ astrogenesis it will be of scientific interest to
determine any role for Thbs4 in reactive gliosis and scar formation. Our findings
revealed a surprising outcome where SVZ-mediated astrogenesis may be beneficial over
neurogenesis in a period after cortical injury, in agreement with potentially protective
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roles for astrocytes after brain injury. Furthermore, we believe these results will have
important implications for therapeutic interventions using transplanted and/or
endogenous NSCs after brain injury
Using lineage-traced tdTomato+ neuroblasts labeled by tamoxifen induction in
Nestin-CreERtm4;R26r-tdTomato mice, we found that SVZ neuroblasts introduced
prematurely into the OB prior to completion of RMS migration do not remain stably
integrated in vivo. This result is consistent with previous studies using immature SVZ
neuroblast transplantation (Seidenfaden et al., 2006). It remains an open question
whether the inability of immature neuroblasts to integrate is a cell intrinsic death
program, similar to cortical interneurons (Southwell et al., 2012). Another possibility is
inability to receive neurotrophic cues present in the bulb. One such factor may be may
be BDNF. In a genetic mouse model with an introduced point mutation, induced BDNF
release is impaired, and SVZ neuroblast survival is dramatically decreased (Bath et al.,
2008). Ultimately, further work is required to understand neuroblast maturation state
and survival.
We developed a novel ex vivo live imaging assay and found that the
maturational state of neuroblasts is associated with neuroblast migration patterns in the
OB, as well as the orientation and extension of the apical dendrite for integration into OB
circuit. OB neuroblasts migrate into the granule cell layer, in a salutatory manner. The
leading process of the neuroblast allows for migration, as well as being used to explore
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the environment during time spent paused. This pattern of movement is consistent with
the final phases of cortical interneuron migration in the cortex (Bortone and Polleux,
2009; Wang et al., 2011). Immature iRMS neuroblasts migrate rapidly while failing to
enter the GCL, they migrate at a speed that is consistent with observed neuroblast
migratory speed and amount of time spent paused in the RMS and SVZ(Nam et al.,
2007; Platel et al., 2008). The maturational state of the neuroblast influences its dynamic
properties, and may be related to these two modes of migration.
Interestingly, we find that iRMS cells even after 14 days of culture cannot
generate mature electrophysiological currents, nor fire action potentials. OB cells of a
similar absolute age are able to generate currents and fire action potentials over a time
period consistent with their previously described development in vivo (Carleton et al.,
2003). Granule cell development occurs over a much longer time period than other types
of interneurons (Carleton et al., 2003; Whitman and Greer, 2009). It is possible that
circumventing the normal development of SVZ neuroblasts results an inability to
progress past certain developmental time points, or delays their occurrence. This delay
to maturation as assayed by electrophysiological function has been observed in cultures
of induced pluripotent human stem cells, and is thought to be caused by abnormal
development (Nicholas et al., 2013). Further understanding of neuroblast development
should uncover mechanisms that allow for experimental manipulations that to
overcome the developmental delay we have observed.
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Microarray analyses of SVZ neuroblasts during migration show significant
changes in gene expression profiles from birth to just prior to circuit integration in the
OB. Our gene expression results have uncovered several promising genetic pathways
that can be functionally tested for their role in SVZ interneuron integration with our live
imaging assay and through in vivo functional analyses. Of note, Wnt signaling and
electrophysiological transmission pathways are highly differentially regulated making
them an interesting, and hopefully a fruitful place to start.
Surprisingly, while mature neuroblasts arriving into the OB were far more
capable of integration than those located closer to the SVZ niche, we found that the
reverse is true when these neuroblasts were introduced into the cerebral cortex in brain
slices. It is interesting to consider these results in light of the many recent papers using
embryonic MGE interneuron transplantations. In contrast to OB neuroblasts, MGE cells
are able to widely migrate throughout the host brain (Alvarez-Dolado et al., 2006;
Southwell et al., 2010; Wichterle et al., 1999). OB neuroblasts seem to be more similar to
migratory capability as LGE neuroblasts, that when transplanted minimal distances
from the implantation site when transplanted heterotopically (Wichterle et al., 2001).
iRMS neuroblasts, on the other hand, migrate long distances and widely disperse
throughout heterotopic host tissue, similar to MGE neuroblasts(Southwell et al., 2010).
MGE neuroblasts readily develop mature physiological properties after transplantation
and receive synaptic input (Alvarez-Dolado et al., 2006; Baraban et al., 2009; Southwell et
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al., 2010). Our results demonstrate that iRMS cells at 14 days post transplantation have
not developed mature currents. Given the requirement of activity in SVZ new neuron
survival (Lin et al., 2010), delays or inability to fire action potentials could increase cell
death in SVZ neuroblasts. Our data suggest that SVZ neuroblasts do not have the
plasticity required to be therapeutically useful as is. While utilization of SVZ
neuroblasts for integration after injury remain problematic there is great promise in the
future for using cell based regenerative therapies. It may be more complex than
originally thought, but optimization of the cell source to the host destination has made
great progress and should continue to do so.
In chapter 3 we described the creation and validation of the transgenic
doublecortin-CreERtm mouse line which specifically lineage traces neuroblasts. Using
doublecortin-CreERtm we identified Ank3 expression in newborn SVZ derived GCs
during maturation and circuit integration along their apical dendrite, with no distinct
initial segment. Ank3 expression may be more diverse and specialized to cell type
specific needs. Indeed, in amacrine bipolar cells, one of the bipolar dendrites has a
distinct AIS like segment that has high densities of VGSCs that mediate action potential
firing (Wu et al., 2011). Even in rod bipolar cells, lacking both axons and dendrites, have
membrane specializations made where VGSCs are clustered via Ank3 into a small
region to stimulate action potential firing(Puthussery et al., 2013). Another postnatally
born neuron, dopaminergic PGCs were recently identified as having some Ank3+ AIS
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like segments on small regions of the proximal segment of bilateral dendrite (Chand et
al., 2015). Interestingly, not every dopaminergic PGC has an AIS. This finding raises the
possibility of increasing distinctions amongst current classes of neurons, based upon
Ank3 expression in an AIS like segment. Since PGCs have similar biology and role as
GCs there may be GC subdivisions based upon Ank3 expression that remain to be
explored. Hopefully the adult neurogenesis field will be able to benefit and utilize
doublecortin-CreERtm in labeling NSC progeny in future studies.
Ank3 deletion using doublecortin-CreERtm results deficits in action potential firing
frequency. Biophysical electrophysiological analyses have demonstrated and confirmed
via modeling that GCs have two modes of releasing neurotransmitter (Egger, 2008;
Egger et al., 2003). The first mode involves precise Ca2+ mediated sodium channel
independent release of neurotransmitter from closely positioned spines. The second
mode involves global neurotransmitter release from most or all spines by firing a
traditional sodium channel dependent action potential emanating from the apical
dendrite (Egger, 2008). This observation is consistent with our IHC data of Ank3
localization and its known roles of VGSC clustering and action potential initiation.
Future analysis should address any role for Ank3 in the more precise release of
neurotransmitter.
While maintaining grossly similar morphology, Ank3 cKO neurons exhibit clear
loss of dendritic spines. The loss of spines in Ank3 cKO neurons is likely due to the
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decrease in action potential generation. Reductions in global activity in the OB were
made by surgically occluding the naris which reduces olfactory input and activation to
the OB (Saghatelyan et al., 2005). The reduction in activity levels of all cells leads to the
reduction in spines on newborn granule cells. Recent work has shown that the 190 kDa
version of Ank3 directly regulates spine number and formation through AMPA receptor
trafficking (Smith et al., 2014). While it remains possible, it does not appear that Ank3 is
directly regulating spine number in GCs. The external plexiform layer is where GCs
form synapses, Ank3 IHC staining is not detectable in this region. Co-localization
analyses on single GCs also do not show expression in spines. This data suggests that
Ank3 does not have a role, since it is not present. This is an exciting new research area
for Ankyrin, and any role for Ank3 in GC spine formation should be directly tested.
Rescue experiments using Ank3-190 expression in Ank3 cKO neurons would address its
role. Lastly, Ank3 cKO neurons survive at much lower rates when compared to control
cells. Taken together, Ank3 deletion effects the ability of newborn granule neurons to
stably integrate with the OB.

5.2 Implications for post-injury Brain Repair
A long time ago I set out to understand how neural stem cell progeny are
integrated in the postnatal brain. This research presents a novel insight into the
on the cellular identity of the NSC response to injury, and understanding how
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neuroblast development influences SVZ neuroblasts integration capabilities.
There are many open questions raised by this study. What are Thbs4+ astrocytes
doing at the site of injury. What genetic pathways are regulated during
neuroblast maturation and required for integration? Understanding the
processes of NSC injury response and neuroblast integration will provide useful
insight into nervous system function. I expect that future researchers will answer
these questions, and open new ones, to all of our benefit.
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